DECISION OF THE UPPER TRIBUNAL
(ADMINISTRATIVE APPEALS CHAMBER)

The DECISION of the Upper Tribunal is to dismiss the appeal by the
Appellant.
The decision of the First-tier Tribunal (General Regulatory Chamber)
(Information Rights) dated 30 May 2018 under file reference
EA/2017/0288 following the hearing on 17 May 2018 does not involve any
error on a point of law. The First-tier Tribunal’s decision stands.
This decision is given under section 11 of the Tribunals, Courts and
Enforcement Act 2007.

REASONS FOR DECISION
The outcome of this appeal in a paragraph
1. The First-tier Tribunal’s conduct of this appeal and its decision disclose no error
of law. It follows that the Appellant’s appeal to the Upper Tribunal is dismissed. The
First-tier Tribunal’s decision accordingly stands, namely that the Information
Commissioner had correctly concluded that the public authority did not hold any
further recorded information which it should have disclosed to the Appellant under
the Freedom of Information Act 2000 (FOIA).
The background to the present appeal
2. Mr Crossland, the Appellant in the present appeal, has explained the genesis of
this case in the following terms: “A wealthy solicitor moved to a conservation area in
a small village and in 2011 built-up a historic wall abutting the highway to over 6 foot
high without planning permission” (FFT file p.102). Being dissatisfied with the way in
which Leeds City Council (LCC) had subsequently handled the matter, Mr Crossland
then made a series of freedom of information requests to the City Council on related
matters. I turn to consider the details of those requests later. First, however, I must
say something about the Appellant’s conduct of the present proceedings.
The Appellant’s conduct of these proceedings
3. Mr Crossland has been nothing if not determined in his conduct of these
proceedings. Over the life of this appeal (and in other proceedings he has brought
before the Upper Tribunal) he has subjected the Upper Tribunal office to a veritable
deluge of e-mailed communications, usually entitled ‘Urgent’ in the message line and
frequently containing multiple e-mail attachments. In Annex A to this decision I have
included a summary of his communications about the present appeal, as e-mailed to
the Upper Tribunal office (including, where relevant and to make sense of the
chronology, some of the Upper Tribunal responses). I do not pretend for one moment
that this list is complete, but it gives a flavour of the demands placed by Mr Crossland
on the appellate system. At this stage, I only need to make the following four
observations in this context.
4. First, Mr Crossland rails against what he describes as (in terms) a judicial
conspiracy to deny litigants in person their rights. However, Upper Tribunal judges,
registrars and clerical colleagues have considerable expertise and experience in
dealing with litigants in person. Unlike the courts, our procedures are designed and
operated with the interests of litigants in person very much in mind. There is
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doubtless still much scope for improvement. To take just one example, the current
somewhat antiquated case management database operated by the Upper Tribunal
Administrative Appeals Chamber is less than optimal. In practice, however, the reality
is that very few litigants in person present the sorts of challenges as have been
posed by the Appellant in the course of this appeal.
5. Second, Mr Crossland’s conduct of the present proceedings – both before the
First-tier Tribunal and the Upper Tribunal – suggests that he is unaware of the
fundamental principle of litigation that the judge is the final arbiter of case
management decisions. This is the principle underpinning the observations of
Lord Roskill in Ashmore v Corporation of Lloyd’s [1992] 1 WLR 446 (at 448H), namely
that:
“in any trial court it is the trial judge who has control of the proceedings. It is part
of his duty to identify the crucial issues and to see they are tried as expeditiously
and as inexpensively as possible. It is the duty of the advisers of the parties to
assist the trial judge in carrying out his duty. Litigants are not entitled to the
uncontrolled use of a trial judge's time. Other litigants await their turn. Litigants
are only entitled to so much of the trial judge's time as is necessary for the
proper determination of the relevant issues.”
6. Third, and more generally, Mr Crossland also appears not to understand the
statutory function of the First-tier Tribunal and the Upper Tribunal. These tribunals do
not operate as some form of all-purpose complaints bureau to address each and
every one of the actual and/or perceived failings of public authorities or the
Information Commissioner’s Office in the operation of the freedom of information
regime. Rather, each Tribunal’s jurisdiction is defined (and defined relatively
narrowly) by statute. As Upper Tribunal Judge Jacobs explained at the conclusion of
his decision in Kirkham v Information Commissioner (section 12 of FOIA) [2018]
UKUT 126 (AAC):
“38. As my decision draws to a close, this is a convenient place to make a
general point about some of Mr Kirkham’s ambitious submissions to the First-tier
Tribunal and on this appeal. The role of the Upper Tribunal is to decide first
whether the making of the First-tier Tribunal’s decision involved the making of an
error on a point of law (section 12(1) of the Tribunals, Courts and Enforcement
Act 2007). If, and only if, it so decides, it then has power to re-make the decision
or to remit the case to the First-tier Tribunal for rehearing. It is part of the Upper
Tribunal’s function that it may give guidance to decision-makers and the First-tier
Tribunal. That power is, however, confined to the issues that arise in the case
before it. It does not include general guidance that extends beyond the scope of
those issues. To take a couple of examples raised by Mr Kirkham, it does not
include power for me in the context of this case to give guidance to the
Information Commissioner on how to deal with issues under the Equality Act
2010 or on the proper form in which a decision should be made and issued.”
7. Fourth, Mr Crossland’s passionate advocacy of his case has meant, in my
assessment, that he has simply lost a proper sense of proportion as to the real
issues raised by his appeal. Mr Crossland repeatedly refers to the importance of his
appeal. I recognise the appeal is important to him. However, in the overall scheme of
things, and by comparison with other cases in the information rights jurisdiction that
come before the First-tier Tribunal and the Upper Tribunal, this was at its heart a
relatively ordinary and straightforward appeal. It is only because of the Appellant’s
litigiousness and his refusal to accept case management directions that it has
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become unnecessarily complicated. There was no need for the appeal file at the
Upper Tribunal level to expand to well over 500 pages and nor should the appeal
here have taken two years to be decided. Furthermore, keeping a case such as this
on track is not always easy in the face of repeated recusal applications.
Mr Crossland’s recusal application
8. That takes me to one other preliminary matter. Mr Crossland has made an
application that I recuse myself from dealing with this appeal. I have considered that
matter first but refuse that application for the reasons set out in Annex B to this
decision. In that context I note in passing that at various stages in these proceedings
Mr Crossland appears to have complained about the conduct of General Regulatory
Chamber (GRC) Registrar Worth as well as that of the GRC Chamber President,
Judge McKenna and Tribunal Judge Christopher Ryan, who had presided at the
hearing of the FTT appeal in question. In this Chamber, Mr Crossland has
complained about Upper Tribunal Judge Wright and the Upper Tribunal AAC
Chamber President, Dame Judith Farbey DBE, as well, of course, about me. Indeed,
unless I am very much mistaken, Mr Crossland appears to have complained about
each and every judge who has had any involvement in the present proceedings.
There has certainly been no shortage of recusal applications. I turn now to the main
business underpinning the appeal.
The freedom of information requests to Leeds City Council
9. For present purposes, and by way of context, there were three freedom of
information requests made to Leeds City Council.
10. The first request, set out in six detailed parts, was made to the Council’s Chief
Planning Officer on 26 November 2015. It concerned the City Council’s handling of a
complaint that its planning officers had acted in circumstances where they allegedly
had a conflict of interest. The City Council refused this request, relying on the
exception in regulation 12(4)(b) of the Environmental Information Regulations 2004
(SI 2004/3391) (‘the EIR’ test as to whether a request is “manifestly unreasonable”).
11. The second request, addressed to the City Council’s CEO, was made on 3
December 2015 and concerned LCC’s guidance, rules and codes governing
complaints about Council officers. The City Council provided Mr Crossland with
copies of certain documents as requested but stated that all relevant information had
been disclosed. I interpose here that this was the request which ultimately led to the
present proceedings.
12. The third request, dated 10 December 2015, was substantially similar to the
second request, but was made by a Ms Fiona Nicholls. The City Council took the
view this was either Mr Crossland using an alias or a person acting in concert with
him and so again applied regulation 12(4)(b) of the EIR.
The Information Commissioner’s decision notices
13. Complaints were made to the Information Commissioner about the City
Council’s response to each of the information requests.
14. As regard the first information request, the Commissioner decided in Decision
Notice (DN) FER0615064 that the City Council had properly applied regulation
12(4)(b) of the EIR.
15. As for the second information request, the Commissioner decided in DN
FS50694337 that the City Council did not hold any further information within the
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terms of the request and had accordingly satisfied section 1(1) of FOIA. This DN, I
repeat, led to the present appeal.
16. So far as the third information request was concerned, the Commissioner
decided in DN FS50619764 that the City Council had correctly applied regulation
12(4)(b) of the EIR.
The two First-tier Tribunal decisions
17. Mr Crossland appealed the Commissioner’s DN in respect of his first request to
the First-tier Tribunal. A tribunal presided over by Judge Henderson (‘the Henderson
FTT’) heard that appeal at York Magistrates’ Court on 10 April 2017 (EA/2016/0182).
The Henderson FTT decided that its jurisdiction was limited to dealing with the first
request and that the DN was based on a mistake of fact. It substituted a new DN for
the one issued by the Commissioner in the following terms:
“Leeds City Council breached Regulation 5(1) EIRs in that it failed to identify
additional information within the scope of the request of 26th November 2015
and it failed to plead regulation 5(3) EIRs to withhold it in response to this
request.
The information concerned has now been provided to the Appellant pursuant to
a SAR and no further information remains outstanding. The public authority is
therefore not required to take any further action in this matter.”
18. Mr Crossland also appealed the Commissioner’s DN in respect of the second
request to the First-tier Tribunal. A different tribunal presided over by Judge Ryan
(‘the Ryan FTT’) heard that appeal against the second DN at York County Court on
17 May 2018 (EA/2017/0288). The Ryan FTT concluded that the City Council did not
hold any further information which it should have disclosed to Mr Crossland under
FOIA.
19. It is unclear from the file before me what happened, if anything, to the third
Commissioner’s DN and whether or not that notice was appealed to the FTT. It
matters not for present purposes. To complete the picture, the Henderson FTT’s
decision was not taken further on appeal whereas, of course, the Ryan FTT’s
decision is the subject of present appeal to the Upper Tribunal.
The lead-up to the hearing before the Ryan FTT
20. The FTT papers are before me in two files, one being the paginated hearing
bundle and the other being an unnumbered file comprising papers filed after the
hearing bundle had been produced. The sequence of events (so far as is relevant)
can be summarised as follows.
21. On 9 December 2017, Mr Crossland lodged his notice of appeal against the
Commissioner’s DN FS50694337 (relating to the second information request). The
notice of appeal and more than 20 file attachments ran to a total of 86 pages, much
of which related to the FTT proceedings following the first information request. In Box
5 on Form T98 (Notice of Appeal), which invites appellants in the GRC to set out their
reasons for appealing, Mr Crossland wrote “The grounds for appeal are detailed on
the attached supplementary sheets”. There were, however, no such supplementary
sheets setting out grounds of appeal specifically against Commissioner’s DN
FS50694337, although the grounds of appeal which had been prepared for the
Henderson FTT (which, of course, had only considered the first information request)
were included (FTT file pp.38-46).
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22. On 18 December 2017, the Commissioner’s legal representative sought
clarification as to the grounds of appeal (FTT file p.94). Mr Crossland promptly
provided his amended grounds of appeal (FTT file p.96 and pp.102-111).
23. On 28 December 2017, the GRC Registrar issued case management directions
joining the City Council as a party to the appeal and setting a timetable for written
submissions (FTT file pp.99-100).
24. On 29 January 2018, the Commissioner filed her response to the appeal. In
doing so she identified four grounds of appeal derived from the Appellant’s narrative
account. Ground 1 was the Appellant’s argument that the second request should
have been dealt with under the EIR rather than FOIA. Ground 2 was his submission
that the Commissioner should have applied the public interest test. Ground 3
concerned Mr Crossland’s arguments that the City Council had failed to comply with
the requirements of the EIR/FOIA. Ground 4 involved a complaint about the
Commissioner’s handling of the earlier appeal (to the Henderson FTT) and the
allocation of the same case officer to investigate the second complaint. The
Commissioner opposed the appeal on all grounds (FTT file pp.113-126).
25. On 30 January 2018, the City Council filed its response, likewise resisting the
appeal, although counsel referred to some difficulty in identifying what exactly were
the Appellant’s grounds of appeal. The Council’s case, in short, was that it had
conducted a reasonable search, had disclosed relevant information and on the
balance of probabilities held no further information within the scope of the request
(FFT file pp.127-131).
26. On 16 February 2018, the Appellant filed his reply, stating that “At the hearing I
will address and rebut each and every one of the ICO’s [and LCC’s] grounds relying
on relevant laws, reasoning and supporting evidence to be placed in the bundle”
(FTT file p.132).
27. On 20 March 2018, the Commissioner’s solicitor provided the FTT office with
four copies of the indexed and paginated open bundle (there was no closed
material). This bundle ran to a total of 250 pages and was divided into four parts. Tab
1 comprised the notice of appeal and the tribunal’s case management directions
(CMD) and the parties’ written submissions to date (FTT file pp.1-132). Tab 2
consisted of correspondence relating to the original information requests (pp.133143). Tab 3 included correspondence relating to the Commissioner’s investigation of
the complaints about the City Council’s handling of both the first and second requests
(pp.144-243). Tab 4 was a short witness statement from the Council’s Information
Governance Officer (pp.244-250).
28. At this point the subsequent case papers are filed in the second and
unpaginated FTT bundle.
29. On 27 March 2018, the GRC Registrar issued further case management
directions (CMD). In summary, she noted that a hearing date had been scheduled for
17 May 2018 (more than six weeks away). She also directed that if Mr Crossland had
any further documents that he wished to have added to the bundle then they should
be provided by 26 April 2018. She further directed that if the extra documents ran to
fewer than 50 pages of A4 they could be sent to the FTT office electronically;
otherwise, hard copies would need to be provided.
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30. On 29 March 2018 Mr Crossland e-mailed the FTT office requesting a review of
the GRC Registrar’s CMD. In short, the Appellant argued that given his health and
other circumstances the period allowed for him to prepare the appeal was wholly
insufficient to enable him to have a fair and just hearing. He added:
“The bundle of my documents when produced would contain well in excess of 50
pages of documents ... [and the CMD] would burden me for a period in excess of
1 week to cover the necessary ordering, checking, indexing, page numbering (by
hand) taking for copying, checking, addressing errors, collating for posting and
taking for posting in excess of 1,000 pages total.”
31. Three inter-related observations are in order at this juncture.
32. First, and reading that e-mail in isolation, it was not entirely clear whether the
Appellant meant his own bundle was to comprise over 1,000 pages in total or
whether he had more than 250 pages to include but was aware he would need to
provide four sets (and so deliver in excess of 1,000 printed pages) in accordance
with the CMD. However, on the basis of Mr Crossland’s latest witness statement,
dated 31 July 2020, it is abundantly clear that he meant the former, namely that he
anticipated his own bundle would run to “well over 1000 pages” (witness statement at
§8a).
33. Second, it is apparent from his e-mail that as at that date in March 2018 Mr
Crossland had yet to receive his own copy of the bundle provided by the
Commissioner. It is therefore a mystery as to how he was so confident that he would
need to add a further 750 pages (or more) of his own.
34. Third, the simple fact is that a further bundle being in excess of 1,000 pages, in
addition to the 250-page bundle prepared by the Information Commissioner, would
have been wholly disproportionate and would have made a mockery of the overriding
objective of dealing with cases fairly and justly, bearing in mind especially the factors
identified in rule 2 of the Tribunal Procedure (First-tier Tribunal) (General Regulatory
Chamber) Rules 2009 (SI 2009/1976).
35. Be that as it may, on 5 April 2018 Judge McKenna, the GRC Chamber
President, conducted a rule 4(3) review of the GRC Registrar’s CMD dated 27 March
2018. After due consideration, she reaffirmed the Registrar’s CMD but at the same
time indicated that she would reconsider the matter if the Appellant provided “medical
or other independent evidence supporting his request”. She directed that any such
information would need to be provided by 13 April 2018.
36. On 17 April 2018, Judge McKenna issued a further ruling, noting that the
Appellant had provided some hard copy medical information that was “two years out
of date”. In the event she reaffirmed the Registrar’s CMD, but at the same time
reminded the Appellant he could request a short adjournment at the hearing if he
found it arduous.
37. On 26 April 2018, Mr Crossland sent the FTT office a further bundle of
documentation, mostly comprising a mixture of correspondence and e-mails. This
extra bundle ran to some 125 pages.
38. On 3 May 2018, Judge McKenna refused to grant Mr Crossland permission to
appeal to the Upper Tribunal against her ruling of 17 April, adding that the application
was premature in any event. She also declined to direct a stay of the proceedings,
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ruling as follows: “The oral hearing on 17 May must go ahead unless a sick note is
provided to show that the Applicant cannot attend the hearing on health grounds”.
A detour to the Upper Tribunal
39. On 11 May 2018 – and so six days before the FTT hearing was scheduled to
take place – the Upper Tribunal received the Appellant’s application for permission to
appeal against Judge McKenna’s case management rulings of 5 and 17 April. On 31
May 2018, in the Appellant’s application under Upper Tribunal file reference
GIA/1388/2018, I refused permission to appeal ‘on the papers’ for the following
reasons:
“7. The present application concerns a ruling that contains Case Management
Directions, i.e. what lawyers call an interlocutory ruling. In principle FTT case
management decisions are plainly appealable, so long as they are not “excluded
decisions” by statute (see LS v LB of Lambeth [2010] UKUT 461 (AAC); [2011]
AACR 27). However, it is not the role of the Upper Tribunal to ‘micro-manage’
such decisions on appeal where its jurisdiction is confined to errors of law. It is
old (but still good) law that an interlocutory ruling should only be interfered with if
it is “plainly wrong” (see e.g. Lord Templeman in Ashmore v Corporation of
Lloyd’s [1992] 1 WLR 446 at 454A-B). Moreover, the extent of any reasons
required for an interlocutory decision will be very much context-specific and will
typically be short; see e.g. Carpenter v Secretary of State for Work and Pensions
[2003] EWCA Civ 33 and KP v Herts CC (SEN) [2010] UKUT 233 (AAC)).
8. There are essentially two reasons why I am refusing permission to appeal on
this application.
9. First, the ultimate question is whether there is an arguable case that these
case management rulings fell outside the range of reasonable case
management decisions that the FTT could take. In making that assessment the
Upper Tribunal, as any appellate court or tribunal, affords considerable respect
to FTT rulings as a necessary corollary of the importance attached to the fair,
timely and resource-efficient disposal of litigation at first instance. In my view it is
simply not arguable that these rulings demonstrate any error of law. The
application here falls squarely into the category of a challenge to interlocutory
case management decisions which were well within the remit of the FTT to take.
It is simply not arguable that no reasonable Tribunal could have made the rulings
in issue. The applications essentially amount to a request that the Upper
Tribunal re-exercise a case management discretion already properly exercised
by the FTT but to a different end.
10. Second, the caravan has moved on. The Upper Tribunal registrar has made
enquiries with the FTT GRC office and advises me that the hearing of the
Applicant’s FTT appeal went ahead at York on 17 May 2018. The Applicant’s
UT11 has stated his primary desired remedy as being the revocation of the case
management direction relating to the bundle for that hearing and the rescinding
of the hearing date. Even if granted, this application cannot now provide that
remedy. The proceedings have thus become otiose.”
40. I also added that I did “not consider that any delay [in the Upper Tribunal] in
handling this application had any effect on the outcome. Having reviewed the file, I
am confident that had the matter been referred to any Judge of the Chamber the
application for permission would have been refused and the application for
suspension of the FTT ruling likewise” (at paragraph 14). I further advised Mr
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Crossland of his right to apply for an oral renewal hearing of his application, but in
doing so I pointed out that if he “considers that the procedural or case management
matters he relies on in the present application meant that he was denied a fair
hearing of his appeal on 17 May 2018, then naturally that is an issue he can raise in
the context of such a further application for permission. This refusal of permission
does not prevent him raising those matters in the latter context” (at paragraph 17).
Despite having had this principle explained to him on more than one occasion, Mr
Crossland has appeared not to grasp this point.
41. I should add that I have explained in Annex B why I have taken the view that my
prior involvement in GIA/1388/2018 is not such as to require me to recuse myself
from dealing with the current appeal (see paragraph B29 below).
The Ryan FTT: an outline of the hearing and its decision
42. The Ryan FTT (Judge Ryan, Ms Jean Nelson and Mr John Randall) did indeed
convene to hear Mr Crossland’s appeal at York County Court on 17 May 2018. In the
course of that hearing, the tribunal both refused Mr Crossland’s application for an
adjournment of the hearing and refused him permission to appeal against that ruling.
Then, after having held a hearing that covered the best part of a full day, the Ryan
FTT reserved its decision on the substantive appeal. Judge Ryan, doubtless
following consultation with his panel colleagues, subsequently signed off the FTT’s
decision on 30 May 2018 (pp.47-62). As already noted, and so far as the substantive
case was concerned, the tribunal dismissed Mr Crossland’s appeal against the
Information Commissioner’s DN relating to the second request, concluding on the
balance of probabilities that the City Council did not hold any recorded information
which it should have disclosed to the Appellant under FOIA. The first part of the Ryan
FTT’s decision summarised the outcome (paragraph [1]), explained the background
so far as it was relevant (paragraphs [2]-[5]), considered the Appellant’s second
information request and the Commissioner’s DN (paragraphs [6]-[9]) and
summarised the main steps that had been taken in the appeal (paragraphs [10]-[19]).
The decision then proceeded to set out the substantive issues it had to address.
These were stated to be (i) whether the tribunal should consider the appeal under
FOIA or the EIR (paragraphs [21]-[26]); (ii) whether the City Council held any
information within the scope of the second request which had not been disclosed
(paragraphs [27]-[36]); and, finally, (iii) whether any of the other issues raised by the
Appellant were relevant or within its jurisdiction (paragraphs [37]-[42]).
43. Judge Ryan subsequently gave the Appellant permission to appeal to the Upper
Tribunal in a ruling dated 2 August 2018 and in the following terms:
“The Application for Permission to Appeal is based entirely on an allegation that
the conduct of the Judge who chaired the Tribunal during the hearing had
denied the Appellant a fair hearing. No error of law is alleged in respect of either
the procedural ruling referred to in the Application for Permission to Appeal or
the substantive decision.
For the purposes of this Application I set aside my personal conviction that, in
difficult conditions, I conducted the hearing with fairness, courtesy and patience,
taking due consideration of the agitation that the Appellant was clearly
experiencing at times. My procedural ruling was intended to balance those
considerations against the overriding objective, including the requirement to
devote to the Appellant’s case a balanced and proportionate allocation of
Tribunal Time and Resources.
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Ruling
1 I have considered, in accordance with rule 44 of the Tribunal Procedure
(First-tier Tribunal) (General Regulatory Chamber) Rules 2009, whether
the Appellant received a fair hearing. I believe that he did. However, the
fairness of a hearing is to be assessed, not through my eyes, but
through those of a fair minded and informed observer. It is evident that
it did not seem to be fair to Ms Nichols, who has submitted a Witness
Statement recording her impressions.
2 In those circumstances I consider that it would be appropriate for the
Upper Tribunal to consider the case (including, if thought appropriate,
a full transcript of the hearing and the Judge’s corrected, written
version of the ex tempore procedural ruling he made) in order to
consider the fairness of the hearing and its outcome, viewed overall.”
A renewed detour to the Upper Tribunal
44. Notwithstanding the grant of permission to appeal from Judge Ryan in relation to
the substantive hearing on 17 May 2018, the Appellant still pursued his application
for an oral renewal of his application for permission to appeal the earlier CMD by
Judge McKenna, i.e. the application that I had refused on the papers in
GIA/1338/2018. This renewed application came before Upper Tribunal Judge Wright
in Leeds on 18 September 2018. On 1 October 2018 Judge Wright gave two reasons
for refusing permission to appeal in GIA/1338/2018.
45. The first reason was that Judge McKenna’s CMD had been overtaken by events,
and there was now no practical remedy that could be provided, were the case to
proceed as an appeal proper.
46. The second reason was that Judge Ryan’s grant of permission to appeal was
sufficiently broad that any challenge to the substantive decision could “include any
flaws in the procedural steps taken before the hearing on 17 May which (i) the Firsttier Tribunal did not correct on or before 17 May 2018, and (ii) affected the
substantive fairness of the decision then arrived at by the First-tier Tribunal. There is
therefore no need for Judge McKenna’s decision(s) to be separately and directly
challenged in these proceedings, even ignoring the lack of remedy point referred to
under the first ground for refusing permission to appeal” (Judge Wright’s ruling in
GIA/1338/2018 at paragraph 10).
47. For good measure Judge Wright also explained as follows:
“Upper Tribunal Judge Wikeley’s decision refusing Mr Crossland permission to
appeal in these proceedings (i.e. GIA/1338/2018) is not binding or determinative
of the appeal in GIA/2169/2018: see R (SB) and ors v First-tier Tribunal and
Criminal Injuries Compensation Authority (CIC) [2014] UKUT 497 (AAC); [2015]
AACR 16 at paragraph 87. Mr Crossland is therefore free to deploy all relevant
arguments he may wish in GIA/2169/2018 as to whether the First-tier Tribunal
appeal proceedings were fair” (at paragraph 13).
The proceedings in the Upper Tribunal
48. Meanwhile, on 31 August 2018 the Appellant lodged his notice of appeal with
the Upper Tribunal pursuant to Judge Ryan’s grant of permission to appeal. The
notice of appeal and accompanying documentation ran to 190 pages (p.9-199).
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49. On 2 October 2018, Judge Wright issued initial observations and CMD (p.200202). On 26 November 2018, the Commissioner lodged her response, resisting the
appeal (pp.205-214). On 27 November 2018, the City Council filed a short response
agreeing with the Commissioner (p.214a). On 27 December 2018, the Appellant filed
his reply (pp.216-229).
50. Regrettably, the appeal then made little progress in the course of the calendar
year 2019 as it became bogged down in a procedural mire. First, Mr Crossland
insisted that he should be provided with both hard copies and electronic copies of all
Upper Tribunal rulings and other documents in the proceedings. Judge Wright
refused that application in a detailed ruling dated 19 March 2019, as well as making
various other CMD. Mr Crossland then wrote requiring further reasons for Judge
Wright’s decision, resulting in a registrar writing to him to explain that judges did not
give reasons for their reasons and the particular issue was closed. Second, Mr
Crossland then applied for Judge Wright to recuse himself on the basis that the judge
had treated him unfairly, especially at the permission hearing in Leeds. Judge Wright
directed an oral hearing to consider the recusal application (p.271), followed by
further CMD (p.407) in response to a torrent of further e-mails and documentation
from the Appellant.
51. Mr Crossland in turn wrote to the Chamber President, Farbey J., asserting that
he was the victim of injustice and unlawful processes. Remarkably, he sought further
CMD in the appeal direct from the Chamber President, purporting to require her to
deal with his application within 7 days or else he would deem her to have accepted
his submissions and proposed CMD. In doing so, Mr Crossland appeared to overlook
the fact that judges make case management rulings in accordance with rule 2 and do
not respond to ultimatums from a party. Thus, the Chamber President issued CMD
under her own name on 22 November 2019 (pp.411-412), pointing out amongst other
things that Mr Crossland’s demand was not how the legal system worked. She
subsequently issued further CMD on 16 April 2020, exceptionally directing the
production at public expense of a transcript of the hearing before the Ryan FTT
(pp.437-439). On 28 May 2020, the Chamber President then made provision for any
submissions to be made on the transcript (p.440) and subsequently reallocated the
appeal file to me. I issued further CMD in the appeal on 25 June 2020.
52. I have considered all the parties’ written submissions on this appeal and, in the
case of Mr Crossland, his multiple and multifarious submissions. However, I have not
addressed every single argument in this decision, for the very simple reason that I
am not required to do so. I am obliged to give my reasons for my decision, no less
and no more. This I now proceed to do. In Annex B I have explained why I have not
held an oral hearing to consider the recusal application. I have considered separately
whether I should hold an oral hearing of the substantive appeal. I have concluded the
matter can be dealt with fairly and justly ‘on the papers’. It would be wholly
disproportionate to hold an oral hearing of the appeal proper, not least given the
issues have been fully ventilated in the written submissions.
The Upper Tribunal’s analysis
Introduction
53. The central question for me to determine is whether the Ryan FTT materially
erred in law in its approach to the appeal in EA/2017/0288. Judge Ryan himself gave
Mr Crossland permission to appeal to the Upper Tribunal. I agree with Judge Wright
that the terms in which Judge Ryan gave permission to appeal were sufficiently
broad to encompass all issues of fairness that may have a bearing on the appeal.
Shorn of unnecessary noise, the essence of the Appellant’s case is that he was
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denied a fair hearing of his appeal because of the combined effect of the GRC’s prehearing case management directions and because of the Ryan FTT’s conduct of the
hearing at York County Court on 17 May 2018. I consider each of those matters in
turn.
The GRC’s pre-hearing case management directions
54. The Appellant has attacked the GRC’s case management directions in the runup to the hearing on 17 May 2018. These included the GRC Registrar’s directions of
27 March 2018, followed by the GRC Chamber President’s rule 4(3) review (on 5
April 2018) and her later directions of 17 April 2018 and 3 May 2018. These CMD are
summarised at paragraphs 35-38 above. In short, they dealt with the Appellant’s
unhappiness with the arrangements for bundles for the hearing allied to his concern
that for health and other reasons he needed more time in which to prepare for the
scheduled hearing. However, Mr Crossland fell into the trap of believing that because
he regarded his proposed adaptations to the timetable as entirely reasonable it
necessarily followed that any decision not to accede to his proposals was utterly
unreasonable. As it is, however, and as I have already indicated above, Mr
Crossland’s own expectations about the hearing bundles was frankly unrealistic. I do
not doubt he had health concerns, but Judge McKenna’s approach was one that was
plainly open to her on the evidence she had to hand. Her directions, while they may
have been rather more robust than some other tribunal judges might have adopted,
were well within the bounds of a reasonable response by way of case management.
On the face of it, there was nothing to suggest there had been any error of law on her
part. That said, the real test of the fairness or otherwise of the GRC’s pre-hearing
case management was to see how the effect of those directions played out at the
hearing of the substantive appeal at York County Court on 17 May 2018.
The Ryan FTT’s conduct of the hearing at York County Court on 17 May 2018
Introduction
55. This section is divided into the following parts and themes:
(i) the general picture as regards transcripts and recording of First-tier Tribunal
hearings;
(ii) the four transcripts from the Ryan FTT hearing;
(iii) pulling the procedural threads together from the Ryan FTT hearing;
(iv) was it unfair of the Ryan FTT to refuse an adjournment?;
(v) was it unfair of the Ryan FTT to narrow the issues raised by the appeal?;
(vi) was the FTT’s conduct of the appeal unfair to the Appellant as a litigant in
person?;
(vii) the Information Commissioner’s response on the fairness of the FTT
proceedings; and
(viii) other matters raised by the Appellant in his grounds of appeal.
The general picture as regards transcripts and recording of First-tier Tribunal
hearings
56. Mr Crossland appears to be under the misapprehension that it is his entitlement
to have free of charge both a transcript of, and a copy of the digital recording of, any
First-tier Tribunal oral hearing in which he participates. Nothing could be further from
the truth.
57. At this juncture, several general observations are in order. First, there is no
automatic right under the European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR) to a copy
of a transcript of a tribunal hearing. Nor does the Human Rights Act 1998 provide any
such right. Moreover, and perhaps somewhat remarkably, there is no statutory
requirement on the First-tier Tribunal even to maintain a record of proceedings,
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whether digital, audio or handwritten. The Tribunals, Courts and Enforcement Act
2007 is entirely silent on the matter, as are the Tribunal Procedure (First-tier
Tribunal) (General Regulatory Chamber) Rules 2009. There is no Practice Direction
or Practice Statement that governs the position in the GRC (contra the position in the
Social Entitlement Chamber of the FTT). The most that can perhaps be said is that
the Judge is under a duty to take a note of the evidence (see Houston v Lightwater
Farms Ltd [1990] ICR 502 at 507, where it was held that a chairman of what was
then an industrial (now an employment) tribunal “as a judge, has in our judgment a
judicial duty to make some note of the proceedings before him, including the
evidence, for the assistance of an appellate court in the event of an appeal”). As a
matter of good practice, panel members are also typically encouraged to keep their
own notes although practice varies across the different FTT Chambers. Although the
GDPR provides certain rights to access personal data, judicial notes (whether those
of judges or specialist members) are exempt from disclosure (see Data Protection
Act 2018, section 15 and Schedule 2, Part 2, Paragraph 14(2) and (3)).
58. The absence of any prescriptive legislative framework means that recording
practice also varies across tribunals. Some tribunals digitally record all hearings as a
matter of course. Other tribunals rarely, if ever, digitally record hearings, relying
simply on the judge’s note. As the Court of Appeal has observed in the context of
FTT immigration and asylum appeals at first instance, “Proceedings in the First-tier
Tribunal are not ordinarily recorded (it is not a court of record) and no transcript of the
hearing will be available” – see Singh v Secretary of State for the Home Department
[2016] EWCA Civ 492 at [53(4)]. Still other tribunals operate entirely pragmatically,
recording hearings if they happen to be sitting at a venue which offers that facility, but
not if they are not. This is the case with some peripatetic tribunals such as the GRC
First-tier Tribunal dealing with information rights hearings. Even if the hearing is
digitally recorded, there is no automatic right to a free transcript of that recording. The
default position is usually that a transcript can be prepared on payment of a fee.
Leadership judges certainly have a discretion to direct a transcript be prepared at
public expense. This might be appropriate, for example, as a reasonable adjustment
for a person with a relevant disability. However, Mr Crossland’s insistence that he
was entitled to a transcript was not supported on any such basis.
The four transcripts from the Ryan FTT hearing
59. It follows from the general position as set out above that in normal
circumstances there would be no recording or transcript of any FTT information rights
appeal hearing. But the present case is an aberration from the norm. There are,
remarkably, a total of four separate transcripts of at least parts of the hearing. In this
section I explain how this remarkable multiplicity of transcripts came about. These
transcripts were only made possible because the Ryan FTT hearing was held at York
County Court in a hearing room that had a digital recording facility and because
Judge Ryan himself went above and beyond the call of duty.
60. I list (and summarise) the four transcripts in the order in which they came to my
notice:
(1) First, the Ryan FTT’s decision itself included a three-page Appendix,
described as being a “RULING ON ADJOURNMENT (a transcript of the ex
tempore decision made at the time, amended to improve comprehension)”
(see pp.59-62, original emphasis). I call this “the Ryan revised adjournment
ruling”;
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(2) Second, a further ‘home-made’ five-page transcript was prepared by Judge
Ryan, again from having listened to the court venue’s CD, which was
headed “Transcript of the recorded portion of the hearing of Crossland v
Information Commissioner and Leeds City Council in York on 17 May 2018
between the delivery of the ruling on an application to adjourn and the start
of the substantive appeal” (this appears as document 1 in the second FTT
file). I call this “the Ryan mini-transcript”;
(3) Third, a 56-page transcript of the hearing (pp.442-498), produced at public
expense by Ubiqus, and made following the direction of Farbey J (p.439) –
see paragraph 51 above. I call this “the Ubiqus hearing transcript”;
(4) Fourth, a five-page transcript of the Ryan FTT’s judgment on the Appellant’s
adjournment application, again produced at public expense by Ubiqus, and
made following the direction of Farbey J (p.439). I call this “the Ubiqus
adjournment ruling transcript”.
61. The circumstances in which these various transcripts were prepared is as
follows. The first, the Ryan revised adjournment ruling, was annexed to the FTT’s
decision. It had been prepared by Judge Ryan, having listened to the digital
recording. The ruling began by stating that “At the start of the hearing today we
considered an application by the Appellant to adjourn. Effectively, a renewal of his
previous application to the Registrar”. The GRC office issued the Ryan FTT’s
decision to the parties by e-mail on 30 May 2018. By return, Mr Crossland requested
the GRC office to “urgently provide me with the unedited transcript of what was
recorded on the court recording system” about the “discussions etc. related to the
Judge’s decisions and procedure regarding the Appellant’s right to request a review
of the judge’s preliminary decision”, as there had, he said, been a difference of view
at the hearing as to what had been said (p.45).
62. With commendable and remarkable alacrity, the GRC office issued Mr
Crossland on 1 June 2018 with a copy of what it described as the “Judge’s transcript”
(pp.39-45). This was the ‘home-made’ Ryan mini-transcript (the second of the four
transcripts described at paragraph 60 above). As such, the Judge’s mini-transcript
covered the discussion recorded on the official Ubiqus hearing transcript as having
started at p.29 (line 11 onwards) and ending on p.37 (at line 12). The Judge’s minitranscript included the following passage (the text in bold is my emphasis; R is the
judge’s own abbreviation for Judge Ryan):
“R: We have given our decision on that so we are now looking at the appeal
issue. You need permission to appeal the order we have just made. I am
prepared to treat what you have just said as a request for permission to appeal. I
need another quick word with my colleagues to see how we should treat that.
You stay there we will pop out of the room.
[voice – are we still being recorded?]
R: I am stopping the recording at 12.22.
[No recording was made of the conversation when the panel returned to
the room, informed the Appellant that his application for permission to
appeal was refused and that the substantive hearing should be proceeded
with. It was suggested, and agreed, that the hearing be adjourned for one
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hour to enable to Appellant to consider his position and prepare his
submissions].
13:18
R: Come in … [pause]
Right we are staring at twenty past one and we have got until 4 o’clock…”
63. Over the following fortnight the Appellant sent the GRC office a series of further
e-mails (e.g. dated 4 June, 5 June and 14 June 2018). In short, Mr Crossland
complained he had not been sent a proper transcript. It appears that he requested (i)
an official court transcript of the adjournment ruling (i.e. the authorised version of
what appeared as the Appendix to the FTT’s decision), which he called “the
Preliminary issue”; (ii) an official court transcript of what he described as the “Missing
Ruling”, being the tribunal’s refusal to grant permission to appeal against that
adjournment ruling and related matters; and (iii) copies of the judge’s and panel
members’ notes of the hearing. These requests were framed in terms of an
overarching complaint that he had not had a fair hearing. For example, as regard the
Preliminary issue (p.36):
“The Appellant considers it fair and just that he, the Appellant, should have a
formal transcript of that decision not one subject to any transcribing errors by the
Judge or conscious or subconscious editing by the judge after the judge has
subsequently heard the case and has the benefit of hindsight, to edit the record
so to reflect what he wished to have said – not what he actually said.”
64. On 28 August 2018, the GRC’s ‘Delivery Manager’ e-mailed the Appellant
explaining that Judge Ryan had provided a transcript of both the adjournment ruling
(annexed to the decision) and the subsequent dialogue “out of courtesy … [The
Judge] granted your request in recognition of your status as a litigant in person and
your concerns about the way you believed you had been treated. He had no
obligation to do so and made no promise.” The Delivery Manager noted that
permission to appeal to the Upper Tribunal had been granted and in effect stated that
the correspondence was now closed. There was no mention of the panel’s notes, but
as noted above (see paragraph 57)
they were exempt from disclosure in any event because of the Data Protection Act
2018.
65. Be that as it may, it follows that from a date very soon after the FTT hearing in
York, the Appellant has had sight of both Judge Ryan’s revised adjournment ruling
and the mini-transcript. He may not at that stage have had an official transcript of
either ruling but the simple fact of the matter is that he had no entitlement to such
(see paragraphs 56-58 above).
66. The other two transcripts – the Ubiqus hearing transcript and the Ubiqus
adjournment ruling transcript – have only been made available more recently, as a
result of the directions by Farbey J, as noted above.
67. The Upper Tribunal sent Mr Crossland a copy of the former on 28 May 2020.
The transcript does not include timings but evidently the hearing continued for the
best part of a day, with a break of about one hour for lunch. Although Mr Crossland
has sent in extensive final representations about his appeal, he makes very little
reference to the Ubiqus hearing transcript.
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68. For reasons that are not immediately apparent from the Upper Tribunal file, none
of the parties was sent a copy of the Ubiqus adjournment ruling transcript at the
same time. This latter transcript had also been filed with the Upper Tribunal papers in
such a way that unfortunately I overlooked it when drawing up my directions of 25
June 2020. It follows that neither Mr Crossland nor the respondents in this appeal
have had the opportunity to make any observations on the Ubiqus adjournment ruling
transcript. For the reasons I explain later, I am not satisfied that fairness and justice
require the parties to have that further opportunity now to make representations.
However, I will direct, if only for the purposes of completeness, that a copy of the
Ubiqus adjournment ruling transcript should be issued to all parties with the decision
on this appeal.
69. It is also right to note that there is further evidence about the hearing in the form
of Ms Nicholls’s sworn witness statement (pp.31-33) and Mr Crossland’s own witness
statements and lengthy written submissions.
Pulling the procedural threads together from the Ryan FTT hearing
70. By way of a recap, it is not in dispute that the Ryan FTT made two procedural
rulings in the course of the appeal hearing at York on 17 May 2018. The first ruling
was to refuse Mr Crossland’s renewed application for the hearing to be adjourned to
allow him more time to prepare for the FTT hearing. The second ruling was to refuse
Mr Crossland’s application for permission to appeal that ruling refusing to grant an
adjournment.
71. As to the first ruling, there are, as noted above, two versions of this adjournment
ruling. The first is the Ryan revised adjournment ruling, annexed to the FTT’s
decision, while the second is the Ubiqus adjournment ruling transcript. I have read
both carefully. In substance they are identical, the only difference being that the
former includes some minor elucidation of certain issues. I am satisfied beyond any
doubt that the latter, generated from the county court’s digital record by a
professional transcription firm, is an accurate record of what was actually said at the
hearing as the reasons for refusing the adjournment application.
72. As to the second ruling, I am also now satisfied that the decision to refuse Mr
Crossland’s application for permission to appeal that ruling refusing to grant an
adjournment was not captured on the venue’s digital recording system. The reason
for that was simply that the recording was not running at that point. That conclusion is
supported by the almost contemporaneous note by Judge Ryan in the Ryan minitranscript (the passage in bold at paragraph 62 above).
73. It is only right that I record that I have changed my mind on this issue since
issuing my initial directions. In the reasons for my CMD dated 25 June 2020 I stated
as follows:
“Nor am I persuaded that there is a ‘missing’ part of the transcript at p.32 (at 2122) as alleged. The transcript is a professionally prepared document. It is not
prepared by either the Upper Tribunal or the First-tier Tribunal. As is the usual
practice, the Upper Tribunal office sent the digital file or CD to an independent
court transcriber, who then prepared the transcript with no input from either
Tribunal or from their judicial or administrative staff. The Tribunal’s ruling on the
permission application is summarised on p.33 at 16-21.”
74. The reason why I have changed my mind is the compelling evidence by way of
the contemporaneous note (now in bold) referred to above in the Ryan mini-
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transcript. When preparing the ruling dated 25 June 2020, I had read the Ubiqus
hearing transcript in detail, assuming that to be the authoritative record of the
tribunal’s proceedings. I remain satisfied that the Ubiqus hearing transcript is a full
and accurate record of everything that was digitally recorded at the FTT hearing.
However, it missed off the ruling refusing permission to appeal against the
adjournment ruling because that passage in the hearing had not been digitally
recorded. The mere fact that a relatively short passage in the hearing went
unrecorded does not make the proceedings unfair without more.
75. Mr Crossland’s very many detailed and extensive written submissions on why he
says the FTT hearing was unfair really boil down to three propositions, namely that
(1) it was unfair for the tribunal to refuse him an adjournment; (2) it was unfair of the
tribunal to narrow the issues raised by the appeal in such a way that he could not
properly present his case; and (3) it was unfair of the FTT to approach the hearing in
the way it did, given he was a litigant in person. Each of these submissions must be
considered in turn.
Was it unfair of the Ryan FTT to refuse an adjournment?
76. According to the Ubiqus adjournment ruling transcript, the FTT started by
summarising the grounds on which Mr Crossland had made his renewed application
to adjourn (namely health reasons and insufficient time to prepare). Judge Ryan then
specifically referred to the guidance in Jacobs, Tribunal Practice and Procedure,
noting that the crux of the issue was the effect an adjournment would have on the
parties and the tribunal system. The Judge then announced the panel’s conclusion
that the effect of an adjournment “would be disproportionate and that proceeding with
the hearing would not be unreasonable or injurious to any party”. The reason for this
was “because we see the scope of the decision in a much more limited [sense] than
the appellant, Mr Crossland, does”. Judge Ryan then referred to the terms of the
decision in the Information Commissioner’s DN that was under appeal.
77. By way of examples, the Judge also addressed three issues raised by Mr
Crossland which the panel had concluded were not relevant to the DN under appeal,
while making it clear these were not the only ones he could have selected. The first
concerned the public authority’s original reliance on its view that the request was
“manifestly unreasonable”; but as that had not been pursued in relation to the second
request, the FTT did not need to consider it. The second was Mr Crossland’s desire
to counter criticisms made of him in the public authority’s witness statement. Here,
the FTT was satisfied that the points at issue did not impact on the questions it had to
determine. The third was Mr Crossland’s criticism of the ICO’s deployment of staff to
conduct the investigation; again, the FTT found this was not relevant to what it had to
decide.
78. In conclusion, and on a more positive note, Judge Ryan identified the issues
which the FTT would consider, namely (i) the scope of Mr Crossland’s information
request; (ii) the factual evidence about the public authority’s conduct in that regard;
(iii) whether the request was covered by the EIR or FOIA; and (iv) whether the test as
to whether the public authority held material was the balance of probability or some
other measure. The legal matters so raised did not involve reliance on extensive
documentation. Moreover:
“20. Reverting to the factual issues, they are quite narrow. They are – the
documentation relating to them is quite limited. It is only when one goes into
what we regard as the irrelevant issues that one may or may not get involved in
all the other documentation, some of which is in the first bundle; some of which
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is in Mr Crossland’s additional papers and for the reasons I have given, we do
not think that we need or should do that.
21. In particular, we do not think we should consider anything to do with EIR
12.4(b); the issue of whether or not at any time it was alleged that information
was exempted under – as being manifestly unreasonable. That is simply not an
issue that arises on this appeal. It may have arisen in other cases. It may have
been raised in correspondence but it does not arise on this appeal.
22. For all those reasons, we think we are well able to proceed with the case
today and we have to say that the manner in which Mr Crossland has addressed
these issues undermined his own case in that he clearly is well on top of the
detail and is able to make his points very clearly and comprehensively.
23. We feel that he and we are in a position to deal with this hearing today and
deliver fair justice and so, that is our decision. We shall proceed with the
hearing.”
79. I reiterate that the Ryan revised adjournment ruling provided as an annex to the
FTT’s decision was not materially different in any respect. It follows that a further
round of submissions inviting comments from the parties on the Ubiqus adjournment
ruling transcript is both unnecessary and disproportionate.
80. There is one other significant matter to note. The FTT’s decision to refuse the
renewed adjournment application was not made at the outset of the hearing. Far from
it. The Ubiqus hearing transcript does not have timings attached. However, the FTT’s
adjournment ruling is noted parenthetically therein as “Judgment transcribed
separately” at line 11 on p.29 of the transcript. Given the fact that the tribunal broke
for an early lunch at about 12.15 (at p.32), my best guesstimate is that the
adjournment ruling was delivered at about 12 noon. By that stage the FTT had had
ample time (in the order of two hours) to explore fully the Appellant’s concerns.
81. Thus, the Ryan FTT’s adjournment ruling – whether read in the Ubiqus version
or the slightly revised Ryan version – was a careful and considered response to Mr
Crossland’s application. It has long been established that the decision to adjourn is a
matter in which tribunals have a broad discretion (see Jacobs v Norsalta Ltd [1977]
ICR 189). The tribunal here directed itself to the relevant law (although it did not
expressly refer to MA v Secretary of State for Work and Pensions [2009] UKUT 211
(AAC), the principles therein were helpfully summarised by the citation from Tribunal
Practice and Procedure). Although the FTT did not explicitly mention the overriding
objective in rule 2, its analysis of the issues demonstrated that it had those factors
firmly to the forefront of its collective mind. The reasons it gave were not simply
adequate but were comprehensive and cogent. The decision to refuse the
adjournment request and to proceed with the hearing was plainly one that was open
to the FTT. Mr Crossland may well have been unhappy with the tribunal’s decision,
but that did not make it unfair or unreasonable. It was eminently fair by any objective
criterion.
Was it unfair of the Ryan FTT to narrow the issues raised by the appeal?
82. The short answer is No.
83. The longer answer is it is elementary that it is for the tribunal to identify the
range of issues which arise for determination (see also paragraphs 5 and 6 above).
This is especially so in an inquisitorial jurisdiction such as the FTT. As a matter of
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active case management, the tribunal is perfectly entitled to advise the parties that it
wants to hear submissions on points A, B and C but will not wish to hear about
matters X, Y and Z. This tribunal here quite properly did just that. The Appellant, as
with any other party, was required to respect that (see rule 2(4)). The FTT cannot be
expected simply to sit back and allow a party, whether professionally represented or
acting as a litigant in person, to read aloud the equivalent of a small (or even a large)
telephone directory of submissions on a range of issues which the party (but not the
tribunal) happens to consider important. If the FTT wrongly excludes a matter from
consideration, that can be tested on an appeal confined to a material error of law
before the Upper Tribunal.
84. In his original notice of appeal, Mr Crossland argued that the FTT’s decision
omitted what he described as “Judge Ryan’s ‘Missing Ruling’”. The Appellant
recorded this ruling as follows (as he put it, “hereby reproduced by the Appellant as
faithfully and truthfully as possible”):
“Mr Crossland has claimed that there are points of law in his case:
• That the requests fall within EIR (and therefore not FOIA).
• That the responses by Leeds City Council had been given under EIR
including a claim for exemption under R12(4)(b) unreasonable.
Therefore the ICO should have considered the response in this context.
• That the test used by the ICO – ‘balance of probabilities’ that Leeds City
Council had provided all relevant information was not the correct test
given the circumstances.
The Tribunal rejects these grounds as arguable and Rules that the
Tribunal’s jurisdiction is only to consider whether or not the ICO’s Decision
Note [sic] is correct:
23. The Commissioner’s decision is therefore that, on the balance of
probabilities, the Council complied with section 1 of the FOIA by
providing the complainant with information relevant to his request in its
letters of 9 and 17 December 2015.
The Tribunal shall only consider whether or not ‘on the balance of
probabilities, the Council complied with section 1 of the FOIA by providing
the complainant with information relevant to his request in its letters of 9
and 17 December 2015.’
Furthermore, if Mr Crossland tries to introduce these matters which he
considers to be points of law into the hearing of his Appeal then he will be
stopped from doing so.”
85. The purported ‘missing ruling’ is also to be found in Ms Nicholls’s witness
statement in precisely the same terms. In the circumstances – notably, given her role
in the third information request (see paragraph 12 above) – I do not regard Ms
Nicholls as an independent witness. Accordingly, her apparently corroborating
account does not add any weight to Mr Crossland’s own evidence.
86. Moreover, I am driven to the conclusion that Mr Crossland’s own account of this
so-called missing ruling is neither accurate nor reliable in all respects. It amounts to
no more than a garbled and partly misleading version of the FTT’s ruling refusing his
adjournment application. In that ruling the FTT certainly mentioned each of the three
bullet points listed in Mr Crossland’s account. However, the FTT only disregarded the
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second of those issues as being irrelevant to its enquiry (see paragraph 77 above). In
no sense did it reject the first and third bullet points as arguable. Indeed, the FTT’s
final decision spent two pages analysing whether the correct regime was FOIA or the
EIR (at [21]-[26]). It also considered at length the appropriateness of the balance of
probabilities test as part of its discussion as to whether information was held by the
public authority (see [27]-[36]). The suggestion (or rather the assertion) by Mr
Crossland that the tribunal had excluded the first and third bullet points at an early
stage of its enquiry, rendering the whole of the proceedings unfair, is simply fanciful.
It is completely undermined by the detailed treatment of both those points in the
FTT’s substantive decision.
87. The FTT certainly identified the primary focus of its inquiry as being the core of
the Information Commissioner’s DN, but it was correct to do so. As Judge Ryan put it
in the course of the hearing (Ubiqus hearing transcript, p.15, lines 29-35 and p.16
line 1):
“JUDGE RYAN: Mr Crossland, we come back to – we can only review the
decision notice which has been presented to us. That is all the law says.
S.87 is very, very clear. Information tribunals do not go wandering off all
over the place and say whether this was right and that was right. That
might be an ombudsman’s job; that is not yours. All we have got to look
at is, was the Information Commissioner right or wrong when she
decided that there were no other documents, there had not been any
documents withheld which fell within the scope of that request – quite
happy to look at it as an EIR request; it does not seem to matter, we can
resolve that problem separately.”
88. It must be noted that the Ubiqus transcript was never formally approved (given
Judge Ryan had retired). I am satisfied that the reference in the extract above in line
3 to “S.87” must have been to sections 57 and 58 of FOIA, and the “yours” in line 5
was probably misheard by the transcriber, as “ours” makes more sense in this
context. However, nothing turns on such matters of minor detail.
89. Finally, I recognise that there is no passage in the Ubiqus hearing transcript in
which Judge Ryan stated in express terms, as the Appellant alleges, that “if Mr
Crossland tries to introduce these matters which he considers to be points of law into
the hearing of his Appeal then he will be stopped from doing so.” I accept, however,
that the ruling on the application for permission to appeal the adjournment ruling itself
was not recorded, and so not transcribed, so it is possible that some such indication
was given in the course of that separate ruling. Given the admirably patient way in
which Judge Ryan dealt with the Appellant throughout the rest of the hearing, I would
be surprised if it had been put in quite such stark terms. But the fact that such a
message had plainly been conveyed in one form or another is supported by the
exchange which took place in the afternoon session, when Mr Crossland began to
present his appeal, having handed in copies of some written submissions for the
panel (p.38, lines 1-31, emphasis added in bold):
“JUDGE RYAN: Shall we read them or are you going to talk us through them
or how do you want to play it?
MR CROSSLAND: Because of what happened this morning, I don't want to
be stopped whilst going through those.
MRS NELSON: What do you want us to do?
MR CROSSLAND: Well, I would have normally wanted you to read them but
I’m so concerned with what I heard this morning that I don’t want to be
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stopped and have certain parts of those not be considered. I don't want to be
stopped from reading part-way through.
JUDGE RYAN: Your plan was to read them to us?
MR CROSSLAND: I wasJUDGE RYAN: I seeMR CROSSLAND: Until this morning when you – when you made it
clear that you might stop me.
JUDGE RYAN: I might indicate to you that you are dealing with a point
that we think is irrelevant, yes.
MR CROSSLAND: Yes. Because the – the order you didn’t give this
morningJUDGE RYAN: Yes, yesMR CROSSLAND: And the judgment that you did giveJUDGE RYAN: Yes. Mr Crossland, I am not sure how you want to
proceed with your appeal. Do you want us just to take these away and
read them? Or do you want to read them out to us or what?
MR CROSSLAND: I would want to read them out but I don't want any
part of them excluded because you say so.
JUDGE RYAN: Well, the thing about saying so, the judge does have
control of the proceedings in his own court.
MR CROSSLAND: Yes, I know, but you’d have to put it in writing.
JUDGE RYAN: Why would I have to put it in writing?
MR CROSSLAND: You’d have to note the bits that you weren’t happy
with considering. That’s the basis of – that’s the basis of my appeal. It’s
consistent with my appeal as lodged to the first-tier tribunal...”
90. Both highlighted passages, and indeed others of Mr Crossland’s interventions as
recorded in the rest of the transcript, only serve to demonstrate the Appellant’s
inability to understand the role of the First-tier Tribunal in defining the scope of the
issues before it for its determination. In addition, the comment at the end of the
second highlighted passage – the inference that, at the time it was made, the Judge
would be required to commit to writing any ruling on what was or was not relevant –
was simply misconceived. It was, furthermore, symptomatic of Mr Crossland’s
misplaced approach to case management issues, namely that he knows best and so
is best placed to advise judges what they can and cannot do.
Was the FTT’s conduct of the appeal unfair to the Appellant as a litigant in person?
91. In some respects, this ground is simply another way of putting the two previous
sets of arguments about the alleged unfairness of the proceedings. More generally,
Mr Crossland’s submissions highlight his own status as a litigant in person, faced
with health problems and limited resources, as contrasted with the teams of
professionals acting for both the public authority and the Information Commissioner.
Although he did not put the argument in quite these terms, this was essentially a
challenge based on an absence of ‘equality of arms’, as that concept is understood in
the context of Article 6 of the ECHR. I assume for present purposes that the same
concept can be imported into domestic notions of the common law requirement for a
fair hearing and natural justice.
92. A similar argument was advanced by the appellant Mr Moss in Moss v
Information Commissioner and Cabinet Office [2020] UKUT 242 (AAC). Upper
Tribunal Judge Wright’s conclusion was as follows:
“149. As for the ‘equality of arms’ argument, in my clear judgment there is no
merit in it, even assuming Article 6(1) does apply. The starting point is that the
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'equality of arms' test is a broad one which only requires that a litigant is not
placed under a substantial disadvantage as compared to his or her opponent:
see, for example, De Haes and Gijsels v Belgium (1997) 24 EHRR 1 and Steel
and Morris v UK (2005) 41 EHRR 22 at paragraph [62]. Moreover, it is not a
matter of a disadvantage in theory arising but one which can be made out on the
concrete facts of an individual case: Steel and Morris at paragraph [61]. I have
borne these principles in mind when considering whether the proceedings before
the First-tier Tribunal lacked ‘equality of arms’.
150. It is quite obvious to me that despite his lack of legal training Mr Moss was
well able to marshal and deploy the complex factual and legal arguments that
arose on his appeal to the First-tier Tribunal (and on this appeal to the Upper
Tribunal, though the primary focus must be on the First-tier Tribunal given Mr
Moss needs to show it was that tribunal which erred materially in law in coming
to its decision). Indeed, it is Mr Moss who has made the running with all the
arguments raised below and on this appeal. The fact that none of those
arguments has succeeded has nothing to do with Mr Moss’s ability and skill in
putting them forward. Nor was he at any disadvantage when arguing this appeal
before me against leading practitioners in the field of information rights. In
addition, save for the ‘late aggregation evidence’, which I deal with and reject
below, Mr Moss did not identify any instances in the First-tier Tribunal where his
circumstances meant that he was placed at a substantial disadvantage in the
proceedings, and it is worth emphasising in this respect that Mr Moss was the
only party who attended the hearing before the First-tier Tribunal.
151. Furthermore, it is an important feature of the First-tier Tribunal and the
Upper Tribunal system generally, and in particular in this area of law, and one
which informs why ‘legal aid’ has not generally been extended to cover tribunals,
that the proceedings are not adversarial in nature but are enabling and
inquisitorial, with the specialist expertise of the tribunals being used where
necessary to assist litigants in person to advance the important points on their
appeals.
152. In all these circumstances, I do not consider that Mr Moss was placed at
any, or at least any substantial, disadvantage in the appeal proceedings below
(or before me). Accordingly, there is no merit in this aspect of his argument that
he was denied a fair trial contrary Article 6(1), even assuming in his favour that
Article 6(1) does apply.”
93. I respectfully agree with the statements of principle in paragraph 149 of Judge
Wright’s decision. Obviously, each such case is fact sensitive, but much of paragraph
150 could apply equally to the present proceedings, with the substitution of ‘Mr
Crossland’ for ‘Mr Moss’. The Ryan FTT clearly reached that conclusion (see for
example its reasoning for its ruling refusing an adjournment), having heard at some
length from Mr Crossland, and had ample evidence to support that view. Ultimately,
the reason why Mr Crossland’s arguments in the appeal at first instance were
unsuccessful had “nothing to do with [Mr Crossland]’s ability and skill in putting them
forward.” Rather, it was simply they were bad arguments.
94. There are other and more obvious ways in which a litigant in person can be
disadvantaged in terms of the conduct of the tribunal proceedings. However, it is right
to record that Mr Crossland has not suggested that Judge Ryan acted in, for
example, an aggressive, overbearing or unsympathetic manner. Such cases are,
sadly, not unknown – the High Court trial which formed the backdrop to the Supreme
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Court’s decision in Serafin v Malkiewicz [2020] UKSC 23 is a recent case in point.
That was a case in which, putting it neutrally, the trial judge did not allow the litigant
in person to present his case properly. Putting it more bluntly, there was a “barrage of
hostility towards the claimant’s case, and towards the claimant himself acting in
person, fired by the judge in immoderate, ill-tempered and at times offensive
language at many different points during the long hearing” (Lord Wilson at [48]). In
short, Serafin v Malkiewicz in the High Court was an object lesson in how not to deal
with a litigant in person.
95. I recognise, of course, as Lord Wilson observed in Serafin v Malkiewicz, that
“the transcripts enable us to read but neither to hear nor to see” (at [48]). However, it
has not been necessary for me to call for the original DVD. It is perfectly plain from
the Ubiqus hearing transcript that Judge Ryan’s conduct of the proceedings was
scrupulously fair. His approach at all times was consistent with the guidance
contained in the Equal Treatment Bench Book on managing hearings where one or
both parties is a litigant in person. For example, there were two occasions in the
hearing on which the Appellant became rather over-wrought, which Judge Ryan
handled with appropriate and commendable sensitivity. The first occurred about halfway through the morning session (at p.13, lines 9-18):
“MR CROSSLAND: Yes, let me give youJUDGE RYAN: That is why I say it is a simple point.
MR CROSSLAND: Let me give you – I am sorry, but it is key that you
understand that there are other legal issues that are a consequence of that
decision. I’m sorry, I’m getting a bitJUDGE RYAN: Okay, take your time. Take you[r] time. Put your papers down
and start again, if you need to. We will wait.
Pause.
MR CROSSLAND: In the submissions that I prepared for Your Honour, I
addressed most of the points…”
96. The second instance occurred later in the morning session, and is worth quoting
at some length (at p.23 lines 13-35 and p.24 line 1):
JUDGE RYAN: Well, what are you going to do with the additional papers in
the bundle? I just do not – I am really struggling with all of this. You have got
all the arguments at the tips of your fingers. You are expressing them very
clearly. You seem to right on top of the papers so, I am saying to myself,
‘This appellant is not showing any signs of not being prepared; quite the’ –
well, you seem to be very well prepared.
MR CROSSLAND: I – it’s this and we’ve discussed it on the way in, is that
the thought of previous encounters – I’ve had experience where I said, ‘Here
we are; there’s a fact’, and someone sat where you’re sat said – has
disregarded it. I went to the last hearing – could IJUDGE RYAN: Do you want a moment? Yes, sure, sure. Do you want to
pop outside?
MR CROSSLAND: Please.
JUDGE RYAN: Yes, sure, sure.
Appellant leaves the courtroom.
Discussion sotto voce.
Appellant returns to courtroom.
MR CROSSLAND: Sorry about thatJUDGE RYAN: Are you happy to continueMR CROSSLAND: Big girl’s blouse.
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JUDGE RYAN: Are you happy to continue?
MR CROSSLAND: Yes, yesJUDGE RYAN: Are you all right to continue?
MR CROSSLAND: Yes. In the first case, as distinct from nowMRS NELSON: Are you all right?
MR CROSSLAND: Yes, yes…”
97. In fairness, during the hearing itself Mr Crossland had recognised the enabling
role which Judge Ryan had played. Shortly before the panel broke to consider the
adjournment request, Mr Crossland made this observation: “I don't know whether –
you can imagine what it’s like for a lay person trying to do this. I’m only able to do this
now because of the way you’ve conducted the hearing but had you been aggressive
or unreasonable, I would have had great difficulty conveying to you the points that I
needed to make and for that, I thank you. You know, that’s a point that needs to be
made” (p.28, lines 1-5). Furthermore, in the discussion that followed the panel’s
announcement of its decision to refuse the adjournment request, Mr Crossland stated
“I don’t feel – the impression that I firstly get is that I don't feel that you have been
unfair but I do feel that you made an error in law” (p.30, line 35 – p.31, line 1). Such
contemporaneous recognition of the fairness of the proceedings wholly undermines
Mr Crossland’s complaint now that the hearing and/or Judge Ryan’s conduct of the
proceedings was unfair.
98. In sum, Mr Crossland does not now accept that the FTT made sufficient
allowance for the fact that he was a litigant in person. The record amply
demonstrates otherwise.
The Information Commissioner’s response on the fairness of the FTT proceedings
99. The Information Commissioner, in her response to the present appeal (pp.205214; §20-§21), makes the following observations on the overarching issue of the
fairness of the proceedings:
“20. The core of the Appellant’s submissions is that he was unable to present his
case to the Tribunal as he would have wished, including addressing all the
material he considers relevant and with as much understanding of the relevant
law and Tribunal procedure as he would have wanted. It is eminently
understandable that a lay appellant who believes strongly in their appeal will
want to present their case as fully as possible. However, tribunal procedure
necessarily reflects the need to deal with cases justly, including the
proportionate use of resources. In the context of an adjournment request, this is
reflected in the approach explained by Edward Jacobs in Tribunal Practice and
Procedure (2nd ed.), to which the FTT referred in the appendix to its decision.
The purpose an adjournment would serve is relevant, as is the effect it would
have on the parties and the operation of the tribunal system.
21. The Commissioner concurs with the reasons given by the FTT in the
appendix, that adjournment would not materially assist the FTT in the
determination it had to reach. While the Appellant plainly considers further time
would have enabled him to present material relevant to the appeal, the FTT
identified that the issues before it were relatively straightforward, and were
addressed in the evidence already available to it. Those issues are summarised
above, and concern only the relatively narrow question of whether the Council
held further information falling within the scope of the request, beyond that it had
already disclosed to the Appellant. In making its decision, the FTT took into
account the Appellant’s submissions that the Council has intentionally withheld
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information, and that its conduct in the investigation supported that conclusion.
In requesting an adjournment, the Appellant did not identify any factors which
would materially affect the FTT’s assessment of those matters. The FTT was
therefore entitled to conclude that adjournment would therefore be
disproportionate, and that further documents identified by the Appellant did not
need to be presented.”
100. I agree. The Commissioner very fairly adds that her representative “did not
attend the hearing, and therefore did not witness the conduct of the Tribunal towards
the Appellant. The Commissioner’s position on this issue is therefore based on the
documents contained in the Upper Tribunal bundle. The Commissioner considers it
would assist the Upper Tribunal to be provided with a transcript or recording of the
hearing in order to fully understand how the hearing proceeded” (at §22). As
discussed above, I have now had the opportunity to read the Ubiqus hearing
transcript (and the other three more partial transcripts) and for the reasons above I
am satisfied it provides no meaningful support for the Appellant’s claims and
assertions as to the fairness or otherwise of the proceedings.
101. I would simply add the obvious point that the availability (by happenstance) of a
digital recording (and hence the availability of a transcript) of this tribunal hearing has
helped immensely in the resolution of this appeal. In the absence of a recording, any
appeal or associated complaint of judicial misconduct would have been even more
time-consuming and resource-intensive to resolve.
Other matters raised by the Appellant in his grounds of appeal
102. The ‘reasons for appealing’ section of the Appellant’s notice of appeal runs to
15 pages and 108 paragraphs. The great majority of these grounds relate to the
alleged unfairness of the FTT proceedings. This decision has accordingly focussed
on that central challenge. It is wholly unrealistic to address each individual argument
and sub-argument. Suffice to say there is nothing of any substance in the other
grounds. So, for instance, there was no material error of law in the FTT’s approach to
the appropriate regime (FOIA or EIR) or to its approach to the question of whether
further information within the scope of the request was held by the public authority.
103. There is, however, one further point which does need to be addressed. This is
the Appellant’s contention that the FTT misunderstood and misapplied sections 57
and 58 of FOIA. According to Mr Crossland, these provisions mean that “the entire
ICO DN and any part of it can be appealed including omissions if they involve an
error or non-compliance related to the information rights legislation”. This is linked to
the Appellant’s argument that the FTT erred in ‘closing down’ the issues on which he
wished to bring his appeal.
104. Certainly, the import of section 58 is that the right of appeal to the FTT under
FOIA involves a full merits consideration of whether, on the facts and the law, the
public authority dealt with the request for information in accordance with Part I of
FOIA (see e.g. Information Commissioner v Malnick and ACOBA [2018] UKUT 72
(AAC); [2018] AACR 29 at paragraphs [45]-[46] and [90]). But that does not mean the
FTT needs to go ‘all round the houses’. As the Ryan FTT correctly identified, the key
part of the Information Commissioner’s DN was its conclusion that the public
authority did not hold any further information, beyond that which had already been
disclosed, which fell within the scope of the Appellant’s request. That being so, the
critical question for the Ryan FTT to determine was whether the public authority had
failed to disclose any such information. As the Information Commissioner put it in her
response to the appeal:
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“13. In reaching its decision on that matter, the FTT addressed all the relevant
issues. First, it correctly identified the scope of the request in issue (paras 4-5);
second, it determined whether FOIA, or the EIR, was the correct regime within
which to address the request (paras 21-26); third, it identified the relevant test to
be applied when determining if a public authority holds information (paras 2731); fourth, it applied that test to the facts before it (paras 32-36); and fifth, it
satisfied itself that other matters raised by the Appellant were not relevant to the
appeal. The FTT thus identified correctly the issues before it, and addressed
each in its decision. Those issues were not predetermined, but were the subject
of the reasoning in the FTT’s judgment.”
A final matter: the appearance of collusion
105. There is one other matter I should mention. Mr Crossland draws my attention to
a copy of an e-mail from Mr Mark Turnbull, the Head of Legal Services at the public
authority, to Mr Adam Sowerbutts at the Information Commissioner’s office. The email is dated 4 January 2018, about a month after Mr Crossland lodged this particular
appeal with the FTT. It reads as follows:
“Adam,
I hope you are well. I expect the latest appeal by Mr Crossland will have come
your way, and if so perhaps we could have a word about this? There are of
course no discernible grounds of appeal, and it goes without saying that I’m
anxious, as I’m sure you are too, to explore ways of dealing with this matter
without wasting yet more public resources.
Regards
Mark”
106. It appears this e-mail was disclosed to Mr Crossland response to a subject
access request under the data protection legislation. Mr Sowerbutts’s response to the
enquiry was simply to e-mail Mr Turnbull to say that, as a result of a staff
reorganisation, conduct of the matter had been passed to a colleague. He made no
comment as to the grounds of appeal.
107. Mr Crossland has seized on this e-mail as evidence of an “apparently illicit and
improper practice” of collusion between the legal teams at the Commissioner’s office
and the public authority respectively. I accept it might suggest an undesirable degree
of cosiness in that relationship. It certainly evidences a sense of frustration on the
part of the officer concerned at the City Council. However, whatever its rights and
wrongs, it had no bearing whatsoever on the fairness of the proceedings before the
FTT.
Conclusion
108. It follows from the above that I dismiss this appeal to the Upper Tribunal. The
decision of the First-tier Tribunal sitting at York on 17 May 2018 stands.
Postscript – different models of dealing with FTT permission applications
109. This is a case in which the grant of permission to appeal was made by the
presiding Judge of the First-tier Tribunal. I recognise that practice varies across the
different FTT Chambers. In some Chambers decisions on permission applications
are made by the Chamber President or their deputy. In other Chambers salaried
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tribunal judges but not fee-paid judges make permission decisions. In the GRC, the
judge who sat on the appeal in question considers permission applications, whether
they are salaried or fee-paid. It is not for me to comment on the advantages and
disadvantages of those various models (and, of course, different jurisdictional
structures may properly result in the adoption of different approaches). However,
whichever structure is in place, care should be taken to avoid a scenario in which an
allegation of procedural unfairness leads virtually automatically to the grant of
permission to appeal. The right to renew an unsuccessful application direct before
the Upper Tribunal means that a dissatisfied party is guaranteed an independent
consideration of their application for permission to appeal. The Upper Tribunal also
has a number of avenues open to it at the application stage to assist in determining
whether an allegation of unfairness or bias reaches the threshold of being arguable
(for example, whether or not any recording happens to be available, the Upper
Tribunal may direct that statements be obtained from other tribunal members and
any tribunal clerk, along with any other party who happened to be present).

(Approved for issue on 26 August 2020)
ANNEX A

Nicholas Wikeley
Judge of the Upper Tribunal

31.08.2018
Appellant’s notice of appeal and attachments (199 pages)
23.10.2018
Appellant’s email request for all documents to be provided
electronically
22.11.2018
Appellant repeats request of 23.10.2018 (refused by registrar
21.12.2018)
22.11.2018
In separate e-mail Appellant seeks response to notice of appeal (this
had been sent to the Appellant by post on 08.10.2018)
26.11.2018
Appellant repeats request of 23.10.2018
26.12.2018
Appellant’s response to Respondents’ responses
28.12.2018
Appellant repeats request of 23.10.2018
07.01.2019
Appellant repeats request of 23.10.2018 and seeks directions
10.01.2019
Appellant requests review by Judge of registrar’s ruling of 21.12.2018
(refused by UTJ Wright in 7-page ruling on 19.03.2019)
26.03.2019
Appellant requests reasons for UTJ Wright’s ruling of 19.03.2019 and
extension of time (registrar replied 27.03.2019)
16.04.2019
Appellant questions absence of registrar’s signature on 21.12.2017
ruling
18.04.2019
Appellant applies for directions on scope of appeal, etc
18.04.2019
In separate document Appellant writes to Chamber President requiring
UTJ Wright to be removed and proceedings stayed
03.05.2019
Appellant writes to Chamber President further to request of
18.04.2019
30.05.2019
Appellant applies direct to UTJ Wright for him to recuse himself
17.08.2019
Appellant writes to Chamber President regarding a judicial complaint
30.09.2019
UTJ Wright directs an oral hearing of recusal application
30.09.2019
Appellant applies for further directions on recusal application
03.10.2019
Appellant applies again for further directions on recusal application
09.10.2019
Appellant applies again for further directions on recusal application
17.10.2019
Appellant applies again for further directions on recusal application
(UTJ Wright issued directions on 21.10.2019)
15.11.2019
Appellant questions ‘legitimacy of processes involved’
18.11.2019
Appellant writes to Chamber President seeking amended directions
22.11.2019
Chamber President issues case management directions
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29.11.2019
06.12.2019
21.12.2019
04.01.2020
27.01.2020
13.02.2020
20.02.2020
15.03.2020
16.04.2020
28.05.2020
09.06.2020
23.07.2020
31.07.2020

Appellant applies for permission to appeal directions dated 21.10.2019
Appellant makes new application for UTJ Wright to recuse himself
Appellant applies for permission to appeal directions dated 22.11.2019
(part 1)
Appellant applies for permission to appeal directions dated
30.09.2019, 21.10.2019 and 21.12.2019 (part 2)
Appellant applies for permission to appeal directions dated
30.09.2019, 21.10.2019 and 21.12.2019 (part 3)
Appellant complains about delay in dealing with application of
27.01.2020
Appellant applies for copy of recording of FTT hearing in
EA/2017/0288
Appellant notes OH fixed for 24.04.2020 later vacated) and seeks
directions
Chamber President issues directions in Appellant’s three UT cases
Chamber President issues directions in GIA/2169/2018
Appellant’s
application
for
directions
in
GIA/2169/2018,
GIA/1338/2018 (UTJ Wikeley issued ruling on 25.06.2020)
Appellant’s application that UTJ Wikeley recuse himself
Appellant’s reply to directions of 25.06.2020
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ANNEX B
The Appellant’s recusal application dated 23 July 2020
The recusal application itself
B1. On 23 July 2020 Mr Crossland sent the Upper Tribunal office an e-mail entitled
“URGENT NEW APPLICATIONS FOR JUDGE NICHOLAS WIKELEY TO RECUSE
HIMSELF INCLUDING APPARENT LACK OF VERACITY AND LACK OF
TRUTHFULNESS UT AAC Cases GIA/2169/2018 & GIA/26/2020”. This comprised a
17-page recusal application, annexed to which were a further 19 documents
(Appendix A – Appendix S inclusive). Mr Crossland summarised the application in
the following terms:
“6. This is a new application for Judge Nicholas Wikeley to recuse himself. This
application is made to reflect the current situation whereby Judge Wikeley's
documented responses to the Appellant's applications and cases in the UT AAC
appear to fall well short of meeting the essential and absolute judicial standards
regarding veracity and truthfulness.
7. In short, documentary evidence appears to unambiguously indicate that
Judge Wikeley, in his defence of the recusal applications re regarding the
Judge's apparent bias/discrimination, in an apparent attempt to cover-up judicial
failings, not only made key statements which were untrue, but also that he did so
knowing they were untrue, i.e. the Judge appears to have lied breaching his
judicial oath. All of which was to the detriment of the Appellant and of justice.
8. Additionally the documented records, as extracted, show Judge Wikeley
discriminates and is biased against and contemptuous of litigants in person (non
legal professionals) by refusals to provide proper or adequate reasons, and by
failures to address or consider adequately (if at all) a litigant in persons legal
points in their case, particularly re Human Rights Act and EA.
9. Any one of these four failings would appear adequate to justify recusal from
Judge Wikeley:
•
•
•
•

Lack of veracity, lack of truthfulness, and apparent lying
Failure to provide adequate Reasons
Failure to properly consider or address the legal points submitted by a
litigant in person.
Failure to Recognise Human Rights Act and UT AAC's and his Duties
Under HRA.”

B2. In this annex to the main decision I am treating those final four bullet points as
the four grounds on which the Appellant applies that I should recuse myself. Having
referred to some of the case law, Mr Crossland then concluded his summary in his
application as follows:
“14. One of the cited well documented apparent failings of the judge is regarding
Judge Wikeley's veracity, truthfulness and apparent lying. This concern is just
about the most serious concern about any judge. A fair minded and informed
observer will have no alternative but to hold the view that there appears to be
bias or ‘apparent bias’. The nature of this bias is so severe as to justify all Judge
Wikeley's decisions regarding the Appellant to be considered unsafe.
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15. There appears now to only be two honourable options open to Judge
Wikeley:
• Either accept the recusal, apologise to the Appellant and offer a reasonable
explanation.
• Or to hold a public recusal hearing. If the public and the media can
accept the Judge's position then he lives to fight another day. However, if
the Appellant's case for requesting the Judge to recuse himself passes
the fair minded and informed observer test, i.e. that there appears to be
bias or apparent bias, then Judge Wikeley will need to consider his
position not only as a judge in the Appellant's cases but also as a Judge
in the UT.”
B3. I have considered whether an oral hearing is appropriate. Mr Crossland implies
that I propose not to hold such a public hearing “under the cover of Covid”. This is
incorrect. Since the onset of the pandemic, and save for a period of some three
weeks when the Upper Tribunal office was completely shut, this Chamber has
arranged remote hearings by Skype for Business or by telephone. So, it would be
perfectly possible to direct an oral hearing, albeit one held remotely. Mr Crossland,
however, has made his points about recusal very clearly and at great length on
paper. I am not persuaded that an oral hearing is proportionate or is needed for a fair
and just determination of the application. Accordingly, I am not satisfied that the
overriding objective requires an oral hearing of this issue.
The principles governing recusal
B4. I am treating this application as a preliminary issue in these proceedings. The
principles governing recusal are well-established. They are set out in my decision in
Kirkham v Information Commissioner (Recusal and Costs) [2018] UKUT 65 (at
paragraphs 14-20). I repeat that passage here for convenience:
“The principles governing recusal by a judge
14. The law governing apparent bias is well known. The test is “whether the
fairminded and informed observer, having considered the facts, would conclude
that there was a real possibility that the tribunal was biased”: see Lord Hope of
Craighead in Porter v Magill [2002] 2 AC 357 at [103]. The “fair-minded and
informed observer”, according to Lord Steyn in Lawal v Northern Spirit [2003]
UKHL 35, “is neither complacent nor unduly sensitive or suspicious” (at [14]).
See also Gillies v Secretary of State for Work and Pensions [2006] UKHL 2;
[2006] 1 WLR 781 (also reported as R(DLA) 5/06), where Lord Hope added that
the “fair-minded and informed observer” must be taken to be to be able
distinguish between what is relevant and what is irrelevant and decide what
weight should be given to facts that are relevant.
15. Thus, as Underhill LJ recently observed in Shaw v Kovac [2017] EWCA Civ
1028 at [86], “An impartial observer will generally have no difficulty in accepting
that a professional judge will decide the case before him or her on its own merits
and will be unaffected by how they may have decided different issues involving
the same party or parties”. Moreover, as Burnett LJ (as he then was) added in
the same case at [88], “The party who seeks to bounce a judge from a case may
be fair-minded and informed but may very well lack objectivity.”
16. The rule against bias was considered in more detail by the Court of Appeal
in Locabail (UK) Ltd v Bayfield Properties Ltd [1999] EWCA Civ 3004; [2000] QB
451, where it was stressed that the “mere fact that a judge, earlier in the same
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case or in a previous case, had commented adversely on a party or witness, or
found the evidence of a party or witness to be unreliable, would not without more
found a sustainable objection”. So, for example, where a member of a tribunal
makes it clear (e.g. through comments or body language) that he or she is
unimpressed by evidence that is being given, that may be a rational reaction to
the evidence even though it may be discourteous or even intemperate. In such
circumstances, it does not show that the tribunal member had a closed mind or
was biased, with the result that the tribunal’s decision is not vitiated (Ross v
Micro Focus Ltd UKEAT/304/09).
17. As already noted, the “fair-minded and informed observer” will recognise that
judges are assumed to be trustworthy and to understand that they should
approach every case with an open mind. As Mr Commissioner Bano (as he then
was) pointed out in CIS/1599/2007 at paragraph 12:
“In R (on the application of Holmes) v General Medical Council [2002] 2 All
ER 524 the Court of Appeal held, applying the Porter test, that the fact that
a Lord Justice of Appeal had refused leave to appeal was not a ground for
requiring the lord justice to recuse himself from hearing the full appeal, and
in AMEC Capital Projects Limited v Whitefriars City Estates Limited [2005] 1
All ER 723 the Court of Appeal held that the same principles apply even
where an adjudicator has already decided an issue on the merits against
one of the parties.”
18. Referring to the passage in Locabail, and cited above, Dyson LJ held as
follows in AMEC Capital Projects Limited v Whitefriars City Estates Limited (at
paragraph 21): “…As was said in Locabail, the mere fact that the tribunal had
previously commented adversely on a party or found his evidence unreliable
would not found a sustainable objection. On the other hand, if the tribunal had
made an extremely hostile remark about a party, the position might well be
different. Thus, in Ealing London Borough Council v Jan [2002] EWCA Civ 329,
this court decided that the judge should not hear the retrial of proceedings where
he had twice said of the respondent in preliminary proceedings that he could not
trust him ‘further than he could throw him’.”
19. Thus in Otkritie International Investment Management Limited v Urumov
[2014] EWCA Civ 1315 the Court of Appeal held that the fact a trial judge had
made adverse findings against a party did not preclude him or her sitting in
subsequent proceedings. As Davis LJ further noted in Shaw v Kovac (at [19]), “It
is striking that in that case the trial judge was held by the Court of Appeal to
have been positively wrong to recuse himself on the application of the defendant
in circumstances where, in the same complex commercial proceedings, the
judge previously had made findings of actual fraud on the part of the defendant.”
20. Whilst each case necessarily turns on its own facts, these authorities
demonstrate clearly that judges must be robust and are not expected to jump to
recuse themselves. The rationale was explained clearly by Chadwick LJ in
Triodos Bank N.V. v Dobbs [2005] EWCA Civ 468, in which the defendant had
invited Chadwick LJ to recuse himself as a result of his conduct in relation to a
permission to appeal application in related proceedings. Chadwick LJ observed
as follows:
"7. It is always tempting for a judge against whom criticisms are made to
say that he would prefer not to hear further proceedings in which the critic is
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involved. It is tempting to take that course because the judge will know that
the critic is likely to go away with a sense of grievance if the decision goes
against him. Rightly or wrongly, a litigant who does not have confidence in
the judge who hears his case will feel that, if he loses, he has in some way
been discriminated against. But it is important for a judge to resist the
temptation to recuse himself simply because it would be more comfortable
to do so. The reason is this. If the judges were to recuse themselves
whenever a litigant – whether it be a represented litigant or a litigant in
person – criticised them (which sometimes happens not infrequently) we
would soon reach the position in which litigants were able to select judges
to hear their cases simply by criticising all the judges that they did not want
to hear their cases. It would be easy for a litigant to produce a situation in
which a judge felt obliged to recuse himself simply because he had been
criticised – whether that criticism was justified or not. That would apply, not
only to the individual judge, but to all judges in this court; if the criticism is
indeed that there is no judge of this court who can give Mr Dobbs a fair
hearing because he is criticising the system generally, Mr Dobbs' appeal
could never be heard.””
B5. There is a more concise account of those principles set out in my later decision
in Leighton v Information Commissioner (No.2) [2020] UKUT 23 (AAC) at paragraph
35. There is, furthermore, a very helpful analysis of the principles governing recusal
in the decision of Upper Tribunal Judge Jacobs in Kirkham v Information
Commissioner and UK Research & Innovation (Strike out and Recusal) [2020] UKUT
93 (AAC). Judge Jacobs’s discussion helpfully distinguishes between recusal as a
duty and recusal as a power (see paragraphs 24-33). In addressing the latter power,
Judge Jacobs observes as follows (at paragraph 33), citing Triodos Bank N.V. v
Dobbs:
“A litigant who wants a judge to exercise the power of recusal cannot do worse
than insulting or criticising the judge or presenting their case in a way that
appears to do so. This approach will almost certainly be self-defeating. In
exercising the power to recuse, it is important that judges should not allow
litigants to generate a recusal by criticising them, their conduct or their
decisions.”
The two relevant Upper Tribunal cases brought by Mr Crossland
B6. As already noted, Mr Crossland’s application of 23 July 2020 was made in
respect of “UT AAC Cases GIA/2169/2018 & GIA/26/2020”. An explanation is in
order here. The present appeal is GIA/2169/2018. Case GIA/26/2020 is an entirely
different set of proceedings that Mr Crossland had also brought before the Upper
Tribunal.
B7. In this other case, under file reference GIA/26/2020, Mr Crossland applied for
permission to appeal against certain other case management decisions made by
Judge McKenna CP in the First-tier Tribunal and relating to FTT appeal
EA/2019/0252 (the present appeal, GIA/2169/2018, is concerned with FTT appeal
EA/2017/0288). For the reasons I gave in my ruling on GIA/26/2020 dated 9 January
2020, I indicated I was minded to strike out that application for permission to appeal.
This was on the basis that either the Upper Tribunal had no jurisdiction to hear the
application (rule 8(2)(a)) and/or the application had no reasonable prospects of
success (rule 8(3)(c)). Having considered but rejected Mr Crossland’s
representations, I proceeded to strike out the application in GIA/26/2020 on 4 May
2020. This summary is but the barest of outlines of the protracted proceedings in
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GIA/26/2020. Mr Crossland’s application that I recuse myself in the current appeal
(GIA/2169/2018) is almost entirely devoted to his lengthy analysis of my rulings in
GIA/26/2020. Although he also appears to be arguing that I should recuse myself in
GIA/26/2020, I have already refused repeated applications to that effect and indeed
those proceedings are now at an end in the Upper Tribunal. If the Appellant wishes to
challenge my approach to the proceedings in GIA/26/2020, his remedy is to go to the
High Court or the Court of Appeal (depending on precisely which decision is under
challenge and which court has jurisdiction: see the explanation in my ruling in
GIA/26/2020 dated 23 June 2020). This was reiterated in the Registrar’s letter to him
dated 9 July 2020.
B8. In his current recusal application, the Appellant barely mentions GIA/2169/2018.
This is not in itself surprising as I have had minimal prior involvement in this present
appeal. Indeed, my first (and until now only) judicial act in this long-running appeal
has been to issue some rather humdrum case management directions on 25 June
2020. Thus, Mr Crossland’s sole reference to GIA/2169/2018 in his lengthy recusal
application reads as follows:
“APPELLANT'S CASE GIA/2169/2018
56. The UT AAC inexplicably allocated another of the Appellant's cases
GIA/2169/2018 to Judge Wikeley when he already had unanswered recusal
applications from the Appellant. The Appellant is now facing the same
treatment in case GIA/2169/2018 as in GIA/26/2020 and the Recusal
Applications.
57. The level of detailed analysis and associated research to correlate and pindown wrong doings of a very clever judge is a substantial and time
consuming task for a litigant in person. However, if Judge Wikeley does not
recuse himself or is not removed: then the Appellant will be obliged to carry
out a similar but broader analysis including of (but not limited to)
GIA/26/2020 and GIA/2169/2018 in the UT in the interest of justice.”
B9. At this stage, I simply observe that the assertion in paragraph 56 is wholly
misconceived on at least two grounds.
B10. First, even assuming there was an unresolved recusal application, there was
nothing in principle to prevent the Chamber President from referring the appeal in
GIA/2169/2018 to myself. Moreover, experience shows that Mr Crossland’s standard
response to case management directions with which he disagrees is first to demand
that the judge concerned give further reasons for their reasons and then secondly to
follow that up by an application that the judge in question recuse themselves.
B11. Second, there was in fact no undetermined recusal application. I can see from
the file that the Chamber President referred the appeal in GIA/2169/2018 to me on
17 June 2020. That was plainly well before the current recusal application in the
present proceedings, which is dated 23 July 2020. Mr Crossland also refers to what
he describes as his first, second and third applications that I recuse myself in dealing
with GIA/26/2020. He says the first recusal application in those proceedings was
made on 5 March 2020 (which ran to some 18 pages), the second on 16 March 2020
(6 pages) and the third on 5 June 2020 (6 pages). I dealt with and dismissed the first
recusal application in my ruling dated 4 May 2020. I also dealt with and dismissed the
third recusal application in my ruling dated 23 June 2020. It is perfectly true there is
no separate stand-alone ruling in GIA/26/2020 relating to what Mr Crossland asserts
was his second recusal application. There are two reasons for this. The first is that
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my ruling of 4 May 2020 dealt with the position as at that date and concluded there
were no grounds for recusal. The second reason is that this so-called “second
recusal application” added nothing. The ‘second’ application dated 16 March 2020
principally comprised representations on the proposed strike out of those
proceedings. That much was plain from both the heading to the document and its
principal text. Buried at the end of that 6-page document was paragraph 27,
comprising just a single sentence, namely “Judge Wikeley is hereby requested to
recuse himself re Misconduct with the PTA as particularised above”. The issues
“particularised above” were materially the same as the points made in the first
application, which were explicitly addressed in the determination dated 4 May 2020.
Thus, all extant recusal applications had been properly dealt with.
The Appellant’s arguments on the recusal application
B12. As already noted, the Appellant’s four grounds for seeking my recusal are
almost entirely devoted to my conduct of GIA/26/2020. I reiterate that the recusal
applications in those proceedings have been dealt with and indeed those
proceedings in the Upper Tribunal are now at an end. However, I consider the
arguments based on each of those four grounds in turn.
The first ground of the recusal application
B13. First, at paragraphs 33-40 of his application, the Appellant sets out what he
states are “EXAMPLES OF DOCUMENTORY EVIDENCE OF JUDGE WIKELEY
APPARENTLY LYING IN HIS RULINGS”. On closer scrutiny, the Appellant’s
examples demonstrate nothing of the sort. It will be sufficient to consider the first
example. This example referred to the ‘Notice of Determination of Recusal
Application’ referred to above, which was dated 4 May 2020. According to Mr
Crossland (at paragraph 33), he “cites examples, provides details and appends, the
documentary evidence of the Judge Wikeley's apparent lying, apparently to cover-up
his failures and discrimination against the LIP Appellant, including:34. (a) Paragraph 7 was untrue and covered-up that the LIP Appellant requested
Clarifications and proper Reasons related to the Appellant's appeal, including
the HRA issues necessary to inform the Appellant's response to the Proposed
'Draconian' Strike Out of his case GIA/26/2020 (Appendix 'B').
(b) Paragraph 8 was again untrue: Judge Wikeley also covered-up the fact that
he had refused to provide any Clarification or Reasons requested by the
Appellant. (It should be remembered that Judge Wikeley's failure to provide
adequate reasons to litigants in person was a part of the Recusal Application).
(c) Only dealt with the Appellant's Recusal Application dated the 5th March 2020,
and failed to deal with or even refer to the Appellant's more comprehensive and
more severe Recusal Application dated 16th March 2020 (Appendix 'H'), which
was concerning Judge Wikeley's Proposals to Strike out the Appellant's case,
including the Judge's refusal to provide Clarifications and Reasons for his
proposals and failure to consider the details of the Appellant's appeal,
particularly re the HRA.”
B14. The Notice of Determination of Recusal Application to which Mr Crossland
refers was one of two rulings that I issued on 4 May 2020. The other was the ruling
striking out the application for permission to appeal in GIA/26/2020. The ruling on the
recusal application was in terms that “I refuse the application by the Applicant that I
should recuse myself from dealing with this application for permission to appeal (and
any further applications or appeals involving the Applicant).” The reasons as set out
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fell into two parts – first, paragraphs 1-10 set the context and then, secondly,
paragraphs 11-17 set out the legal principles governing recusal and their application
in the instant case. The passage dealing with the context read as follows:
“1. On 2 December 2019 Mr Crossland made an application to the Upper
Tribunal for permission to appeal against an interlocutory decision or decisions
made by the First-tier Tribunal (General Regulatory Chamber) (Information
Rights) [“the FTT”]. The application and appendices ran to a total of 163 pages.
2. On 9 December 2019 an Upper Tribunal Registrar wrote to Mr Crossland
seeking clarity as to which specific decision by the FTT he was seeking to
appeal (p.164).
3. On 16 December 2019 Mr Crossland replied (pp.165-166).
4. On 9 January 2020 I signed off Directions indicating that I proposed to strike
out the application dated 2 December 2019 on the basis that either the Upper
Tribunal had no jurisdiction to deal with the application and/or the application
had no reasonable prospects of success (pp.167-171). Those Directions were
issued by the Upper Tribunal office on 4 February 2020.
5. On 9 February 2020 Mr Crossland wrote making an application that he be
provided with electronic copies of all documents in the proceedings in addition
to the hard copies as provided for by the Tribunal Procedure (Upper Tribunal)
Rules 2008.
6. On 14 February 2020 I dismissed Mr Crossland’s application to receive
electronic copies of all documents in the proceedings (pp.175-177). This ruling
was issued by post by the Upper Tribunal office on the same date.
7. On 24 February 2020 Mr Crossland made a further application to the same
effect.
8. On 26 February 2020 the Upper Tribunal Registrar wrote to Mr Crossland
again, indicating that I had nothing to add to my earlier rulings.
9. On 5 March 2020 Mr Crossland applied to the Upper Tribunal for permission
to appeal to the Court of Appeal against my ruling of 14 February 2020. That
application has been dealt with in a separate ruling. He also apparently sought
to make a complaint of judicial misconduct on my part. That, obviously, cannot
be a matter for me. Finally, he applied that I recuse myself on the basis that “re
his conduct, including apparent bias, lack of independence and lack of
intellectual honesty such that any further involvement in any case of the LIP
Appellant could not satisfy the necessary standards”. Mr Crossland applied that I
both recuse myself from dealing with (a) the present matter and (b) “withdraw…
from any future involvement in any case involving the Appellant.”
10. This ruling deals with this last application for recusal. I will take the points in
reverse order.”
B15. I return to Mr Crossland’s objections, as enumerated in paragraph 34 of his
application (see paragraph B13 above).
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B16. First, he argues that “(a) Paragraph 7 was untrue and covered-up that the LIP
Appellant requested Clarifications and proper Reasons related to the Appellant's
appeal, including the HRA issues necessary to inform the Appellant's response to the
Proposed 'Draconian' Strike Out of his case GIA/26/2020 (Appendix 'B').” This is
simply nonsense. Paragraph 7 expressly states that “a further application was made
to the same effect”, i.e. an application to receive electronic copies of all documents in
the proceedings, as mentioned in the previous paragraph. The fact that other points
may have been made in the further application is by the by and does not show in any
sense that paragraph 7 was “untrue”. In any event, the Upper Tribunal registrar’s
letter was noted (see paragraph 8) and the parallel ruling of the same date dealt with
the strike out issue.
B17. Later on, in his present recusal application, the Appellant reverts to the recusal
ruling dated 4 May 2020 and states as follows:
“74. It should be noted that in Judge Wikeley's Reasons paragraph 7. The Judge
makes an incorrect and misleading statement of - 'On 24 February 2020 Mr
Crossland made a further application to the same effect.' This statement clearly
does not meet the Judicial standards for correctness, intellectual honesty or
truthfulness, as the Application made by the Appellant related to clarifications
and reasons related to Judge Wikeley's Draconian proposal of Judge Wikeley to
strike out the Appellant's case GIA/26/2020 without a fair hearing, without
addressing the Appellant's cases for the PTA including HRA and EA issues, and
was not a further application.”
B18. This again, is nonsense, and essentially for the same reason. The document of
24 February 2020 was headed by Mr Crossland himself as “Application for
Permission to Appeal GIA/26/2020 Necessity for LIP Appellant to Receive Electronic
Copies of Documents”. My summary to that effect in a short chronology of the
proceedings was entirely accurate. It was not “misleading” because, as with so much
of Mr Crossland’s correspondence, it ranged over other matters. The reference to the
registrar’s letter in the following paragraph of my determination was again an
accurate summary. Mr Crossland’s reasoning here is frankly at best obscure.
B19. Second, Mr Crossland contends that “(b) Paragraph 8 was again untrue: Judge
Wikeley also covered-up the fact that he had refused to provide any Clarification or
Reasons requested by the Appellant. (It should be remembered that Judge Wikeley's
failure to provide adequate reasons to litigants in person was a part of the Recusal
Application).” Again, this is further nonsense. Paragraph 8 conveys precisely the gist
that the Appellant complains was “covered-up”, namely that I was not prepared to
give reasons for my reasons. My position was made abundantly clear by the
registrar’s letter to the same effect.
B20. Third, Mr Crossland alleges that the Notice of Determination dated 4 May 2020
“(c) Only dealt with the Appellant's Recusal Application dated the 5th March 2020,
and failed to deal with or even refer to the Appellant's more comprehensive and more
severe Recusal Application dated 16th March 2020 (Appendix 'H'), which was
concerning Judge Wikeley's Proposals to Strike out the Appellant's case, including
the Judge's refusal to provide Clarifications and Reasons for his proposals and
failure to consider the details of the Appellant's appeal, particularly re the HRA.” Yet
again, this is nonsense. The second and so-called “more comprehensive” application
of 16 March was nothing of the sort – see paragraph B11 above.
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B21. In sum, paragraph 34 of the application is misconceived. It seeks to unpick
what is an uncontroversial short scene-setting passage in a judicial ruling by
asserting that it deliberately conceals information in such a way as to amount to a
series of untruths. The remaining examples given in the Appellant’s application are
likewise misconceived and it would be wholly disproportionate to address each of
them in turn. I remind myself that my obligation under the law is to give reasons for
my decision, and not to address each and every point made by the Appellant,
however tangential. This ground for recusal does not succeed.
The second ground of the recusal application
B22. The Appellant then sets out what he alleges are “EXAMPLES OF JUDGE
WIKELEY'S FAILURE TO PROVIDE ADEQUATE REASONS”. I have considered the
‘examples’ that Mr Crossland refers to. I am satisfied that they meet the test for the
adequacy of reasons which applies across all courts and tribunals. As Lord Brown of
Eaton-under-Heywood explained in the House of Lords’ decision in South Bucks
District Council v Porter (No 2) [2004] UKHL 33 (italicised emphasis added):
“The reasons for a decision must be intelligible and they must be adequate.
They must enable the reader to understand why the matter was decided as it
was and what conclusions were reached on the 'principal important controversial
issues', disclosing how any issue of law or fact was resolved. Reasons can be
briefly stated, the degree of particularity required depending entirely on the
nature of the issues falling for decision.”
B23. Plainly Mr Crossland disagrees that my reasons are adequate. His remedy,
depending on the nature of the ruling or decision in question, is to seek judicial
review in the Administrative Court or to apply for permission to appeal to the Court of
Appeal. He has not established any ground for recusal.
The third ground of the recusal application
B24. Next, the Appellant gives what he claims are “EXAMPLES OF JUDGE
WIKELEY'S FAILURE TO CONSIDER AND ADDRESS LITIGANT IN PERSON'S
LEGAL POINTS IN HIS CASES”. This ground is asserted rather than reasoned. No
illustrations are given. To some extent this is simply another way of putting the
second ground for recusal. Mr Crossland alleges that I do “not consider it appropriate
to consider and address legal points and arguments when presented by other than a
legal professional, i.e. by a litigant in person such as the Appellant. The documented
record indicates that he treats such legal points with contempt” (paragraph 52). The
Appellant does not explain what he means by “the documented record”. I consider
this ground to be utterly misconceived (see, for example, Leighton v Information
Commissioner (No.2) [2020] UKUT 23 (AAC), in which I carefully considered a
litigant in person’s detailed legal arguments). Again, this ground for recusal is not
made out.
The fourth ground of the recusal application
B25. Finally, the Appellant refers to what he alleges to be my “FAILURE TO
RECOGNISE HUMAN RIGHTS ACT & EQUALITIES ACT AND UPPER
TRIBUNAL'S AND JUDGE'S DUTIES UNDER THESE ACTS”.
B26. However, despite repeated references to the Human Rights Act 1998, Mr
Crossland has singularly failed to explain the nature of any alleged breach with any
degree of particularity. The Appellant makes fleeting mentions of the right to a fair
trial under Article 6, but it is very doubtful as to whether Article 6 applies in the
context of requests under FOIA (or the EIR) – see Moss v Information Commissioner
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and the Cabinet Office [2020] UKUT 242 (AAC) at paragraphs 153-154. In addition, it
is nowhere explained how e.g. an Upper Tribunal Judge’s decision to strike out an
application for permission to appeal or not to recuse herself/himself contravenes
either the Human Rights Act 1998 or the ECHR. As a matter of domestic or
international law, neither procedure (recusal or strike out) requires an oral hearing to
be held. For example, as a matter of common law a case can be determined without
an oral hearing unless that would be unfair (see Osborn v Parole Board [2013] UKSC
61). Similarly, the ECHR does not require a second-tier appellate tribunal (such as
the Upper Tribunal) to hold an oral hearing where there has been an opportunity to
have an oral hearing before the FTT (see e.g. Hoppe v Germany [2003] FKR 384).
Moreover, simply because the affected person disagrees with the decision in
question does not in itself constitute a breach of that individual’s human rights.
B27. In the same way, the Appellant has simply referred to the Equality Act 2010 but
without explaining how he says that Act has been breached beyond generalised
allegations of discrimination and victimisation. If the Appellant’s argument is put in
terms of a failure by either the First-tier Tribunal or the Upper Tribunal to make
reasonable adjustments, then I bear in mind that section 29 of the Equality Act 2010
does not apply to a tribunal exercising a judicial function: see paragraph 3(1) (a) and
(b) and (2) of Schedule 3 to the 2010 Act and L’OL v Secretary of State for Work and
Pensions (ESA) [2016] UKUT 10 (AAC); [2016] AACR 31 at paragraph 9. That said,
clearly a person’s health problems should be taken into account when applying the
overriding objective set out in rule 2, which includes dealing with a case fairly and
justly, and ensuring, as far as practicable, that the parties were able to participate
fully in the proceedings (see L’OL v SSWP (ESA) at paragraphs 14-19). Those are
undoubtedly issues that arise for decision on the substantive appeal in
GIA/2169/2018 and are addressed in the main decision.
The recusal principles applied
B28. I have considered carefully whether (a) I am duty-bound to recuse myself and,
if not, (b) I should as a matter of discretion exercise the power to recuse myself. I am
satisfied that no fair-minded and informed observer would consider there was a real
possibility of bias by my continuing to deal with this appeal. I have considered my
rulings in GIA/1388/2018, GIA/2169/2018 (this appeal) and GIA/26/2020, all cases
involving the Appellant.
B29. I recognise that I refused permission to appeal in the earlier application under
reference GIA/1388/2018, which concerned case management decisions that also
arise for consideration in the instant appeal. I do not consider that my previous role in
that regard disqualifies me from dealing with the present appeal. I expressly noted in
my ruling in GIA/1388/2018 that Mr Crossland was perfectly entitled to raise his
objections to the case management rulings in an appeal against the First-tier
Tribunal’s substantive decision. Plainly, the fairness or otherwise of those rulings
could only be properly judged after the conduct of, and the outcome to, the main
appeal were both known. I note also that Judge Wright reached the same conclusion
following an oral hearing, albeit not necessarily for the same reasons. I also note that
the Court of Appeal has held that as a matter of principle the fact that a judge had
refused permission to appeal was not a ground for requiring the same judge to stand
down from hearing the full appeal (see R (on the application of Holmes) v General
Medical Council [2002] 2 All ER 524; see to similar effect Mahomed v Morris (No.1)
(2000) Times, March 1). In those circumstances, considering matters in the round, I
am satisfied the duty to recuse does not arise.
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B30. As for GIA/2169/2019, the instant appeal, my sole judicial act to date has been
to issue some rather mundane case management directions. There is not even a hint
of actual or apparent bias in those directions, so again the duty to recuse does not
arise.
B31. I have had much closer involvement in GIA/26/2020, proceedings in which I
struck out the Appellant’s application for permission to appeal. But that, in and of
itself, still gets nowhere near the threshold required under the fair-minded and
informed observer test. All I have done is to issue a ruling explaining why the
Appellant’s submissions have not been persuasive. This is not the sort of judicial
conduct that generates a duty to recuse oneself. If it were, no other judicial business
would ever get conducted. It certainly falls well short of the recusal requirement as
explained in Locabail (UK) Ltd v Bayfield Properties Ltd and the associated case law
summarised above. Thus, the fact that the Appellant may be convinced in his own
mind that I have erred in law does not mean that I was biased. As Rimer J once said,
this type of argument is in essence “no more than the deployment of the fallacious
proposition that i) I ought to have won; ii) I lost; iii) therefore the tribunal was biased”
(on which see London Borough of Hackney v Sagnia [UKEAT0600/03, 0135/04, 6
October 2005] at paragraph 63).
B32. I have also considered whether, as a matter of discretion, I should exercise the
power to recuse myself. I can deal with this shortly. I do not do so for the reasons
explained so eloquently by Chadwick LJ in Triodos Bank N.V. v Dobbs [2005] EWCA
Civ 468 (see paragraph B3 above), on which I cannot improve (see also the helpful
recent discussion of the relevant authorities in Surrey Heath Borough Council v Robb
& Ors [2020] EWHC 1952 (QB)). The shrewd observation of Upper Tribunal Judge
Jacobs in Kirkham v Information Commissioner and UK Research & Innovation
(Strike out and Recusal) (see paragraph B5 above) is very much in point:
“A litigant who wants a judge to exercise the power of recusal cannot do worse
than insulting or criticising the judge or presenting their case in a way that
appears to do so. This approach will almost certainly be self-defeating.”
Conclusion
B33. In ruling on the Appellant’s application that I recuse myself, I have considered
all the relevant circumstances. Having done so, I am satisfied that the fair-minded
and informed observer would not apprehend any real possibility of bias by my
continuing to deal with this case. There is no good reason for me to recuse myself,
whether pursuant to the mandatory duty to recuse or the discretionary power to
recuse. I accordingly dismiss the recusal application and return to the main business
of this appeal.
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SUMMARY
PRACTICE AND PROCEDURE

The claims of the claimant in the employment tribunal were heard at a four-day full merits hearing
by a full tribunal. An oral decision was given at the hearing dismissing the claims. Following the
hearing, the claimant completed and submitted to the employment tribunal form EX107, applying for
a transcript of the proceedings at the hearing. The application was referred by the administration to
the judge, who decided that the claimant was not entitled to apply for a transcript. The judge erred in
so deciding.

Historically, proceedings in employment tribunals were not audio-recorded by HMCTS. It is
therefore unsurprising that the Employment Tribunals Rules of Procedure 2013 say nothing about
transcripts. Similarly, the EAT’s current practice direction proceeds, in relation to matters such as
requests for a judge’s notes and agreement of notes of evidence, on the implied assumption that no
other or better record will be available.

Where, however, as sometimes now occurs, proceedings in the employment tribunal were in fact
audio-recorded by HMCTS, a party may, as applies in other courts and tribunals where the
proceedings are so recorded, apply for a transcript, subject to paying the applicable fee and complying
with the associated established protocols.
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HIS HONOUR JUDGE AUERBACH:
1.

The claimant in the employment tribunal brought claims of direct race discrimination and

victimisation arising from an unsuccessful job application. The claims were defended. There was a
full merits hearing in Birmingham before Employment Judge Hughes and members from 24 to 27
February 2020. The claimant was conducting the claim as a litigant in person but at that hearing both
parties were represented by counsel. At the end of the hearing, the tribunal gave an oral decision
dismissing both claims. The claimant was not present on that day and his counsel requested written
reasons, which have subsequently been provided.

2.

Following the hearing, the claimant sent the employment tribunal administration a completed

form EX107, dated 29 February 2020, applying for a transcript of the hearing. On 21 May the
tribunal’s written reasons for its decision were provided. Following various correspondence chasing
up the EX107 the tribunal wrote to the claimant on 26 May. That letter dealt with a number of matters
which had been considered by Employment Judge Hughes and, at her direction, included the
following statement: “The claimant is not entitled to a transcript of the hearing.”

3.

Following a further email from the claimant seeking reasons for that decision, the tribunal

wrote as follows on 29 May 2020:
“Employment Judge Hughes has asked me to inform you that the reason you cannot apply
for a transcript is because you are not legally entitled to make such an application. You
are referred to the Employment Tribunals (Rules of Procedure Regulations) 2013. Rule
62 allows you to ask for written reasons, which have been provided to you already.”

4.

The claimant then wrote on 29 May applying for a reconsideration of that decision. His

application included reference to Civil Procedure Rules 1998 (“CPR”) rule 39.9(3), which states:
“Any party or person may require a transcript or transcripts of the recording of any
hearing to be supplied to them, upon payment of the charges authorised by any scheme in
force for the making of the recording or the transcript.”

5.

He relied on what he said was the general right of parties to obtain transcripts of proceedings.

6.

The claimant also instituted an appeal to the EAT against EJ Hughes’s decision.
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7.

On 11 June 2020 the employment tribunal sent to the parties a judgment and reasons of EJ

Hughes refusing the reconsideration application. This included a statement that there was “no legal
mechanism by which an application for a transcript of Employment Tribunal proceedings can be
made”. The judge stated that there was no prospect of her decision being varied or revoked “because
there is no legal right to a transcript of Employment Tribunal proceedings”.

8.

The claimant also made subject access requests, by which he sought to obtain copies of the

judge and lay members’ notes of the hearing and the audio recording that he believed had been made
of the hearing. A letter from the Ministry of Justice of 10 July 2020 refused those requests. In relation
to the request for the audio recording, reference was made to schedule 2, Part 1(5) of the Data
Protection Act 2018 exempting data from the subject access provisions if the information is available
by another legal route. The letter went on to state:
“Any party or member of the press or public who wishes to read a transcript of the whole
or any part of an audio recording made at a hearing by HMCTS may do so by completing
form EX107 and sending it to the regional office of Employment Tribunal region where
the case was heard.”

It referred to the need to pay a fee to the selected transcription provider or to complete a separate form
applying for the transcript to be provided at public expense.

9.

At a rule 3(10) hearing HH Judge Shanks permitted this appeal to proceed to a full appeal

hearing. He also considered a proposed appeal against the substantive decision dismissing the
claimant’s claims and, it would appear, a proposed appeal against a later decision on a recusal
application in connection with a costs application that had been made by the respondent. I understand
that some grounds relating to both those appeals were also permitted by HH Judge Shanks to proceed
to a full hearing, but he directed that the appeal in respect of the transcript-request decision should be
heard first and expedited. That is the sole appeal which has come before me today.

10.

In giving his reasons for permitting the transcript appeal to proceed HH Judge Shanks

observed that he invited the employment judge to consider his reasons, and that, if upon such
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consideration the judge was willing to complete the relevant form, that would dispose of the appeal.
He added that, if the judge or anyone else at the tribunal wished to make observations to the EAT
before the full hearing of the appeal, they should do so in writing at the earliest opportunity.

11.

On 17 February 2022 the EAT received a letter, in the absence of EJ Hughes, from Regional

Employment Judge Findlay. REJ Findlay stated that she considered that EJ Hughes had taken a
judicial decision on the original application and the reconsideration application, and it was not open
to REJ Findlay to direct a contrary approach. REJ Findlay went on to state that she had consulted
HMCTS, who had confirmed that the recording had been preserved, although she also noted that such
hearings are not usually recorded at Birmingham, but had been in this case for a reason she explained.

12.

REJ Findlay also went on to observe, having consulted the President of Employment

Tribunals in England and Wales, that it remains the case that employment tribunal proceedings in
England and Wales are not routinely recorded because the facility to do so is generally not available
in the great majority of venues, although there is a limited pilot in Wales using the facility within the
Cloud Video Platform in respect of hearings conducted on CVP.

13.

On 1 March 2022 the respondent’s solicitors emailed indicating that, in light of the

correspondence from REJ Findlay having confirmed that the hearing was audio-recorded, the
respondent would no longer be actively taking part in the appeal and would not be attending today’s
hearing. It was not conceded that an error of law had been made but they observed that it was no
longer possible to maintain the principal argument that had previously been advanced by them, that
there had been no recording of these particular proceedings.

14.

I have heard the appeal this morning and reached my decision taking into account the

respondent’s Answer and skeleton that had been submitted prior to its 1 March email, while noting
that it is in part superseded by that email. I have also, of course, taken account of the skeleton
argument, and oral argument I have heard this morning, from Mr Ross of counsel, who appeared for
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the claimant under the auspices of Advocate.

15.

In summary, Mr Ross argued that the judge erred by relying exclusively or too narrowly on

the fact that there is no provision for an application for a transcript to be made in the Employment
Tribunal Rules of Procedure 2013 (the “2013 Rules”). The 2013 Rules are, he said, silent on the
matter, but that does not mean that it is not open to a litigant to apply for a transcript. The judge’s
reference to rule 62 was not in point as that is concerned with written reasons for an oral decision,
which is a different matter from a transcript of the proceedings generally.

16.

The EAT’s practice direction caters for a request to be made by the EAT for a copy of some

or all of the judge’s notes of the proceedings and also for a process by which parties may agree a note
of evidence for the purposes of an appeal. But, he submitted, these provisions are predicated on the
implicit assumption that hearings in the employment tribunal are not audio-recorded at all. Where,
however, as in this case, the hearing has in fact been audio-recorded, there is certainly no automatic
right to be provided with a free transcript at public expense, but the default position is that a transcript
can usually be requested and will be provided on payment of the appropriate transcriber’s fees.

17.

For illustrative purposes Mr Ross referred me to the decision of the Upper Tribunal

(Administrative Appeals Chamber) in Crossland v Information Commissioner and Leeds City
Council [2020] UKUT 260 (AAC) at [58], where the Upper Tribunal said:
“... recording practice also varies across tribunals. Some tribunals digitally record all
hearings as a matter of course. Other tribunals rarely, if ever, digitally record hearings,
relying on the judge's note. … [Others will do so] if they happen to be sitting at a venue
which offers that facility, but not if they are not ... Even if the hearing is digitally recorded,
there is no automatic right to a free transcript of that recording. The default position is
usually that a transcript can be prepared on payment of a fee.”

18.

Form EX107, he submitted, is not peculiar to the County Court. It is suitable for requesting

a transcript of any hearing in any court or tribunal which has, as a matter of fact, been audio-recorded
by HMCTS. However, the form itself does warn that not all tribunals audio-record their proceedings.
The associated guidance notes indicate that there are certain situations where the permission of the
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court is required for the approval of a transcript request; but both circumstances referred to there
concern applications by non-parties for transcripts of hearings that have been conducted in private.

19.

Mr Ross also observed that it is apparent that there has recently been at least one successful

application to the employment tribunal administration for a transcript of parts of a hearing that was
partially recorded by HMCTS, as is apparent from the decision in Werner v University of
Southampton EA-2019-000973, 15 September 2021. He also referred me to a practice direction
issued in Scotland in June 2020, regarding conduct of remote hearings, which refers to this possibility.

20.

In summary, Mr Ross submitted that, whilst historically employment tribunals did not audio-

record their hearings, if (as in this case) an audio recording has been made by HMCTS, then, just as
in other courts and tribunals, it should be possible to apply for a transcript. No rule of procedure is
necessary to enable that. If, contrary to his primary submission, some rule needs to provide an
umbrella for that process, then it could be found either in rule 2 (the overriding objective), rule 29
(case management orders) or rule 41 (regulation of procedure in relation to hearings).

21.

Mr Ross submitted that, if the present judge was right to have refused this request, that would

mean that, despite a recording existing, not only could no transcript be obtained by the parties. It
would appear the EAT could not ask for one to be produced or made available, either. That, he said,
would be a surprising and unjustifiable outcome. It would also be out of kilter with CPR 39.9. It
would not be right to infer that, because the CPR contained such a provision and the 2013 Rule did
not, the intention was that this facility should not be available in relation to employment tribunal
proceedings, given that the silence of the 2013 Rules was merely a reflection of the historical fact
that in the past such hearings were not audio-recorded at all by HMCTS. But, where such a recording
did exist, the CPR approach should be followed.

22.

Mr Ross also sought to rely on the letter that the claimant in this case received from the MOJ

in response to his subject access request. This indicated that, absent an alternative route being
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available, he would have had some access to this material under the GDPR. But it would seem more
straightforward for him to be permitted such access through the route of simply filling up the
transcript request form and paying the fee.

23.

Mr Ross also referred me to the obiter observation of Choudhury P in Heal v University of

Oxford [2020] ICR 1294 at [49(d)]:
“The Tribunal’s notes of evidence will continue to be the conclusive record of the hearing
before it, certainly whilst it remains the position that Employment Tribunal proceedings
are not routinely the subject of official digital recording. The fact that a Tribunal has
consented to a recording being made by a party, and the undisputed content of that
recording appears to conflict with the Tribunal’s written notes of evidence, would not mean
that the recording automatically takes precedence. Whether or not it should take
precedence in respect of any issue will be a matter for the Tribunal to determine having
regard to all the circumstances.”

He suggested that this was an indication that a different approach at least might be required in a case
where an HMCTS audio recording does in fact exist.

24.

For the respondent, the principal submissions in the skeleton argument that was originally

prepared and submitted rested on the assumption that the hearing in question in this case had not been
audio-recorded. As I have noted, it has now been acknowledged that it in fact was. But it was also
argued that there is no power to order a transcript because the 2013 Rules provide for requests for
written reasons for tribunal’s decisions, and the EAT can also request copies of judges’ hearing notes.
The latter, it was submitted, is the appropriate recourse for someone who seeks to rely on a record of
what happened during an employment tribunal hearing, for the purposes of an appeal.

25.

Reference was also made to the discussion of these provisions in Henry v Unison,

PA/0693/03, 26 November 2003, (a decision arising from a rule 3(10) hearing) which also refers to
the power of the EAT to direct affidavit evidence to be given and for comments to be sought from
the members of the tribunal panel regarding what did or did not occur during the course of a hearing,
where there is an allegation on appeal of some procedural irregularity.

26.

I turn to my conclusions. It is now clear that this particular hearing was audio-recorded by
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HMCTS, although REJ Findlay’s letter explains that this is not the usual practice in Birmingham, nor
routine in England & Wales at the moment, in particular because the facilities are not available in the
great majority of venues. These developments come against a backdrop of the fact, of which I can
take notice, that historically hearings in employment tribunals were not generally audio-recorded by
HMCTS at all. Although I do not have any detailed information before me, I can take notice of the
fact that the advent of recording in some instances, is, in the timescale over which employment
tribunals (known before 1998 as industrial tribunals) have existed, a relatively recent development.

27.

Appeals to the EAT lie only on a point of law and, for the purposes of most appeals, reference

is needed only to the employment tribunal’s written decision and relevant materials that may have
been before it. Even where an issue arises in relation, for example, to how the employment tribunal
dealt with an application or matter that arose during the course of a full merits hearing, if it was of
any significance, it is likely to be addressed in the tribunal’s principal decision or sometimes in a
distinct ruling. In so far as the tribunal needs to make reference to the evidence that it heard, in order
to explain its decision or findings, again the material will usually be found in the decision itself.

28.

But, in broadly two types of case, some further recourse to a record of what happened during

the course of the hearing itself may be said, and accepted by the EAT, to be relevant to an arguable
ground of appeal and necessary in order fairly to determine it. Those are, broadly speaking, cases in
which there is an arguable allegation of what may be called procedural irregularity, or an arguable
basis for alleging perversity in the legal sense. The EAT’s practice direction enables a party to ask
the EAT to request a copy of parts of the judge’s notes of evidence, or to permit an agreed note of
evidence to be put before the EAT, so far as necessary to the fair disposal of the appeal. In procedural
irregularity appeals, the EAT may also invite comments from the judge and (if applicable) members,
and also admit witness evidence as to what occurred during the course of the tribunal hearing.

29.

The plain unspoken premise of these various provisions is that recourse to such materials may
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be needed because there will be no other official record of the proceedings. Further, I note, in cases
of alleged procedural irregularity, sometimes the issue about what occurred during the course of the
hearing may not be resolved solely by a record of what was said by the relevant participants.

30.

This is also, it seems to me, the reason behind the principle that the judge’s note is the official

record of the proceedings. That is why it is regarded as part of the responsibility of the judge to take
a careful note of the evidence and the proceedings (see the discussion, for example, in Houston v
Lightwater Farms Ltd [1990] ICR 502). Further, as discussed in Heal, even if a party is permitted
to make their own audio recording (which is prohibited without the tribunal’s permission) that
recording cannot automatically be assumed to be definitive as against the judge’s note.

31.

Given that employment tribunal proceedings were not historically recorded by HMCTS at all,

it is therefore hardly surprising that the 2013 Rules, which were produced approaching a decade ago,
do not say anything at all about transcripts. I agree with Mr Ross, therefore, that the fact that they do
not deal with this topic is not a sign that it has been decided by Parliament that a party may not request
a transcript. Rather, it must be inferred that it was simply assumed that this was not a topic that
needed to be addressed at all. I also agree with Mr Ross that the provisions of rule 62 are not directly
in point on this general topic. The rules about the giving of reasons, whether oral or written, address
a distinct and self-contained topic, a point to which I will return.

32.

By contrast with the historical position in employment tribunals, CPR 39.9(1) provides that

hearings in the High Court or the County Court are recorded unless the judge directs otherwise. I
have already cited 39.9(3) regarding requests for transcripts in that context. The default position that
a party may request a transcript is also reflected in the framing of form EX107. The starting point is
that a party may seek a transcript, provided they are prepared to pay for it. The mechanisms referred
to in form EX107 are designed to ensure that the process is controlled and mediated through HMCTS,
so that no transcriber is put to the cost of producing a transcript without being paid, including
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provision for payment in advance. Mediating the process through HMCTS also ensures that there is
appropriate control in cases where there may be a good reason for refusing an application or
subjecting permission in some way to a qualification or restriction.

33.

Against the historical background that I have described, and having regard to the position in

other courts and tribunals where audio recording of proceedings is more widely and longstandingly
established, I do not think that the fact that the 2013 Rules are silent on the matter signifies that it is
not possible for a party to make an application for a transcript of an employment tribunal hearing
which has in fact been audio-recorded. It would be better if the position were expressly addressed in
the rules or in a practice direction. It appears that they have yet to catch up with the changing and
evolving practice in this regard, which is not altogether surprising. But the absence of any such rule
or practice direction at present, does not signify that is not possible for such an application to be made.

34.

As I have noted, where there is no audio recording and it is argued that the EAT may need

sight of the judge’s notes or an agreed record of part of the evidence or proceedings in the tribunal,
this process is controlled by the EAT. A party does not have the right to insist on a judge’s notes of
the whole hearing, for example, being requested or put before the EAT for the purposes of an appeal.
There are good reasons for this. From a practical point of view, invocation of these processes
inevitably means that the appeal will take longer to progress, and imposes significant burdens on the
administration of the EAT, the employment tribunal administration and, in some cases, judges and/or
lay tribunal members. Further, such material can be extremely voluminous. The EAT therefore
exerts control whereby it must be satisfied as to what, if any, material is necessary in order to ensure
the fair adjudication of an arguable ground of appeal, and give an appropriate direction. This applies
to cases involving allegations of both procedural irregularity and perversity.

35.

Accordingly, whilst I consider that where proceedings in the employment tribunal have in fact

been audio-recorded by HMCTS, a party should in principle, subject to paying and complying with
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the appropriate protocols, apply for a transcript, that does not mean that a party also has a right to
insist on such material being put before the EAT for the purposes of adjudicating an appeal. The
EAT controls that process, and a party who wishes to rely on some part of a transcript for the purposes
of an appeal will be required to seek the permission of the EAT to introduce it, and to advance a
reasoned case as to why that is necessary to the fair disposal of an arguable ground of appeal.

36.

But, for the foregoing reasons, I conclude that the employment judge did err in this case in

rejecting the claimant’s request for a transcript of the proceedings. Generally, such requests should
simply be processed by the administration, without judicial input, unless there is a concern, in the
given case, that there may be a particular reason why a transcript should not be permitted, or restricted,
such as the scenarios contemplated in the CPR. Given that there was an HMCTS audio recording of
the proceedings in this particular case, that no such issue or concern appears to have arisen in this
case, but that the administration nevertheless referred the request to her, the judge ought, therefore,
to have simply indicated that the request should be actioned and processed by the administration.

37.

There is, however, an important qualification to what I have said so far. That is that everything

that I have said so far applies to requests for a transcript of the proceedings other than any part of the
proceedings in which an employment tribunal gives oral reasons for a decision. The fact that a hearing
has been audio-recorded by HMCTS does not mean that a party has the right to request, upon payment
or otherwise, a verbatim transcript to be provided to them of the part of the hearing in which the judge
gave an oral decision, in the sense of a raw verbatim transcript derived from the HMCTS audio
recording of that part of the proceedings. There is no such right. That is for the following reasons.

38.

Firstly, as a general proposition, where a court or tribunal gives an oral decision, and a written

decision is then also produced, the written decision, whether or not it is customarily called a transcript,
or written reasons, is not required to be a pure verbatim transcript of the reasons that were given
orally. The content of the written decision is determined by the judge or tribunal. It will record their
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final and definitive statement, articulation and expression of their reasons for their decision, and may
differ from the way in which the oral reasons were expressed accordingly. See further the discussion
in The Partners of Haxby Practice v Collen, UKEAT/0120/12, 29 November 2012.

39.

This is expressly catered for and reflected in the 2013 Rules, which stipulate that written

reasons may be requested, subject as set out there, and indeed eschew the term “transcript” in favour
of the more descriptively accurate “written reasons”. Accordingly, where written reasons are
produced, it is the written reasons which constitute the definitive record of the tribunal’s reasons for
its decision. Accordingly, to permit a party access to a raw verbatim transcript of the oral reasons is
not only not necessary, but would be contrary to the principle that it is the written decision that is the
definitive record of the tribunal’s reasons for its decision.

40.

Although historically proceedings in employment tribunals were not generally audio-recorded

by HMCTS, when an employment judge came to the point of giving an oral decision, they would
customarily audio-record what they were saying on some device. That was done in order to provide
a resource to assist the judge, if later called upon to produce written reasons. No doubt it still is. For
reasons I have explained, the advent of audio recording of some employment tribunal hearings by
HMCTS does not in my view affect the position that parties are not entitled to request a transcript of
any audio recording that may have been made of the delivery of the oral reasons. Nor are they entitled
to request sight of any such transcript that may have been produced to assist the judge.

41.

Accordingly, while the judge in the present case in my view erred in the way that she rejected

this claimant’s application for a transcript of the proceedings during the course of the substantive full
merits hearing, that does not apply in respect of the part of the hearing in which, on the last day, the
judge gave the tribunal’s oral reasons for its substantive decision. The claimant is not entitled to
request, or be provided with, a raw transcript of the delivery of the oral decision on the day. It is fair
to note that, when I raised this point with Mr Ross during the course of his oral submissions this
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morning, he confirmed that that was not part of the outcome sought by the claimant from this appeal.

42.

I should also note that what I have been addressing is specifically the right to request a

transcript in the sense of a hardcopy document containing a typed record (so far as it can be produced)
of what can be heard by the professional transcriber on the audio recording. Where this is requested
using the appropriate procedure, the transcript is produced by a professional transcriber, who, for that
purpose, is provided directly with a copy of the audio recording by HMCTS. But that is not provided
to the applying party. What they get is the written transcript, not access to, or a copy of, the audiorecording itself. Nothing I have said in this decision alters the position in that regard.

43.

Finally, I should be clear that all I have had to decide is what the position is where, as a matter

of fact, HMCTS has audio-recorded an employment tribunal hearing and a party who is prepared to
pay has applied, using the appropriate procedure, for a transcript. It has not been necessary for me to
consider what, if any, may be the implications of the current position being that some employment
tribunal hearings are audio-recorded and some not. Nor does my present decision have any bearing
on the position where a hearing is not being audio-recorded by HMCTS, but a party applies to be
permitted to make their own such recording. That scenario was considered by the EAT in Heal.
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Par.71 The judge stated that his notes were not as clear as he might have hoped.
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SUMMARY
PRACTICE AND PROCEDURE, UNFAIR DISMISSAL

The EAT dismissed an appeal against the decision of the Tribunal in which the Claimant’s complaints
of unfair dismissal contrary to s.98 and s.103A ERA 1996, disability, discrimination and detriment
for having made public interest disclosures were dismissed.

On a detailed, but fair reading of the judgment and reasons it was held that the reasons complied with
r.62(5) of the Employment Tribunal Rules of Procedure 2013. Some aspects of the reasons could
have been set out more clearly, but, the requirements of that rule were met and the reasons were
“Meek” compliant. Observations made regarding the requirements of judgment/reasons.

The Tribunal had not erred in taking into consideration (when determining disputed issues of fact)
relevant matters or disregarding irrelevant matters.

The EAT was not satisfied that a serious procedural irregularity had occurred during the hearing
which had led to the Tribunal seeing and considering a document which the Claimant’s side had not
seen.
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HER HONOUR JUDGE KATHERINE TUCKER:

1.

This is my decision in respect of an application to appeal arising out of a decision of an

Employment Tribunal sitting in East London. The Employment Judge was Employment Judge
Prichard, the Members were Mrs S Boot and Mrs BK Saund. The Tribunal’s reserved Judgment was
sent to the parties on 20 August 2019. I refer to the Claimant/Appellant as the Claimant, and to the
Respondent/employer as the Respondent (as they were before the Tribunal).

The facts
2.

The Claimant has a long history of working in education. She has worked for in excess of 20

years with young children as an educational professional. She became a Head Teacher and worked
in that capacity for many years. Most recently, she was the head teacher of St Margaret’s Primary
School based in Barking.

3.

On 1 April 2017 that school became part of the Respondent, which is a multi-academy school

trust. As part of the process of forming that academy trust, a number of audits took place. One of
those audits raised concerns about a contract which had been awarded to a building firm. The concern
centred on whether proper procedures had been followed in the award of that contract. Importantly,
the building firm to whom the contract was awarded was owned and operated by the Claimant’s
husband and brother in law. The building firm was called Elite Building and Maintenance Limited
(“Elite”). The building contract was for work to be done at the school of which the Claimant was the
Executive Head Teacher, St Margaret’s Primary School.

4.

Auditors initially began work in July 2017. Thereafter, the Claimant was absent from work

due to work related stress and anxiety. There was no dispute between the parties at the hearing before
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the Tribunal that, as a result of those conditions, the Claimant was disabled within the meaning of
section 6 of the Equality Act 2010 at the relevant date for the purposes of her claims before the
Tribunal.

5.

At a meeting which took place on 7 September 2017, a decision was taken that the Claimant

should be suspended pending investigation of a number of disciplinary offences. The investigation
report prepared through that process resulted in a disciplinary hearing being scheduled, initially in
December 2017, and subsequently re-scheduled to 12 January 2018. Five disciplinary charges were
determined at that hearing.

6.

The Claimant did not attend the disciplinary hearing but instead sent in written representations

shortly before the hearing. Those ran to some 28 pages and were considered. The disciplinary hearing
resulted in three of the allegations/charges being found to be substantiated. Those were
(1) serious breaches of financial management;
(2) serious breaches in the tendering process leading to pecuniary interest; and
(3) serious failures to adhere to a safe recruitment process. This allegation concerned
recruitment of the Claimant’s daughter and another employee.
Two other allegations were not upheld.

7.

It was concluded that the Claimant was guilty of gross misconduct. She was summarily

dismissed. The Claimant appealed against that dismissal. That appeal was determined in the early
part of 2018 by Mr Moss. The Tribunal found that the appeal took place as a rehearing of the
allegations of which the Claimant had been found guilty. The appeal against the dismissal, heard
over two days (23 February and 8 March), was unsuccessful.

8.

It was accepted by the Tribunal (subject to points made below) that the Claimant made two
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protected and qualifying disclosures during the period of time covered by the events set out above.
First, that on 20 November 2017 she did so through the making of a written complaint regarding
regulatory matters to the Education and Skills Funding Agency OFSTED, the Regional Schools
Commissioner and the Diocesan Board. Secondly, the Claimant made further disclosures in a letter
of 8 January 2018 to Mr Moss. The Claimant asserted that she was dismissed for having made those
disclosures and that, therefore, her dismissal was automatically unfair. She also asserted that she had
been unfairly dismissed contrary to s.98 ERA 1996. In addition, she asserted that she was subjected
to detriment for having made those disclosures.

9.

The Claimant made two claims of disability discrimination. First, that she was subjected to

disability related discrimination contrary to section 15 of the Equality Act 2010 and, secondly, that
the Respondent had failed to make reasonable adjustments contrary to sections 20 and 21 of the
Equality Act 2010.

10.

The claims therefore before the Tribunal were,
(1) Unfair dismissal; the Claimant contended that her dismissal was unfair contrary to section
98 of the ERA 1996 and/or alternatively, she contended that her dismissal was automatically
unfair contrary to section 103A of that Act.
(2) Detriment on grounds of having made protected and qualifying disclosures.
(3) Disability related discrimination contrary to s.15 of the Equality Act 2010 (EqA 2010)
and a failure to make reasonable adjustments contrary to s.20 EqA 2010.

11.

The hearing took place over nine days from, 8th to the 11th and 15th to 20th April 2019. The

Tribunal deliberated over three days on 24 May and 20 to 21 June 2019.

12.

By a unanimous decision, the Tribunal dismissed all of the Claimant’s claims. The reserved
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Judgement and Reasons of the Tribunal are lengthy, running to some 30 pages and 159 paragraphs.

13.

Unusually, I consider that the decision on the appeal is best understood by incorporating

reference to the Tribunal’s reasons within my conclusions on the grounds of appeal.

Grounds of appeal
14.

The first ground of appeal, from which some of the others follow, was that the judgmentand

reasons amounted to an error of law and was wrong because it failed to comply with the mandatory
requirements of rule 62(5) of the Employment Tribunal Rules of Procedure 2013 2013 (Rules of
Procedure). The second ground of appeal was that the Tribunal erred because, in reaching the
decisions that it did, it took into account irrelevant factors and failed to take into account relevant
factors. Thirdly, it was contended that the Tribunal failed, in particular, to set out its conclusions in
relation to the public interest disclosure claims. Finally, it was contended that an appeal should be
allowed because a serious procedural irregularity took place when, it is contended, a 17 page
document was disclosed to the Tribunal during the course of the hearing but neither to the Claimant’s
representative nor to the Claimant herself.

The law
15.

Rule 62(5) of the 2013 Tribunal Rules of Procedures provides as follows:
“In the case of a judgment the reasons shall: identify the issues which the
Tribunal has determined, state the findings of fact made in relation to those
issues, concisely identify the relevant law, and state how that law has been
applied to those findings in order to decide the issues. Where the judgment
includes a financial award the reasons shall identify, by means of a table or
otherwise, how the amount to be paid has been calculated.”

16.

This is a more recent version of the same principles set out in r.30(6) of the 2004 Rules of

Procedure. The precise wording between the two rules varies slightly. However, at the heart of both,
lies the principles set out in 1987 by Bingham LJ in Meek v City of Birmingham District Council
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[1987] IRLR 250:
“8. It has on a number of occasions been made plain that the decision of an Industrial
Tribunal is not required to be an elaborate formalistic product of refined legal
draftmanship, but it must contain an outline of the story which has given rise to the
complaint and a summary of the Tribunal’s basic factual conclusions and a statement of
the reasons which have led them to reach the conclusion which they do on those basic
facts. The parties are entitled to be told why they have won or lost. There should be
sufficient account of the facts and of the reasoning to enable the EAT or, on further
appeal,, this court to see whether any question of law arises …”
17.

Times have moved on from 1987. Industrial Tribunals are now Employment Tribunals, their

‘Chairmen’ now Employment Judges. Tribunals deal increasingly with cases involving complex law
and facts, where experienced, skilled legal representatives are often involved and where the legal and
factual issues at issue require refined legal analysis in order to be properly determined. However, it
is also a venue in which litigants in person frequently appear and can, with confidence represent
themselves; Employment Judges, Members and the Employment Tribunal staff having developed
particular expertise in working in cases where one side may be represented and the other not.

18.

All those matters have evolved over time. However, what is required to comply with the

provisions of r.62 must be read through the prism of the words set out in Meek in 1987, and rightly
so. Whether there has been compliance with that which is demanded by the rule is to be judged by
looking at the substance of the relevant decision, not its form. See also DPP Law v Greenberg [2021]
EWCA Civ 672;Vairea v Reed Business Information Ltd [UKEAT/0177/15/BA]; Revenue and
Customs Commisisoners v Mabaso [UKEAT/0143/17/DM]. As set out at paragraph 20 of the latter
judgment by Choudhury P “ the question for this Court is whether the Reasons given by the
Tribunal below can be said to satisfy the requirements of r.62(5) and of Meek”. An expanded
analysis of the correct approach for an appellate tribunal or Court to adopt is set out in the Greenberg
decision by Popplewell LJ which I consider should be repeated here:
57. The following principles, which I take to be well established by the authorities, govern the
approach of an appellate tribunal or court to the reasons given by an employment tribunal:
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(1) The decision of an employment tribunal must be read fairly and as a whole, without
focusing merely on individual phrases or passages in isolation, and without being hypercritical.
In Brent v Fuller [2011] ICR 806, Mummery LJ said at p. 813:
"The reading of an employment tribunal decision must not, however, be so
fussy that it produces pernickety critiques. Over-analysis of the reasoning
process; being hypercritical of the way in which a decision is written; focussing
too much on particular passages or turns of phrase to the neglect of the
decision read in the round: those are all appellate weaknesses to avoid".
This reflects a similar approach to arbitration awards under challenge: see the cases
summarised by Teare J in Pace Shipping Co Ltd v Churchgate Nigeria Ltd (The
"PACE") [2010] 1 Lloyds' Reports 183 at paragraph 15, including the oft-cited dictum
of Bingham J in Zermalt Holdings SA v Nu-Life Upholstery repairs Ltd [1985] 2 EGLR
14 that the courts do not approach awards "with a meticulous legal eye endeavouring
to pick holes, inconsistencies and faults in awards with the object of upsetting or
frustrating the process of arbitration". This approach has been referred to as
the benevolent reading of awards, and applies equally to the benevolent reading of
employment tribunal decisions.
(2) A tribunal is not required to identify all the evidence relied on in reaching its conclusions of
fact. To impose such a requirement would put an intolerable burden on any fact finder. Nor is
it required to express every step of its reasoning in any greater degree of detail than that
necessary to be Meek compliant (Meek v Birmingham City Council [1987] IRLR 250).
Expression of the findings and reasoning in terms which are as simple, clear and concise as
possible is to be encouraged. In Meek, Bingham LJ quoted with approval what Donaldson LJ
had said in UCATT v. Brain [1981] I.C.R. 542 at 551:
"Industrial tribunals' reasons are not intended to include a comprehensive and
detailed analysis of the case, either in terms of fact or in law …their purpose remains
what it has always been, which is to tell the parties in broad terms why they lose or, as
the case may be, win. I think it would be a thousand pities if these reasons began to be
subjected to a detailed analysis and appeals were to be brought based upon any such
analysis. This, to my mind, is to misuse the purpose for which the reasons are given."
(3) It follows from (2) that it is not legitimate for an appellate court or tribunal to reason that a
failure by an employment tribunal to refer to evidence means that it did not exist, or that a
failure to refer to it means that it was not taken into account in reaching the conclusions
expressed in the decision. What is out of sight in the language of the decision is not to be
presumed to be non-existent or out of mind. As Waite J expressed it in RSPB v Croucher [1984]
ICR 604 at 609-610:
"We have to remind ourselves also of the important principle that decisions are not to
be scrutinised closely word by word, line by line, and that for clarity's and brevity's
sake industrial tribunals are not to be expected to set out every factor and every piece
of evidence that has weighed with them before reaching their decision; and it is for us
to recall that what is out of sight in the language of a decision is not to be presumed
necessarily to have been out of mind. It is our duty to assume in an industrial tribunal's
favour that all the relevant evidence and all the relevant factors were in their minds,
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whether express reference to that appears in their final decision or not; and that has
been well-established by the decisions of the Court of Appeal in Retarded Children's Aid
Society Ltd. v. Day [1978] I.C.R. 437 and in the recent decision in Varndell v. Kearney &
Trecker Marwin Ltd [1983] I.C.R. 683."
58. Moreover, where a tribunal has correctly stated the legal principles to be applied, an
appellate tribunal or court should, in my view, be slow to conclude that it has not applied those
principles, and should generally do so only where it is clear from the language used that a
different principle has been applied to the facts found. Tribunals sometimes make errors, having
stated the principles correctly but slipping up in their application, as the case law demonstrates;
but if the correct principles were in the tribunal's mind, as demonstrated by their being
identified in the express terms of the decision, the tribunal can be expected to have been seeking
faithfully to apply them, and to have done so unless the contrary is clear from the language of
its decision. This presumption ought to be all the stronger where, as in the present case, the
decision is by an experienced specialist tribunal applying very familiar principles whose
application forms a significant part of its day to day judicial workload.”

19.

The passage cited from Greenberg is also of relevance to the second ground of appeal. When

any decision maker is making a finding of fact, or a reaching a legal conclusion, applying legal
principles to facts found, he/she/they must take into account relevant matters, and disregard those
which are irrelevant (for example those of no probative value or the effect of which may be unfairly
or unduly prejudicial). Applying irrelevant legal principles, or failing to apply relevant ones, is likely
to amount to an error of law. Considering irrelevant facts or failing to consider relevant ones may
lead to an error of law, for example if it leads to an irrational decision or to a perverse one.

20.

It is difficult, indeed, may not be possible, to neatly define what a procedural irregularity is,

or to lay down a rigid rule as to where the boundaries of one lie, or what makes a hearing unfair. Each
case must be considered on its own facts and the circumstances involved. See the comments of the
Court of Appeal to that effect in Stanley Cole (Wainfleet) Ltd v Sheridan [2003] ICR 1449. It is,
in my judgment, important to consider whether what occurred was seriously irregular or unfair, and
to consider whether there was a material injustice as a result of what occurred, all with proper regard
to the principles set out in Article 6 ECHR.
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Ground One: the Judgment failed to comply with the requirements of r.62(5) of the 2013 Rules of
Procedure and Ground three: failure to adequately set out the conclusions in respect of the PID
claims
21.

I consider that these two grounds are best considered together.

22.

The Claimant contended, by reference to authority, that the requirements of rule 62(5) are

mandatory, in other words, they are something that a Tribunal must achieve when setting out their
reasons for a judgment.

23.

In this case, it was submitted that a number of criticisms could be made of the judgment: it

did not, it was contended, identify relevant issues, nor did it state the findings of fact in relation to
those issues; it did not, it was contended, identify relevant law, nor did it then set out how the law
applied to the findings of fact that it had made in order to decide the issues. It was submitted that it
was not sufficient that issues were identified by the parties.

24.

The Claimant set out a list of the matters that were said not to have been addressed within the

judgment. These were identified by reference to a document that was in the bundle before the Tribunal
and which was described as a “Draft List of Legal and Factual Issues”. It was common ground
between the parties that that was a document which had been created by the parties in preparation for
the hearing. It was submitted that the Tribunal failed to make relevant findings regarding key parts
of the Claimant’s claim. By way of examples, but examples only, it was said that in relation to the
question of whether or not the dismissal was procedurally or substantively unfair, the Tribunal had
failed to conclude whether or not the investigation into the asserted conduct was satisfactory, and,
that the Tribunal had failed to consider whether the Respondent had failed to properly consider the
Claimant’s evidence, submitted on 12 January 2018, in response to the disciplinary allegations. It
was submitted that the Respondent had failed to follow the London Borough of Barking and
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Dagenham disciplinary policy, and that the Tribunal had failed to determine what, if any, impact it
had upon the decision. It was submitted that the Tribunal had failed to determine whether or not the
ACAS Code of Practice in relation to disciplinary and grievance procedures had been followed.

25.

In respect of the whistleblowing complaints, it was contended that the Tribunal’s failures

were, if anything, greater: for example, that the Tribunal did not determine whether or not the
Claimant had disclosed information which tended to show, in her reasonable belief, a contravention
of a legal obligation; nor had it determined whether or not that which was disclosed amounted to a
breach of the Respondent’s legal obligations to act in the best interests of St Margaret’s School and
the pupils of the school. It was contended that the Tribunal had not determined whether or not the
matters complained of were because of the Claimant having made those disclosures.

26.

I was referred to a number of authorities, Greenwood, and HMRC v Mabaso, particularly

paragraphs 30 and 34. I was asked to conclude that, even standing back and taking a broad view of
the reasons, it would not be possible to salvage parts which were deficient for similar reasons set out
by the President of the EAT at paragraphs 34, 35 and 30 of that decision.

27.

In response, the Respondent contended that it was important to remember who a judgment

and reasons are written for, namely the parties, and that the judgment should be read as a whole,
referring me in particular to a passage in DPP v Greenberg [2021] EWCA Civ 672 at paragraph 57
of the report, set out above.

Ground one: conclusion and analysis
28.

In paragraph 57 of the Greenberg decision, the established principle is set out that a

Tribunal’s judgment should be read fairly and as a whole, without unnecessary scrutiny of individual
words or phrases; that Tribunals, like other judges, do not have to determine every disputed issue
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within a case, or refer to all of the evidence before it; that it would not be appropriate for an appellate
court to conclude that, simply because a particular piece of evidence has not been referred to in a
judgment, that therefore either that evidence did not exist, or it should not be taken into account.

29.

My conclusion in relation to ground one is as follows. A key responsibility and duty which

is placed on the shoulders of Employment Judges and the members with whom they sit, is to provide
a decision which is Meek compliant and which complies with the provisions of rule 62(5) of the 2013
Rules. That duty is one of the key elements of justice: that when matters come before an independent,
impartial Tribunal, the parties to that litigation, and indeed any other member of the public who
chooses to take an interest in it, should know what has been decided and why. Those are important
principles. They are part of a fair and independent judicial process.

30.

At the same time, it is important to note that there is no ‘right’ way or one way to write a

judgment or reasons. Cases are all different. So too, are the individuals, the people, involved in those
cases, the facts involved and the way those facts are presented and by whom. There can be an
enormous disparity in all of those matters in individual cases. For those reasons it is helpful if, when
a decision is made, judgment given and the reasons for it is written, or given orally, the decision
maker takes a moment to think about the different audiences who are likely to hear or read that
judgment and reasons.

31.

First and foremost, the judgment and reasons are written for the parties themselves. They will

be the most interested in the outcome of the litigation and need to be able to understand it. They need
to know what the ‘answer’ is to the claim and they need to know why the decision was taken in the
particular way it was. Closely allied to those individuals are the parties’ representatives. They need
to understand, perhaps in a more refined way, whether there is any legal challenge to that which has
been determined. They need to be able to advise their clients on the consequence of the decision,
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whether there are grounds for appeal, and if not been, they need to be able to explain to parties, some
of whom will be deeply disappointed in the outcome, why it is that the judge or the panel, was entitled
to come to the decision that they did.

32.

Thirdly, as decisions that are reached can be subject to scrutiny through appeal, an appeal

court needs to be able to see, within a decision, what the decision was and why that decision was
reached, both as a matter of fact and as a matter of law.

33.

Finally, any member of the public who wishes to, should be able to read and understand a

decision. Again, the principle of open, transparent justice, is an important one.

34.

Some parties will be very sophisticated litigants, others much less so and it is often the case

that judges tailor the way they give the decision and the language used, deliberately, so as to ensure
understanding by the litigants involved in the litigation. However, at the same time, it is important
to recall that the parties are the ones who will have sat through the litigation at first instance, who will
have the best awareness, the best understanding of everything that is said about the evidence that was
given, because they were there and they heard it and they saw it. They might not agree with the
decisions that are given, but they are likely to have background knowledge which should, and
hopefully would, ease their understanding of the decision.

35.

If authority were required for that, I refer to Derby Specialist Fabrication Ltd v Burton

[2001] ICR 833 at page 844, paragraph 32:
“As we have already said, it must be borne in mind that the extended reasons
of an Employment Tribunal are directed towards parties who know in detail
the arguments and issues in the case. The Tribunal's reasons do not need to be
spelt out in the detail required, were they to be directed towards a stranger to
this dispute.”
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36.

A concise, reasoned decision and concise, structured analysis and reasoning can be helpful to

all readers of judgments and reasons and is to be encouraged. A succinct judgment and reason should
not simply be taken to indicate a lack of work or care. On the contrary, it often takes more work, and
longer to write short reasons or a short judgment than a longer one because the author is seeking to
express, sometimes, complex analysis in fewer words. It may be helpful to use headings and subheadings to guide a reader through reasons and a judgment. However, that is not the only way to
write Meek and r. 62(5) compliant reasons and judgments. What is required of a Tribunal is that
they set out what the issues are, they set out what the facts are, they set out what the relevant law is
and they set out their conclusions. Whichever style is adopted, the question is one of substance, not
form: does the judgment do what it needs to do? Does it tell the parties and other readers what was
decided and why?

37.

In this particular case, in many ways it may have been easier for the reader, perhaps preferable,

had the judge and the members adopted a clearer structure to their analysis. My initial view was that
there might be some merit in this ground of appeal. That was my initial view however. Initial views
can change. Mine did so in this case. Following proper analysis, I am satisfied that this judgment does
comply with rule 62(5) and that it is Meek compliant.

38.

Unlike the Mabaso case, here there was a detailed explanation of the Tribunal’s conclusion

and it told the relevant ‘story’ of what had occurred. The Tribunal, in my judgment, found, clearly,
a number of important matters. First, that it was ‘beyond doubt’, significant words to use, that the
reason for the dismissal of the Claimant in this case was conduct. That is set out at paragraph 133 of
the judgment which stated:
“It is beyond any doubt or dispute that the Claimant was dismissed for reasons related
to her conduct under s 98(2) of the Employment Rights Act 1996, as opposed to any of
the other potentially fair reasons there.”
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39.

In addition, within its analysis of the disability discrimination claim contrary to s.15 of the

EqA 2010, the Tribunal stated that:
“The claimant’s actual dismissal was nothing whatsoever to do with her absence from work. It was
because the Trust, justifiably, had lost all trust and confidence in the claimant. That is the essence of gross
misconduct. That is what happened in this case. How could they continue to employee and(sic) Executive
Headteacher who had shown such a fundamental lack of judgment?”

40.

At paragraph 134 the Tribunal recorded, having previously set out relevant facts, that:
“As may already be clear from our recitation of the facts, the Respondent’s handling of
the Claimant’s dismissal and the sanction of dismissal itself comes nowhere near to
being outside the range of reasonable responses mandated by section 98(4) of the
Employment Rights Act 1996, and the case law. The matter has caused reputational
damage. In the tribunal bundle we saw adverse reports in the press. The school and the
parents were acutely aware of this. The threat to the reputation of the school was not
merely theoretical.”

41.

Although shortly said, in truth what those few lines did, was properly to identify the relevant

law set out in s.98 ERA 1996 as the applicable law. The Tribunal also implicitly referred to relevant
principles. Whilst the passages are short, they are (perhaps just) enough to identify those matters.
The Tribunal could have gone on and referred to British Homes Stores v Burchill [1978] IRLR 379
and later cases including Sainsbury Supermarkets v Hitt where the appellate courts have set out
the relevant legal principles to be applied when determining whether or not dismissal for conduct is
fair or unfair and reminded Tribunals not to substitute their own view for that of the employer, rather
that its role is limited to determining whether or not dismissal was within the range of reasonable
responses open to the employer. However, focusing on the substance, what the Tribunal was required
to do was to determine whether the Respondent had a genuine belief that the Claimant was guilty of
the relevant conduct or misconduct; whether that belief was based on reasonable grounds and in
circumstances were a reasonable investigation had taken place. Ultimately, the Tribunal was required
to consider whether the decision to dismiss this particular employee in respect of the relevant conduct
came within or without the range of reasonable responses open to a reasonable employer.
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42.

I am satisfied that the Tribunal did indeed answer those questions having regard to paragraphs

135 through to 144, with reference back to paragraph 41, and paragraphs 101-111 of the Tribunal’s
reasons.

43.

As to the Respondent’s genuine belief, the Tribunal found as a fact that the issues giving rise

to dismissal came to light through an audit carried out by an independent auditor. That information
was then placed before the Board in the September which in turn led to the Claimant’s suspension,
then to the investigation and, ultimately, the decision to dismiss. The Tribunal held that, although
there were some criticisms to be made of the investigation undertaken, overall, it was a reasonable
one. The Claimant was given an opportunity to participate in it; enquiries were made about her health
and her ability to participate because of her health. The Tribunal found that the Respondent had a
pressing need (to enable the school to keep functioning) to make a decision in respect of the
allegations against the Claimant because of the rumours which were surrounding the Claimant’s
absence and the issues giving rise to that. The Tribunal found that the school acted fairly and properly
in holding the disciplinary proceedings when it did. It also found that, overall, the appeal process
was fair, noting that it was lengthy and detailed. Such faults as there might have been in the underlying
process were subsequently resolved. Fairly read, it is clear that the Tribunal was satisfied that there
was a genuine belief in the Claimant’s misconduct, based on reasonable grounds following a
reasonable investigation. It concluded that the dismissal was fair applying the correct legal test.

44.

As regards the draft List of Issues of Fact and Law, whilst the Tribunal did not expressly

incorporate that list of issues into the judgment and reasons, it is clear that it had been before the
Tribunal. At different points of the Reasons the Tribunal went through the issues that are identified
within that document. For example, they determined that it was not unreasonable to suspend the
Claimant, that that was a neutral act and appropriate in the circumstances; they were satisfied that the
investigation met the standard of reasonableness; they expressly rejected the assertion that the
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Respondent accelerated the disciplinary hearing, setting against that the findings that it made about
the need to make a decision because of the rumours that were circulating the enquiries that were being
made by parents of the school; they considered that the disciplinary panel did consider the information
presented by the Claimant at the disciplinary investigation and, in any event, that the appeal was a rehearing.

45.

In addition, whilst the Tribunal accepted that not all of the witnesses that had been identified

by the Claimant were interviewed, the Tribunal found that, overall, the disciplinary investigation was
a reasonable one. The Tribunal rejected the Claimant’s case that the disciplinary meeting did not take
place at a neutral venue. It accepted that some criticism could be made about who had undertaken the
disciplinary process, but to the extent that that was a valid criticism, they concluded that the overall
process, having regard to the appeal, was fair. The Tribunal specifically engaged with the criticism
about the use of one particular disciplinary policy over another, noting that there was, to their mind,
no particular difference between the two and that such difference as there was, was not a difference
of substance. They rejected the assertion that there had been failure to follow the ACAS procedure.
They rejected the assertion that there had been failure to follow a disciplinary procedure. They found
that the evidence submitted by the Claimant had been submitted as required and that the investigation
was reasonable, thereby dealing again with the repeated complaint about the interviewing of
witnesses.

46.

Having listened carefully to the oral submissions made, I considered that there may have been

some misunderstanding about the approach taken by the Tribunal to the claims of detriment for having
made public interest disclosures. In my judgment, a fair reading of the reasons reveals that the
Tribunal expressed some reservation about whether or not, the disclosures made, coming at the point
in time when they did, i.e., after disciplinary proceedings had begun and just before the disciplinary
hearing, were self-serving, as opposed to genuinely in the public interest. However, at paragraph 147
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of the Reasons, the Tribunal set out that, notwithstanding those reservations, it was prepared to agree
for the purposes of its analysis that the letter of 20 November was a protected qualifying disclosure.
However, they then set out their conclusion: that they considered that the making of the disclosure
did not play any causative role whatsoever in accelerating the disciplinary hearing on the school’s
part. It was for this reason that the Tribunal concluded that the Claimant’s claim failed.

47.

They then set out some of their analysis about why the disciplinary hearing needed to take

place. In doing so, the Tribunal acknowledged that the Claimant had asked for delay because of
depression and anxiety. However, the Tribunal accepted Mr Moss’s account that a balance had to be
struck. They observed that there was hardly ‘unseemly haste’ in the relevant time-line.

48.

I acknowledge that in paragraph 147, the Tribunal did not address, expressly, how they treated

the second disclosure. It may be recalled that the Claimant asserted that she had made two
disclosures, one in November 2018 and one in the January 2019.

49.

The detriments which the Claimant stated that she had suffered were as follows: that there

was expedition of the disciplinary process; that the Claimant was reported to the police; and, albeit a
claim of automatic unfair dismissal, that she was dismissed.

50.

It is important to note that the police report pre-dated the making of disclosures. The Claimant

was told that she was to be reported to the police when the investigation started in September 2017.
On any analysis, that is prior to her having made her protected disclosure on 20 November 2017. It
is also prior to the Claimant having made the second disclosure in January 2018.

51.

As regards the asserted expedition of the disciplinary proceedings, the Tribunal made an

express finding that the first disclosure played no causative role whatsoever in the timing disciplinary
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hearing and set out clear conclusions about why the hearing needed to take place. They did not
expressly address, however, in paragraph 147 the second disclosure. I invited further submissions on
that point before setting out my conclusions below.

52.

Although at paragraph 147, the Tribunal did not expressly consider the second protected

disclosure, the Tribunal did set out, in express terms, their conclusion as to the reason for the
dismissal. In addition, they also set out at paragraph 130 that they gave serious consideration to
whether Mr Moss had been motivated by the fact that the Claimant was a whistle blower because of
the volume of work that was required as a result of the disclosures that she made; whilst the report to
the police predated the second disclosure, the dismissal post-dated it.. At paragraph 146, the Tribunal
also referred to ‘disclosures’ in the plural. It is also important, in my judgment, to have regard to the
way in which the reason for dismissal was actually dealt with in the closing written submissions
before the Tribunal. At paragraph 15 of those written submissions, counsel for the Claimant stated:
“The Respondent relies upon gross misconduct as the reason for dismissal. Whilst the
Claimant has pleaded a s103A dismissal in light of the sequence of events (i.e. suspension
and investigation before 20/11) this is lightly put as the “sole or principal” reason.

The Claimant did, however, go on to allege that there were other non-potentially fair reasons for
dismissal. The Claimant asserted that the true reason for dismissal was the takeover of St Margaret’s
to bring it in line with the wishes of the former Federation of Schools. The Claimant pointed to a
number of features as to why she thought that that was the real reason for dismissal. A number of
points come from these matters. First, the case of automatic unfair dismissal was ‘lightly put’; more
forcefully, the Claimant asserted that the true reason for dismissal was the takeover of the school.
The Tribunal clearly addressed that issue by making a very clear finding that the true reason for the
dismissal, having heard nine days of evidence, was conduct, not because of the takeover of the school.
In context, in my judgment, the finding that it was beyond any doubt that that was the reason for the
dismissal, was broad enough to encompass a dismissal of the ‘lightly put’ automatically unfair
dismissal claim.
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Ground Two: The Tribunal took into account irrelevant factors and failed to take relevant factors
into account
53.

The second ground of appeal was twofold. First, that the Tribunal took into account irrelevant

factors; and, secondly, that the Tribunal failed to take into account relevant factors. The submission
made on behalf of the Claimant was that a number of matters identified by it had not been properly
taken into account by the Tribunal and, conversely, that factors which were not relevant had been
taken into account.

54.

The position of the Respondent in relation to this ground of appeal was, first, to draw to the

EAT’s attention that this was a case not where a discretion was being exercised, but where the
Tribunal was engaged in fact finding; secondly, in relation to each matter, the broad submission of
the Respondent was that either the matters were taken into account if relevant and were not if not
relevant.

55.

I addressed first the Respondent’s submission that this was not a case where the Tribunal was

exercising a discretion. I accept that that is right. This was a situation where the Tribunal was required
to determine disputed facts and then reach a final decision on a number of claims. However, in
determining those disputed facts, the Tribunal was required to take relevant matters into account, not
to disregard them. In addition, the Tribunal needed to determine facts on a proper evidential basis. It
should not make findings of fact based on irrelevant matters which were neither of probative value
nor which might have been prejudicial to the correct determination of the facts.

Failure to take into account relevant matters
48.

It was submitted that the Tribunal did not take into account a number of relevant factors. The

first was whether, and the extent to which, the award of the relevant contract should have gone
through (or did go through) a robust tendering and approval process, could not be tested. This was
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recorded in the minutes of the disciplinary hearing (the Claimant was not present due to ill health).
The passage relied upon read as follows:

“Haslers advised that owing to the size of the transaction and the connection
of Ms Ejvet to the building company, the intended work should have gone
through a robust approval and tendering process. This was not something we
could test due to the lack of documentation available.”

49.

Secondly, a linked point, was that in the course of the investigatory process, there was no

document to show how the contract was procured and how it was approved other than that the contract
was approved by the building committee and that it was common ground that the Claimant was not a
member of that committee. My attention was drawn to the disciplinary hearing minutes which
provide as follows:
“As shown by the minutes of the full governing body on 28 April 2015 there
was a discussion about a policy for tendering and it was agreed that a
proposal would be presented at the next meeting; this did not happen. At a
full governing body meeting (minutes dated 6 October 2015) Governors
clearly had concern regarding the use of Elite and decided to go out to tender;
however, this did not happen. What happened instead was the setting up of a
new Building Committee which met on 25 February 2016.”
50.

It was submitted that there was no policy in place at the time of the award of the contract, and

no meeting of the governing body. Instead a building committee was set up which awarded the
contract. The Claimant was not a member of the building committee.

51.

In my judgment, these submissions, although articulately made, rather missed the point.

52.

The conduct the Respondent organisation was concerned about was the fact that a contract

was awarded to a company where it was clear that there was a close relationship between, on the one
hand the executive headteacher of a school and, on the other those who ran that company. In blunt
terms, it was concerned that the executive headteacher of the school would have a pecuniary
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advantage or other benefit from that contract being awarded to the particular company it was awarded
to because she was married to the person that ran the business.. The amount of money involved was
significant, some £149,000. It was public funds. The Respondent contended that there had not been
a sufficiently robust, transparent and clear process through which that contact was awarded and,
further as executive head of the school, the Claimant had a responsibility to ensure that (a) such
processes were in place, and (b) that they were followed. It contended that there were no such
procedures and the process followed was significantly flawed. It contended that the Claimant was at
fault for that.

53.

It is clear from the Reasons that once these matters came to light the Claimant’s response was

not to assert that she had not understood the importance of those steps or not adequately reflected
upon what had occurred. Rather, it was that she had done nothing wrong.

54.

Against that background, the Tribunal made a number of specific findings of fact. It found

that in the summer of 2015, the Claimant had drafted a tendering policy document, albeit that appears
not to have been adopted or acted upon. That appeared to have occurred after the need for such a
policy was identified at a full governing body meeting in April 2015. At a full governing body
meeting on 6 October 2015, governors expressed concerns about the use of Elite to do proposed
building work and decided that it should go out to tender. That did not happen. Instead, what
happened was that a new sub-committee, the building committee, was set up which met in February
2016. That sub-committee then awarded the contract, contrary to the express directions of the full
governing board that a tendering process should be followed.

55.

I have not seen a document which suggested that the full governing board ever delegated the

power to award the contract, nor have I understood that submission to have been made to the Tribunal.
Before the Tribunal the Respondent asserted that it had concerned about the lack of relevant
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documentation to evidence that a robust process had been followed. The Tribunal found that that
concern existed and, further, that there were reasonable grounds for that concern. In those
circumstances, the fact that the disciplinary hearing stated that they could not test whether or not a
robust approval and tendering process had gone through because of the lack of documentation, was
just the very point that the Respondent was concerned about; because there was not documentation,
they could not test it. The need for documentation and a robust tendering process was the Claimant’s
responsibility and she had not fulfilled that responsibility.

56.

Thirdly, it was asserted that the Tribunal had not properly considered that the Claimant was

not part of the decision making body which awarded the contract, that is the building sub-committee,
and that the Tribunal did not properly consider her lack of pecuniary interest in the award of the
contract. In my judgment, these matters were addressed properly within paragraphs 101 to 110 of the
Tribunal’s judgment. The Tribunal noted that the Claimant clearly recognised that there was a
potential conflict of interest between the school awarding the contract to her husband/brother in law’s
company and her own position as executive head teacher. It concluded that, nonetheless, she allowed
a decision to be taken by a panel of three governors, without delegated powers, to award that contract;
the creation of the committee did not absolve her from her responsibility to ensure that a proper
process was followed.

57.

In addition, the Tribunal went further and considered that, on the facts, the Claimant probably

had a guiding hand in the award of that contract knew exactly what was going on.

58.

Fourthly, it was contended that the Tribunal erred because it did not take into account:
(1) that the charges determined by the disciplinary panel (which took place in the Claimant’s
absence) included a breach of trust of confidence. It was submitted that that had never been
part of the charge brought against the Appellant.
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(2) That it was not clear within the dismissal letter that any sanction short of dismissal was
ever considered
(3) That proper consideration had not been given to the Claimant’s length of service.

59.

In terms of the issue as to trust and confidence, I accept that the Claimant was not asked to

meet a case that she had ‘acted in breach of trust and confidence’ or that her actions had caused there
to be a breach of trust and confidence. Rather, it was put to her that she was guilty of the three matters
that I have already alluded to. However, I considered that there was merit in the Respondent’s
submissions in respect of this matter. First, this was not one of the 13 reasons relied on by the
Claimant in the list of issues to establish unfair dismissal. Secondly, that, in this case, the Tribunal
legitimately concluded that the effect of the three breaches which were found to be proven, was that
there had been, in effect, a breach of trust and confidence because the Claimant had been found to be
guilty of gross misconduct such that the employer no longer had, or could have, trust and confidence
in her. The points made by the Respondent my judgment, were also relevant to the matters set out at
paragraph 58 (2) and (3). The Tribunal’s conclusion that the Respondent had lost trust and confidence
in the Claimant was, essentially, describing the effect of the serious conduct that the Claimant was
found guilty of. Further, that in those circumstances the employment relationship could no longer
continue and dismissal was the appropriate sanction, was within the band of reasonable responses of
a reasonable employer, notwithstanding her length of service. That was also relevant to the question
of whether or not a lessor sanction would have been appropriate. In addition, the Claimant had not
acknowledged or accepted that she had done anything wrong.

60.

On a fair reading, I consider that, although the Reasons could have been more clearly

expressed, the Tribunal concluded that the employer’s decision to dismiss in this case was within the
range of reasonable responses, given the seriousness of the misconduct, its consequences and the
approach adopted by the Claimant which was, in essence, that she had not done anything wrong.
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The Tribunal took into account irrelevant matters
61.

I was not satisfied that this ground of appeal was made out. As regards the defects in the

building work, it is important to note that the Tribunal expressly dealt with this matter, identifying
the irrelevance of the point. The Tribunal noted that Mr Moss dealt with that matter well on appeal,
because he identified that it was quite wrong to take that matter into account. The Tribunal made the
same point.

62.

As to Elite’s VAT registration, it is the case that Tribunal made the following observation in

respect of Elite’s VAT registration at paragraph 49:

“ 49. The Tribunal could not help noticing that for the first six years Elite was not VAT
registered. They registered for VAT in July 2016 and one can understand why. They
exceeded the compulsory registration threshold in one invoice in July 2016. The bill
was £96,387.50 plus VAT so the total turnover of Elite was clearly low for the first six
years of their relationship with the school.”

63.

Again, on an objective and fair reading of the Reasons, I am satisfied that that was referred to

in order to explain why the building contract appeared to be an important one for Elite. That in turn
had some potential relevance to the question of indirect benefit to the Claimant having regard to the
relationship between the headteacher and the directors of Elite. In any event, it was one observation,
no more, no less. It is not, in my judgment, one which vitiates the decision. No allegation of bias is
made. It does not in itself amount to an error of law.

Ground 4: Serious procedural irregularity
64.

The third ground of appeal was that a serious procedural irregularity occurred when a

document was disclosed late in the hearing. That document was a 17-page document. (Appeal bundle
at tab 25, page 205). It was dated 23 February 2018 and it was written by Mr Moss. It was sent to
ESFA, Academies Operational Delivery Centre in response to letters sent from that organisation to
the Trust and to Mr Moss. It set out in detail a number of responses to specific questions. I have had
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the opportunity now to read that document and to understand the points that are raised within it.

65.

There was a dispute as to what actually happened at the Tribunal in relation to this document.

An affidavit has been prepared by the Claimant and also by a witness on the Claimant’s behalf who
is described as an independent witness and who also is a solicitor. In addition, an affidavit was
obtained from counsel for the Respondent. No statements or comments have been obtained from
counsel who appeared for the Claimant at the Tribunal, Mr Chris Milsom. I did, however, see and
read the written closing submissions he prepared for the Tribunal.

66.

Comments were also obtained from the Employment Judge and the Members of the Tribunal.

and from the members.

67.

It is accepted that during the cross examination of one witness, Mr Moss, the document was

referred to. It then became apparent that the document had not been disclosed. It appears from the
account provided by Mr Evans, counsel for the Respondent, that he thought that the document had
been disclosed. He accepts in his affidavit that it became evident that he was wrong about that and
that the document had not, in fact, been disclosed.

68.

What then happened was a matter of dispute. The Claimant and her witness asserted that the

document was not provided to her or her counsel. That account was disputed by counsel for the
Respondent.

69.

Counsel for the Respondent stated that Mr Milsom made submissions on behalf of the

Claimant, contending that the document should be disclosed. Mr Evans stated that a copy of the
document was obtained and provided to Mr Milsom, that Mr Milsom reserved his position in relation
to the document and to any potential cost consequences. Mr Evans was clear that he considered that
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Mr Milsom had a copy of the document.

70.

That account is supported to some extent by notes provided by one of the Employment

Tribunal lay members. Mrs Saund’s notes read as follows:
“On Wednesday, 22/5/19 we paused Beverley Hall’s to interpose Mr Graham
Hall’s cross examination by Mr Milsom.
We took midmorning break from 11.35 to 11.50 am.
I got note where Graham Moss is saying “23/2/18, letter not given to us”.
About 12 noon Mr Evans re-examined Mr Moss on this February letter:Q. Document handed to Graham Moss? February letter?
A. Yes, same document but it was a thick bundle of Appendices (Letter 17
pages long).
Mr Evans then says that
“Since witness referred to this document, it can be disclosed now to
Claimant’s side”.
We the Tribunal to be given copy too.
But my notes do not make it clear if this 23/2/18 letter was disclosed to us.”

71.

The Employment Judge was also asked to comment on this. The judge stated that his notes

were not as clear as he might have hoped. However, he stated that within his notes, he had placed an
asterisk in his notes. He explained that he used an asterisk to denote when a new document was
introduced and that sometimes he would then add a page number to show when it was inserted. He
stated that he thought that the 17 page letter was never inserted into the bundle. However, he noted
that there were two asterisks on his notes which indicated to him that this was raised when the
document first appeared (as described during cross examination), and then later when it was copied.
The judge stated that he had no detailed independent recollection of what had occurred and that that
in itself, he thought, was of some, albeit perhaps limited, significance because he considered that, if
there had been something unusual, he would be more likely to recall it than not. On balance, he
tended to think that his notes suggested that an issue arose about the documents and a copy made of
it.
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72.

The Claimant and her witness are clear in their affidavits that the document neither reached

the Claimant nor was it provided to the Claimant’s counsel.

73.

I noted that the Claimant’s counsel refers to the document in his written submissions. On that

basis it would appear to be likely that the Claimant’s counsel had sight of that document. I conclude
on the basis of the evidence that I have seen that it is more likely than not that he was provided with
a copy and that those witnesses who did not think that occurred are mistaken in that regard. It appears
clear, however, having regard to the written closing submissions, that the Claimant’s counsel had
sight of that document. Whether or not it was handed to the Claimant and/or her legal team, is a
matter which should be resolved between counsel and that team.

74.

Finally, and in any event, having looked at that document in some detail, I cannot see that it

takes matters significantly further. It is clear that the Tribunal had regard to the document and saw
it; it is also clear that the Claimant’s counsel was able to make submissions upon it. I do not consider
that I should allow the appeal in respect of the serious procedural irregularity that is contended for. I
cannot see that a material injustice or unfairness arose because of it. The Claimant’s experienced
counsel had clearly considered the document and referred to it in submissions.

75.

For all those reasons, my view is that the appeal should be dismissed.

76.

I add the following observations with the agreement of both parties. The Claimant has worked

for many years in education and has had a long career in that profession. On the basis of the documents
before me, there would appear to be no reason to doubt that, throughout her career she has sought to,
and has, assisted young children in their initial journey through education. That is something that I
hope she will remember and celebrate. It is not uncommon, in employment litigation, to see
individuals overwhelmed with the events leading to dismissal and then the process of litigation in the
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Employment Tribunals. In some cases, people become very unwell and also entirely focused upon
the events which gave rise to the proceedings.

77.

I hope that the Claimant, now that this matter has been heard, can put this behind her and

move forward. I hope that she will be able to focus on other matters and remember the good work
that she has done for those young people whom have been fortunate to have her as a teacher and guide
through their early stages of education.
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SUMMARY
PRACTICE AND PROCEDURE

The Claimant indicated that he had a disability in his ET1 and requested some adjustments
including permission to use a recording device as his condition made it difficult for him to take
contemporaneous notes. The Tribunal indicated that an application for permission should be
made at the preliminary hearing although it was also stated that the application would be
considered before the hearing if the requisite information was provided. The Claimant appealed
on the grounds that he should not have to make an application, that the Tribunal erred in failing
to consider the matter before the preliminary hearing and in failing to consider that the
Claimant would be in contempt of court if he attempted to bring a recording device into the
building before permission was granted.

Held, dismissing the appeal, that the Tribunal was entitled to deal with the application at a
hearing rather than on the papers. There was no error of law in not considering the matter in
advance of the hearing although the Tribunal had not precluded that course in any event.
Finally, the Tribunal’s direction that the application to record be considered at a hearing
implicitly gave permission to bring the equipment to court pending leave to record being given.
In any event, there is unlikely to be a contempt of court within the meaning of s. 9 of the
Contempt of Court Act 1981 where a person brings a device, e.g. a mobile phone, to court for a
purpose other than to use it to record sound or subject to the Tribunal’s permission to do so.

 Copyright 2019
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A

THE HONOURABLE MR JUSTICE CHOUDHURY

Introduction
B

1.

Courts and Tribunals are often requested to make adjustments to remove disadvantages

for disabled litigants. This appeal concerns a request for a proposed adjustment to allow the
Claimant, who is a litigant-in-person, to make an audio recording of proceedings. The reason
for making the request was that the Claimant’s disability made it difficult for him to make a
C

contemporaneous written note of the proceedings.

Background
D

2.

The Claimant brings various complaints of discrimination and victimisation against

various colleges of the University of Oxford. The details of the underlying claims are not
relevant for the purposes of this appeal.
E

3.

The Claimant has several medical conditions. He submits that these conditions mean

that reasonable adjustments are required to enable him to participate in proceedings fully. The
conditions described in the Claimant’s skeleton argument are as follows:
a. Dyslexia: This is said to be characterised by impaired short-term memory
F

processing, which is exacerbated by stress and anxiety. The adjustments required in
the light of that condition, according to the Claimant, are extra time for reading and
writing; using a font of at least size 12 Arial; and clearly defined, spaced paragraphs.

G

b. Dyspraxia: The Claimant’s writing abilities are said to be impaired. The impairment
is exacerbated by long periods of writing and being required to write quickly, as
would be the case if a contemporaneous note is being taken of proceedings. The

H

adjustments said to be required are permission to use a computer, additional time for
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writing and a recording device for taking notes. It is that last adjustment for

A

permission to use a recording device that is central to this appeal.
c. Irritable and inflammatory bowel: This is described by the Claimant as a debilitating
bowel condition, which is exacerbated by stress and anxiety. The adjustments sought

B

to address the disadvantages caused by this condition are additional rest breaks and
the removal of stressors and factors causing distress and anxiety. One adjustment
sought is the transfer of all claims to Bristol, that being nearer to the Claimant’s
C

home. The Claimant’s claim has in fact been assigned to the London Central
Employment Tribunal. The Claimant objects to that assignment and his challenge in
that respect is the subject of a different appeal.

D

4.

The Claimant’s claim form (ET1) at box 12.1, did indicate that he had a disability and

that he would require assistance, including by way of being permitted to use a recording device
during any hearing. The conditions giving rise to the need for that adjustment were not set out
E

and nor was there any explanation at that stage as to why that adjustment would assist.
5.

By a letter dated 2 August 2018, Employment Judge R Lewis of the Watford

Employment Tribunal (“the Tribunal”) directed, amongst other things, that there be a
preliminary hearing to undertake case management. In relation to the Claimant’s request for
F

permission to record the proceedings, EJ Lewis said as follows:
“I make no ruling on that application. If he wishes to pursue it, the Claimant
should apply to the judge at the preliminary hearing. No party has permission
to record proceedings without the permission of the judge.”

G

6.

The Claimant sought a reconsideration of that decision. Employment Judge Gumbiti-

Zimuto, in a decision sent to the parties on 14 September 2018, dealt with the application to
record proceedings as follows:
H

“5. Recording of the proceedings by the Claimant: I am of the view that the
order made by Employment Judge Lewis is a fair way of dealing with the
Claimant’s application about recording the hearings. The Employment
Tribunals Rules of Procedure 2013 include the provision that: “The Tribunal
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may regulate its own procedure and shall conduct the hearing in the manner it
considers fair, having regard to the principles contained in the overriding
objective. The following rules do not restrict that general power. The Tribunal
shall seek to avoid undue formality and may itself question the parties or any
witnesses so far as appropriate in order to clarify the issues or elicit the
evidence. The Tribunal is not bound by any law relating to the admissibility of
evidence in proceedings before the courts.” At the preliminary hearing the
Claimant can explain to the Employment Judge why the adjustment sought is
reasonable.
I am not clear why, provided that the Claimant attends with the necessary
equipment to record the proceedings, there should be any practical difficulty in
proceeding in this way or that it will cause any injustice to the Claimant. If any
decision about recording is made against the Claimant interests, and he seeks
to challenge the decision by appeal or some other way the Claimant can in such
circumstances make such application as he considers appropriate e.g. apply for
an adjournment pending an appeal and such application will be considered by
the Employment Judge.”

A

B

C
7.

The Appellant lodged a Notice of Appeal against both of those decisions. One of his

complaints was that the procedure suggested by Employment Judge Gumbiti-Zimuto left the
position uncertain in that the Claimant would not know until the day of the hearing whether he
D

would be granted his application to record the proceedings. That might, submits the Claimant,
entail delay and disruption, and would exacerbate his stress and anxiety.
8.

E

That appeal was considered by HHJ Shanks of the Employment Appeal Tribunal on 15

November 2018 during the paper sift. HHJ Shanks considered that there may well be very good
reasons why the Tribunal should decide well in advance of the preliminary hearing whether the
Claimant will be allowed to record the proceedings. The appeal was stayed for a period of 21

F

days to give the Tribunal the opportunity to reconsider the Claimant’s application in the light of
HHJ Shanks’ remarks. On 15 February 2019, the matter was reconsidered by EJ GumbitiZimuto. He accepted that the Claimant had the disability claimed but maintained that the
question of adjustments should be considered at the outset of the preliminary hearing. EJ

G

H

Gumbiti-Zimuto also went on to state:
“…Or if the application is to be considered before the hearing it should be
made in a form that allows a practical and effective decision to me made.
Among the matters I would need to consider are (a) whether there should be an
adjustment; (b) if so, how is the adjustment to be carried into effect; (c) what is
the effect on the respondent (e.g. are the respondent (sic) entitled to a copy of
any recording or can they make their own recording). These points are all
capable of being answered but they cannot be answered by me presently.”
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A

9.

The Judge was not, it would appear, thereby precluding an application for adjustments

being made and considered prior to the hearing.
10.
B

Upon further consideration on the sift, permission to proceed to a full hearing before the

EAT was granted by HHJ Auerbach on 5 March 2019.
11.

I also note, as part of the relevant background, that on 31 August 2018, the Newcastle

ET (in relation to a different case), sent a letter to the Claimant in the following terms:
“Dear Dr Heal,
The Tribunal has noted and granted your request for reasonable adjustments,
i.e. at least size 12 Arial font; use of recording device during any hearing; and
comfort breaks during any hearing.”

C
12.

It is not possible to say from the documents before me whether that decision was made

by a Judge of the Newcastle ET, or whether it was based on any material in addition to the
D

contents of the Claimant’s ET1.

Legal Framework
E

Contempt of Court Act 1981
13.

The making of an audio recording of court proceedings without consent amounts to a

contempt of court. Section 9 of the Contempt of Court Act 1981 (“the 1981 Act”), so far as
relevant, provides:
F

9 Use of tape recorders
(1) Subject to subsection (4) below, it is a contempt of court –
(a) to use in court, or bring into court for use, any tape recorder or other
instrument for recording sound, except with the leave of the court;
(b) to publish a recording of legal proceedings made by means of any such
instrument, or any recording derived directly or indirectly from it, by playing
it in the hearing of the public, or to dispose of it or any recording so derived,
with a view to such publication;
(c) to use any such recording in contravention of any conditions of leave
granted under paragraph (a);
…
(4) This section does not apply to the making or sue of sound recordings for
purposes of official transcripts of proceedings.
…”

G

H

14.

A “Court” for these purposes includes the Tribunal: s.19, 1981 Act, and see also Peach

Grey & Co v Sommers [1995] ICR 549 at p.558. Whilst it is unlikely that any court user
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A

would these days attempt to use a tape recorder to record proceedings, the kinds of devices that
might be used, e.g. mobile phones and portable digital recording devices, would fall within the
scope of s.9 as being an “instrument for recording sound”. It is notable that the prohibition

B

under s.9(1)(b) of the 1981 Act on publishing a recording or playing it in public cannot be
overridden by the consent of the Court or Tribunal. Playing a recording in public would be
likely to include posting a recording on a publicly accessible website or social media platform.
15.

C

A Practice Direction issued shortly after the coming into force of the 1981 Act

confirmed that the discretion given to the court by s.9 to grant, withhold or withdraw
permission to use a recording device or to impose conditions on such use is “unlimited”, but the
following factors may be relevant to its exercise:

D

(a) the existence of any reasonable need on the part of the applicant for leave, whether a litigant
or a person connected with the press or broadcasting, for the recording to be made;
(b) in a criminal case or a civil case in which a direction has been given excluding one or more

E

witnesses from the court, the risk that the recording could be used for the purpose of briefing
witnesses out of court;
(c) any possibility that the use of a recorder would disturb the proceedings or distract or worry
any witnesses or other participants: Practice Direction (Tape Recorders) [1981] 1 WLR 1526

F

at [2].1
16.

Factor (b) is of limited relevance in the present context, as the practice in Employment

Tribunals (other than in Scotland)2 is for witnesses not to be excluded from the hearing room
G

before giving their evidence. Factors (a) and (c) may be relevant. In relation to (a) the principal
concern will be the applicant’s (in this case, the Claimant’s) reasonable need for the recording
to be made. In relation to factor (c), there may be a need to take account of the effect on other

H

1

This guidance was reiterated at 6A.2 of the Criminal Practice Directions 2015.
Where it is the practice to exclude witnesses until they give evidence. Clearly, if such a request is being
considered by an Employment Tribunal in Scotland, it will wish to take account of the risk of a recording being
used to brief witnesses out of court.
2
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A

participants (e.g. witnesses) of the knowledge that the Claimant would be making his own
recording of the proceedings.
17.

B

The exception under s.9(4) of the 1981 Act in respect of sound recordings made for the

purpose of producing an official transcript of proceedings is also currently of limited relevance
in Employment Tribunal proceedings as these are not routinely recorded.3

Reasonable Adjustments
C

18.

The duty under s.20 of the Equality Act 2010 (“the 2010 Act”) to make reasonable

adjustments, where a provision, criterion or practice puts a disabled person at a substantial
disadvantage in relation to a relevant matter, does not apply to the exercise of a judicial
D

function: see paragraph 3 of Schedule 3 to the 2010 Act, and J v K [2019] EWCA Civ 5 (where
the issue was common ground). However, as also stated in J v K, “…as a matter of general
law, the exercise of a judicial discretion must take into account all relevant considerations, and

E

… the party’s mental condition or other disability would plainly be a relevant consideration.”:
per Underhill LJ at [33]. Numerous cases have made similar points. These include O’Cathail v
Transport for London [2012] IRLR 1011, in which Mummery LJ said at [27]:
“…[t]he appellant undoubtedly suffers from a recognised disability. Its affects
are relevant factors in deciding whether he had a good excuse for not
complying with the time limit and whether there were exceptional
circumstances justifying an extension of time.”

F

19.

As well as the obligation to take account of all relevant factors, including the fact that a

person has a disability, it is now well-established that, as a matter of general law and fairness,
G
the Tribunal has a duty to make reasonable adjustments to accommodate such disability. In
Rackham v NHS Professionals Ltd [2015] UKEAT 0110/15/1612, Langstaff P said at [32]:
“We do not think it could sensibly be disputed that a Tribunal has a duty as an
organ of the state, as a public body, to make reasonable adjustments to

H
3

The process of introducing digital recording facilities in all Employment Tribunals commenced in 2019, but is
not due to be complete for some time: See Modernisation of Tribunals, Innovation Plan for 2019/2020 at p.9
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accommodate the disabilities of Claimants. Miss Joffe accepts, and indeed
submits, that the particular route by which the obligation rests upon the
Tribunal is unimportant, though it might be one of a number, because there
can be no dispute there is such an obligation. It may be, as Mr Horan submits,
through the operation of the United Nations Convention by the route he
suggests. It may be by operation of the Equal Treatment Directive or it may
arise simply as an expression of common-law fairness.”

A

B

20.

The Claimant’s submissions referred to alternative sources for that general duty,

including Articles 6 and 14 of the ECHCR, and Ms Darwin referred to provisions of the UN
Convention on the Rights of Disabled Persons. However, for reasons already set out by
C

Underhill LJ in J v K, it is not necessary to explore those potential alternative sources in detail
because they are unlikely to add anything of significance to the position as it exists under the
general law:
“36. I am very willing to accept that in many or most cases those [provisions in
International Instruments] will indeed be alternative sources of the same or
similar obligations as would arise as a matter of general law; and the
Employment Appeal Tribunal made a similar acknowledgment in Rackham v
NHS Professionals Ltd (unreported) 16 December 2015 : see per Langstaff J
(President) at para 32. But I am not at present persuaded that anything useful
is achieved by referring in detail to these other sources, because, at least in the
context of the present appeal, they appear to add nothing to the domestic
jurisprudence. I understood Mr O’Dempsey to submit that the international
law sources were valuable in as much as they explicitly incorporated the
concept of reasonable accommodation. But that concept is very familiar in our
domestic jurisprudence, and not only in the specific context of the 2010 Act
(see, again, Rackham , especially at para 36), and most cases will turn on what
was required by way of reasonable accommodation in the particular
circumstances of the case. We were not referred to any statement of principle
which suggested that a different approach to that assessment was required
under the international instruments relied on than would be required in
domestic law.”

D

E

F
Tribunal Procedure
21.

The Employment Tribunal (Constitution and Rules of Procedure) Regulations 2013

(“the ET Rules”) do not deal specifically with the question of audio recordings of hearings.
G

However, as the Tribunal is a Court within the meaning of the 1981 Act, the prohibition,
without the leave of the Court, on making an audio recording under that Act applies equally to
the Tribunal.

H
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A

22.

The fact that a request for an adjustment, such as permission to use a recording device,

is made in the ET1, does not of itself give rise to any specific entitlement to such an adjustment.
Whether or not such an adjustment is to be made will be a matter of case management for the
B

Tribunal to consider in accordance with the rules set out in Schedule 1 to the ET Rules.
23.

Rules 26 and 27 of the ET Rules provide:
“Initial consideration
26.—(1) As soon as possible after the acceptance of the response, the
Employment Judge shall consider all of the documents held by the Tribunal in
relation to the claim, to confirm whether there are arguable complaints and
defences within the jurisdiction of the Tribunal (and for that purpose the
Judge may order a party to provide further information).
(2) Except in a case where notice is given under rule 27 or 28, the Judge
conducting the initial consideration shall make a case management order
(unless made already), which may deal with the listing of a preliminary or final
hearing, and may propose judicial mediation or other forms of dispute
resolution.

C

Dismissal of claim (or part)

D

27.—(1) If the Employment Judge considers either that the Tribunal has no
jurisdiction to consider the claim, or part of it, or that the claim, or part of it,
has no reasonable prospect of success, the Tribunal shall send a notice to the
parties—
(a) setting out the Judge’s view and the reasons for it; and
(b) ordering that the claim, or the part in question, shall be dismissed on such
date as is specified in the notice unless before that date the claimant has
presented written representations to the Tribunal explaining why the claim (or
part) should not be dismissed.
…
(4) If any part of the claim is permitted to proceed the Judge shall make a case
management order.”

E

24.

“29 Case Management Orders
The Tribunal may at any stage of the proceedings, on its own initiative or on
application, make a case management order. Subject to rule 30 A (2) and (3)
the particular powers identified in the following rules do not restrict that
general power. A case management order may vary, suspend or set aside an
earlier case management order where that is necessary in the interests of
justice and in particular where a party affected by the earlier order did not
have a reasonable opportunity to make representations before it was made.”

F

G

Rule 29 provides:

25.

Rule 41 of the ET Rules confers on the Tribunal a general power to regulate its own

procedure. It provides:

H

“41 General
the Tribunal may regulate its own procedure and shall conduct hearing in the
manner considered fair, having regard to the principles contained in the
overriding objective. The following rules do not restrict that general power.
The Tribunal shall seek to avoid undue formality and may itself question the
parties or any witnesses so far as appropriate in order to clarify the issues or
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elicit the evidence. The Tribunal is not bound by any rule of law relating to the
admissibility of evidence in proceedings before the courts.”

A
26.

The Tribunal is, of course, required to give effect to the Overriding Objective in

exercising those broad case management and general powers. Rule 2 of the ET Rules provides:
“The overriding objective of these Rules is to enable Employment Tribunal is
to deal with cases fairly and justly. Dealing with a case fairly and justly
includes, so far as practicable –
ensuring that the parties are on an equal footing;
dealing with cases in ways which are proportionate to the complexity and
importance of the issues;
avoiding unnecessary formality and seeking flexibility in the proceedings;
avoiding delay, so far as compatible with proper consideration of the issues;
and
saving expense.
A Tribunal shall seek to give effect to the overriding objective in interpreting,
or exercising any power given to it by, these Rules. The parties and their
representatives shall assist the Tribunal to further the overriding objective and
in particular shall cooperate generally with each other and with the Tribunal.”

B

C

27.
D

The effect of these provisions in the present context, read with the authorities above and

the terms of s.9 of the 1981 Act, may be summarised as follows:
a. Tribunals are under a duty to make reasonable adjustments to alleviate any
substantial disadvantage related to disability in a party’s ability to participate in

E

proceedings.
b. Where a disability is declared and adjustments to the Tribunal’s procedures are
requested in the ET1 form, there is no automatic entitlement for those adjustments to

F

be made. Whether or not the adjustments are made will be a matter of case
management for the Tribunal to determine having regard to all relevant factors
(including, where applicable, any information provided by or requested from a
party) and giving effect to the overriding objective.

G

c. The Tribunal may consider whether to make a case management order setting out
reasonable adjustments either on its own initiative or in response to an application
made by a party.

H
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A

d. If an application is made for reasonable adjustments, the Tribunal may deal with
such an application in writing, or order that it be dealt with at a preliminary or final
hearing: see Rule 30 of the ET Rules.

B

e. Where the adjustment sought is for permission for a party to record proceedings or
parts thereof because of a disability-related inability to take contemporaneous notes
or follow proceedings, the Tribunal may take account of the following matters,
which are not exhaustive, in determining whether to grant permission:

C

i. The extent of the inability and any medical or other evidence in support;
ii. Whether the disadvantage in question can be alleviated by other means, such
as assistance from another person, the provision of additional time or

D

additional breaks in proceedings;
iii. The extent to which the recording of proceedings will alleviate the
disadvantage in question;

E

iv. The risk that the recording will be used for prohibited purposes, such as to
publish recorded material, or extracts therefrom;
v. The views of the other party or parties involved, and, in particular, whether
the knowledge that a recording is being made by one party would worry or

F

distract witnesses;
vi. Whether there should be any specific directions or limitations as to the use to
which any recorded material may be put;

G

vii. The means of recording and whether this is likely to cause unreasonable
disruption or delay to proceedings.
f. Where an adjustment is made to permit the recording of proceedings, parties ought

H

to be reminded of the express prohibition under s.9(1)(b) of the 1981 Act on
publishing such recording or playing it in the hearing of the public or any section of
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the public. This prohibition is likely to extend to any upload of the recording (or part

A

thereof) on to any publicly accessible website or social media or any other
information sharing platform.
B
The Grounds of Appeal
28.

The Notice of Appeal contains numerous grounds of appeal, but these can be reduced to

the following four principal grounds:
C

a. The Tribunal erred in using the ET Rules to deal with the question of adjustments.
Instead, the Tribunal ought to have recognised that it was bound by duties under the
2010 Act and the Human Rights Act 1998 to make the adjustments in question;

D

b. The Tribunal erred in requiring the Claimant to make an application for reasonable
adjustments;
c. The Tribunal erred in refusing to make adjustments that had already been made by

E

the Newcastle ET; and
d. The Tribunal erred in failing to determine the question of adjustments in advance of
the hearing. In particular, it is said that the Tribunal erred in failing to take proper
account of the fact that, without a decision in advance of the hearing, the Claimant

F

would be refused access to the Tribunal building (or risk being in contempt of court)
if carrying recording equipment.

G

Submissions
29. The Claimant did not attend the hearing before the EAT, instead electing to provide written
submissions. In relation to the issues before me, those submissions may be summarised as

H

follows:
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a. The Claimant submits that there is a statutory duty pursuant to the 2010 Act and

A

Article 14 of ECHR to make reasonable adjustments. He contends that as the
Newcastle ET has already confirmed in writing that the reasonable adjustments
sought, including that he be permitted to make an audio recording of proceedings,

B

have been granted, it cannot be a contempt of court for him to bring a recording
device to the Tribunal and it was not open to the Tribunal to take a different course
from the Newcastle ET.
C

b. The Claimant refers to duties imposed upon the judiciary to treat litigants fairly and
equally, and submits that in light of these duties, it was not open to the Tribunal to
use the ET Rules to refuse reasonable adjustments. He submits that the treatment he
received from the Tribunal failed to comply those duties in that:

D

“the provision of a record (sic) device for me is essential to enable me as a
litigant person to present my claim; and to enable me to attend to what is being
said rather than trying to record in writing what is being said; which would be
an impossible task given my disabilities”.

c. He notes that the Respondents will have persons present to make a written note of

E

proceedings and that it would be unfair not to permit him to make a digital recording
in circumstances where it is impossible for him to make a written note whilst
conducting his case as a litigant-in-person.
F

d. Finally, the Claimant submits that the failure to reach a decision on the adjustment
in advance of the preliminary hearing was inequitable and unfair given the extreme
distress and anxiety caused to him. He contends that, having notified the Tribunal
via his ET1 that this adjustment was required, provision ought to have been made in

G

advance of any hearings/proceedings to accommodate the adjustment.
30.
H

The Respondents were represented by Ms Darwin of counsel. In a helpful written

skeleton argument, Ms Darwin sets out the legal framework applicable to the making of audio
recordings in various fora. She submits that there is nothing in the ET Rules that would require
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A

a decision on an adjustment to be made in advance of a preliminary hearing in every case. The
particular decision made by the two Employment Judges in this case fell within the broad case
management discretion available to the Tribunal and did not amount to an error of law. It is

B

quite clear, she submits, that the complexities of such an application, including the
consequences for the other participants and the need to consider their rights, whether under
ECHR or data protection law, mean that an oral hearing, at which there could be further
exploration of all the relevant issues, was far more appropriate than a determination on the

C

papers. In any event, she submits that it cannot be said that the decision that the Claimant’s
application be considered at the hearing was wrong in principle or perverse.

D

Discussion and Analysis
Ground 1
31.

E

As can be seen from the legal framework set out above, the Tribunal is empowered by

the ET Rules to consider matters of case management either on its own initiative or upon
application by a party. Case management orders may be made on the papers, or the Tribunal
may direct that they be considered at a hearing. Whilst there is no duty arising from the terms of
the 2010 Act to make reasonable adjustments, it is clear that such a duty does exist (whether

F

arising out of the general common law duty of fairness or from obligations arising from
international instruments such as the ECHR). Furthermore, the kind of adjustment in question,
which relates to the way in which the hearing is to be conducted, is a matter of case

G

management that may be considered in accordance with the ET Rules.
32.

In these circumstances, there is no discernible error of law in the Tribunal approaching

the matter as one of case management in accordance with the ET Rules. Ground 1 of the
H

Claimant’s Grounds of Appeal must therefore fail and is dismissed.
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A

Ground 2
33.

Ground 2 of the Appeal is that the Tribunal erred in requiring the Claimant to make an

application for reasonable adjustments. The Claimant contends that it is enough that the request
B

for reasonable adjustments was made in the ET1 and that it was unfair to demand anything
further from him before the Tribunal considered the request. However, the mere fact that a
disability is declared in the ET1 accompanied by a request for adjustments does not give rise to
an automatic entitlement to those adjustments. There is nothing in the ET Rules that so

C

provides. An adjustment that could have an impact on the conduct of the hearing will be a
matter of case management that will need to be considered by the Tribunal in the usual way
having regard to all the relevant circumstances.

D

34.

The adjustment sought in this case, namely the use of a recording device to record

proceedings, gives rise to an additional reason why such an adjustment could not be made
automatically or as a matter of routine. The express consent of the Tribunal is required for such
E

an adjustment otherwise there could be a breach of s.9 of the 1981 Act. The Tribunal has a
broad discretion to grant such consent, but in doing so it will generally be relevant to consider
whether there is a reasonable need for proceedings to be recorded, or whether the claimed
disadvantage would be alleviated by the use of a recording device. The difficulties involved in

F

taking a contemporaneous note of proceedings are likely to be experienced by many selfrepresented litigants. The taking of such notes is not an everyday skill and even those who do
not have any physical or cognitive disability may find it difficult to keep a meaningful or

G

helpful contemporaneous note of proceedings. The Tribunal will therefore be unlikely to accept
that a slight limitation on the ability to take notes would lead to the adjustment of permission
being granted for a recording device; a cogent explanation of the precise nature of the difficulty

H

and why other adjustments alone, such as additional breaks or time, would not suffice, could
normally be expected before consent is given.
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35.

Furthermore, the position of the other parties may be relevant. A recording device

would be likely to record everything that is said in the hearing room, including (depending on
the sensitivity of the equipment) conversations between parties and their advisers. Whilst any
B

consent to record proceedings would almost invariably be on terms that limited any other use
being made of the recording, the Tribunal may wish to consider the other parties’ positions on
whether the Claimant can record proceedings using his own device.
36.

C

All of these factors - and these are no more than a selection of those that may be

relevant4 - would usually mean that any decision as to whether or not such an adjustment should
be made would normally be taken at a hearing where all parties are present, or, at the very least,
on the basis of a fully set out written application and response.

D

37.

In the present case, EJ Lewis considered the Claimant’s request for adjustments on his

own initiative and without an application being made by the Claimant. He then, quite properly
in my view, declined to make a ruling on the request, and instead directed that if the Claimant
E

wished to pursue it, he should apply to the Judge at the preliminary hearing. Given the range of
factors that would need to be taken into account before the Tribunal would be able to reach a
decision on the recording of proceedings, I see no error of law in that approach. For EJ Lewis to
have simply granted consent at that stage without more would have been to treat the declaration

F

of disability and the request for adjustments in the ET1 as giving rise to an automatic
entitlement to such adjustments. For reasons already explained, there is no such entitlement.
38.

G

As for EJ Gumbiti-Zimuto, he considered that EJ Lewis’s Order that the Claimant’s

request be pursued by way of an application at the preliminary hearing was a fair way of
dealing with the request. That view was correct. No error of law is disclosed in EJ GumbitiZimuto’s approach either.

H
4

See paragraph 27 above for other potentially relevant factors.
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A

39.

Accordingly, Ground 2 of the appeal fails. There was no error of law in inviting the

Claimant to proceed by way of an application if he wished to pursue his request. Such an
application would give the Claimant the opportunity to explain the need for proceedings to be
B

recorded and why other adjustments – such as additional breaks and/or time - would not be
reasonable or sufficient.

Ground 3
C

40.

The complaint here is that the Tribunal acted unfairly in refusing to make adjustments

that had already been consented to by the Newcastle ET. It is not clear to me that either EJ
Lewis or EJ Gumbiti-Zimuto was aware of the Newcastle ET’s decision. However, even if they
D

were, there is nothing to suggest that that decision was made by the Newcastle ET having
considered all relevant factors and/or having taken account of the Respondents’ position. A case
management decision made by one tribunal region in respect of a particular case, does not bind

E

another tribunal to make the same case management decision in respect of another case. Of
course, a carefully considered decision with reasons in respect of a very similar claim may be
something that a subsequent tribunal will wish to consider, but, in the absence of a direction
that the relevant case management decision applies to all tribunal proceedings brought by the

F

Claimant, there is no unfairness or error of law in that subsequent tribunal considering the
matter for itself.
41.

In these circumstances, Ground 3 of the Appeal also fails.

G
Ground 4
42.
H

This is a complaint that the Tribunal erred in failing to consider the question of

adjustments in advance of the hearing. It is directed at the decision of EJ Gumbiti-Zimuto who
stated that he did not understand why it was necessary for this issue to be addressed before the
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A

hearing. However, the Judge did go on to say, “Or if the application is to be considered before
the hearing it should be made in a form that allows a practical and effective decision to me
made.” The Judge then sets out what further information would be required for that purpose. In

B

other words, the Judge was not precluding the possibility of an application being considered
before the preliminary hearing. If that was the course that the Claimant wished to take, the
Judge gave a clear indication as to the further information he would require before he would be
in a position to reach a decision. In my judgment, that was a perfectly proper course to take and

C

one that was open to the Tribunal in the exercise of its broad case management powers. The
Tribunal did not therefore fail to determine the question of adjustments before the hearing; the
Claimant was given a clear opportunity to have that issue determined in advance of the hearing

D

if he provided the Judge with the relevant material. The Claimant appears not to have taken that
opportunity. Accordingly, this ground of appeal is based on a false premise and discloses no
arguable error of law.

E

43.

Even if the Judge had insisted on the application being dealt with only at the preliminary

hearing, I do not consider that that would have been unfair in these circumstances,
or that it would have amounted to an error of law. The Tribunal is not obliged to deal with case
management applications in writing. Pursuant to Rule 29 of the ET Rules, the Tribunal may
F

order that such an application be dealt with at a preliminary or final hearing. Clearly, some
adjustment requests would have to be considered in advance of any hearing; an adjustment
without which a party would be unable to access the Tribunal building, for example, or for the

G

hearing to be held at a particular location to enable the Claimant to attend, would necessarily
have to be dealt with in advance. The adjustment in question is not one that, if not made, would
prevent the Claimant from attending the hearing. It is true that if the adjustment is refused at the

H

hearing then, if the Claimant considered that he could not proceed without it, he may have to
seek an adjournment pending an appeal. That uncertainty might add to his stress and anxiety.
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However, that does not necessarily preclude the Tribunal from directing that the matter be dealt
with at a hearing. If that were not the case, then the Tribunal’s discretion to deal with matters
either in writing or at a hearing as it sees fit would be severely curtailed. Clearly, in

B

circumstances where a Tribunal is presented with cogent and credible reasons as to why the
application should be determined in advance, it may be acting unfairly if it were to reject those
reasons out of hand, and the exercise of discretion may be unlawful as a result. However, in the
present case, the Claimant had not, prior to the Judge’s consideration of the matter, presented

C

the Judge with any of the material that he might need to consider the application properly. As
such, there was no error in the Judge stating that the application should be made at the hearing
(although the Judge clearly did not insist on that being the only available way forward).

D

44.

The Claimant contends that the Tribunal also erred in failing to take account of the fact

that, without a decision in advance of the hearing, the Claimant would be refused access to the
Tribunal building if carrying recording equipment. This is another challenge that appears to be
E

based on a false premise. That is because the Judge, both implicitly in his first decision and
expressly upon his reconsideration on 3 January 2019, consented to the Claimant attending with
the necessary equipment. It was implicit in the Judge’s direction that the application to be
permitted to record proceedings be made at the hearing that the Claimant would be able to

F

attend with the equipment at the ready. In his latter decision, the Judge expressly stated that
“the Claimant can be assured that he is permitted to bring the recording equipment with him
into the building without committing an offence.” In those circumstances, the Claimant’s

G

concern about being refused access is without substance.
45.

As set out above, s.9 of the 1981 Act provides that it is a contempt of court “to use in

court, or bring into the Court for use, any tape recorder or other instrument for recording
H

sound, except with the leave of the Court”. The prohibition is not on simply bringing such
recording equipment into Court; if it were then any person taking a mobile phone with
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A

recording capability into Court would be in contempt. The prohibition is on bringing such
equipment into Court or the Tribunal “for use”. The term “for use” is to be read with the use
referred to a few words later in the same provision, namely “for recording sound”. If a mobile

B

phone is simply brought into court, it would not be in order to use it to record sound and no
contempt would arise. Similarly, if equipment is brought in for use only with the Court’s or
Tribunal’s leave, then no contempt would be likely to arise in doing so pending such leave
being obtained. Of course, the position would be otherwise if the equipment is already

C

recording as it is brought into the building. In those circumstances, the equipment would be
brought into court for recording sound and a contempt would arise.

D

46.

For these reasons, Ground 4 of the Appeal also fails and is dismissed.

47.

That deals with each of the Claimant’s grounds of appeal, none of which succeeds.

Recording Proceedings and Reasonable Adjustments
E

48.

Before concluding, I shall deal with one final matter that arose out of Ms Darwin’s

submissions, and that is the Respondents’ suggestion that the appropriate adjustment in the
present case would have been for the Tribunal to make available to both parties an official
transcript of some or all the hearings before the Tribunal. Ms Darwin submitted that consent to
F

record proceedings pursuant to section 9 (1) of the 1981 Act should very rarely, if ever, be
necessitated by the duty to make reasonable adjustments. She submits:
a. Firstly, that the granting of leave to make an audio recording is likely to cause

G

considerable disruption to Courts and Tribunals. There is a real risk, submits Ms
Darwin, that a considerable amount of Tribunal and Appellate time may be taken up
in considering recordings of proceedings where there is some dispute as to their

H

contents or their meaning.
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A

b. Secondly, the granting of permission to make an audio recording is likely to distract
or worry other participants in the Tribunal proceedings. There may be real concerns
about loss of control over the recording containing their personal data.

B

c. Thirdly, given that most Tribunal proceedings are not currently recorded, any
recording made by a party would be the only recording of those proceedings, and
that could result in unfairness to the other parties who would only have access to
their own notes.

C

d. Fourthly, the existence of an audio recording is likely to lead to confusion about
whether or not the Employment Judges’ notes are the conclusive record of a hearing
in the Tribunal. Furthermore, it is likely that some litigants would seek to rely on

D

audio recordings for the purposes of challenging the Judges’ notes.
e. Fifthly, the provision of an official transcript of the hearing to both parties would be
a far more effective means of overcoming the disadvantage faced by the Claimant as

E

a result of the disability.
49. In my judgment, it would not be appropriate to limit the Tribunal’s broad discretion to grant
leave pursuant to s. 9 of the 1981 Act in the manner suggested by the Respondents, and nor
would the provision of a transcript be likely to be a reasonable adjustment in the

F

circumstances. I say that for the following reasons:
a. As has been the case since the 1981 Act came into force, the Tribunal has an
unlimited discretion to grant leave having regard to factors that may be relevant,

G

such as the needs of the party making the request to record and the potential effect
on others of a recording being made. The fact that recording technology is now
ubiquitous and highly portable in the form of mobile phones does not alter that basic

H

starting point.
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b. Permission to record proceedings is unlikely to be granted on a routine or regular
basis. Each case will have to be determined on its own facts. However, it seems very
unlikely that permission would be granted where the applicant fails to demonstrate

B

that, for reasons related to a disability or medical condition:
i. there is a complete or partial inability to take contemporaneous notes; and
ii. such inability will result, in the circumstances of the particular case, in a
substantial disadvantage.

C

c. The risk that a recording will be used for purposes other than that for which leave is
granted can be mitigated by the Tribunal issuing strict limitations on other use. If a
recording is permitted simply to relieve a person of the burden of taking notes, then

D

that recording will generally have no greater status in proceedings than that of any
other set of notes. In particular, Tribunals will no doubt wish to remind parties that
the restriction under s.9(1)(b) of the 1981 Act on publishing a recording by playing

E

it in the hearing of the public would also apply to the posting of any recording or
extract thereof online.
d. The Tribunal’s notes of evidence will continue to be the conclusive record of the
hearing before it, certainly whilst it remains the position that Employment Tribunal

F

proceedings are not routinely the subject of official digital recording. The fact that a
Tribunal has consented to a recording being made by a party, and the undisputed
content of that recording appears to conflict with the Tribunal’s written notes of

G

evidence, would not mean that the recording automatically takes precedence.
Whether or not it should take precedence in respect of any issue will be a matter for
the Tribunal to determine having regard to all the circumstances.

H

e. It seems to me that the Respondent’s proposed adjustment of providing the Claimant
with a transcript of the official recording of the hearing would not address the
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disadvantage being claimed here. The Claimant’s difficulty, as I understand it, is

A

that he is unable to take a contemporaneous note, and is therefore unable to consider
and respond to the evidence and submissions as they emerge. The provision of an
official transcript, possibly long after the hearing has concluded, would not alleviate

B

that difficulty at all. A more effective adjustment (if permission to record is granted)
might be to permit the Claimant additional time at the conclusion of a witness’s
evidence or a party’s submissions, to playback a recording of the evidence or the
C

submissions (most likely during a break) and to formulate his questions and/or
submissions. It will be for the Tribunal to carefully manage such proceedings so as
to avoid unreasonable delay or disruption to the flow of evidence and/or
submissions.

D

Conclusion
E

50.

For the reasons set out above, this appeal is dismissed.

F

G

H
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SUMMARY
PRACTICE AND PROCEDURE
Striking-out/dismissal
Postponement or stay
Perversity
The Claimant appealed the refusal of an Employment Tribunal to strike out the response. The exchange
of witness statements had been ordered for 19 February 2014, 12 days prior to trial. In breach of this
order, the Respondent did not serve 13 witness statements, but sought an extension of time for doing so.
That was refused. The statements were still not provided. On the Thursday before the Monday when
the hearing was due to start, another Judge ordered the statements to be brought to the Employment
Tribunal, saying that strike-out would be considered. However, no unless order had been made.
The Claimant suffered from anxiety and depression, likely on the evidence to be exacerbated by a delay
in the hearing of his claim. The judge found that the delay had been intentional and contumelious, such
that he had a discretion to strike out the response, but declined to do so. An important factor in his
reasoning was that the failure was a personal failure of the Respondent’s solicitor. The claims asserted
discriminatory conduct toward the Claimant by individual Respondents; the failure was not directly their
responsibility, there could be fair trial, and it would on balance cause them greater prejudice to be at risk
of unjustified stigma than the prejudice would be to the Claimant if strike-out was refused.
The Claimant argued that the Employment Tribunal had adopted the wrong test - the unforgiving “postMitchell” approach adopted in the Civil Procedure Rules (CPR) should be applied in the Employment
Tribunal; that the conclusion as to the balance of prejudice was perverse, and that individual
Respondents should be regarded as indissociable from their solicitor, such that his fault was theirs.
Other ancillary complaints were also made.
Held: the overriding objective in the CPR contains specific considerations, of particular importance in
the context in which those rules operate, which do not apply to the Employment Tribunals, where the
overriding objective was repeated in revised Rules in 2013 without specific mention of those
considerations. It is nonetheless part of dealing with a case justly that regard is had to the impact of a
case upon the resources of the Tribunals, to ensure that one case does not exhaust a disproportionate
share of them and by doing so deprive a later case of time, or delay its start. The Judge correctly applied
the principles and authorities. An exercise of discretion cannot readily be attacked on appeal, and there
was no error of law in the Employment Judge’s approach to his exercise of it in this case. He was
entitled on the facts to find that the real fault was that of the solicitor, and was not in error of law in
drawing the balance of prejudice as he did.
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THE HONOURABLE MR JUSTICE LANGSTAFF (PRESIDENT)

Introduction
1.

The exercise of the power to strike out involves a discretion. Where an Employment

Judge exercises a discretion a successful appeal against his Decision is likely to be rare. There
is a wide ambit within which generous disagreement is possible in many matters of judgment,
and this is undoubtedly the case in respect of the exercise of a discretion. As it was put in the
case of Governing Body of St Albans Girls’ School and Anor v Neary [2010] ICR 473 by
Smith LJ, there may be two correct answers, or at least two answers that are not so incorrect
that they can be impugned on appeal (see paragraph 49).

2.

Appeals to this Tribunal lie only on a point of law. For the exercise of a discretion to be

reversed it therefore has to be shown that the Judge was in error in his approach to that exercise.
A discretion must be exercised judicially; that is, with due regard to reason, relevance, logic and
fairness. It will usually be only if the Judge has misdirected himself on the law that he is to
apply, plainly misapplied it, failed to take into account a factor that demonstrably he should
have done, left out of account something he should not have, or reached a decision that is so
outrageous in its defiance of logic that it can be described as perverse, that his decision may be
overturned.

3.

It is said nonetheless that a decision reached by Employment Judge Warren at Colchester

when he dictated his reasons for a decision to refuse an application by the Claimant to debar the
Respondents from taking any further part in the proceedings – in effect, striking out the
Respondents’ response – on 4 March 2014, a hearing having begun before him a day earlier,
demonstrates a number of errors of law.
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The Background Facts
4.

The Claimant was a litigant in person. He is a teacher employed by the first Respondent.

He complained in three earlier separate complaints of the Respondents’ behaviour towards him.
A fourth complaint was issued in December 2013. That made complaints that he had been
subject to detriment by reason of making a public-interest disclosure; he claimed disability
discrimination against him, and that he had been victimised and subject to harassment. The
claim was not only brought against his employer but against the headteacher and two other
colleagues.

5.

The Claimant suffered from anxiety and depression at a moderate to severe level,

requiring chemical treatment and regular review at the surgery he attended and by a psychiatric
team. Delay in resolving his complaints could be deleterious to him, though, as Ms Hadfield,
who appears for the Respondents before me today, points out, there was no evidence that I have
been shown that it would have prevented him participating in any subsequent hearing.

6.

A hearing was set to start on Monday, 3 March 2014. At a preliminary hearing on 20

January all four claims were brought together for hearing on that occasion. Employment Judge
Goodrich directed that witness statements be exchanged by 19 February. That order was not
recorded by the Tribunal, but the parties are agreed it was made. He made other orders too,
providing that there should be general disclosure between the parties in respect of the fourth
claim by 3 February and specific disclosure in relation to certain specified matters. There is no
suggestion in the Judgment that those specific orders were not complied with, though, as it
happens, and in my view immaterially, the Claimant was a day late in providing some of the
disclosure.
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7.

On 19 February 2014 Mr Berriman the solicitor, acting for the Respondents, applied for

an extension of time for the exchange of witness statements. He asked that the date be changed
to a week later, 26 February. It will be obvious that would give very limited time between then
and the date five days later when the hearing was due to begin. It is not difficult to understand
how that could cause a person in the position of Mr Harris and with his condition some
difficulty if the witness statements were extensive. Employment Judge Goodrich, who had the
advantage of knowing the case, having dealt with it on three occasions, refused the extension of
time. On 21 February Counsel acting pro bono for the Claimant told Mr Berriman that if
witness statements were not promptly exchanged, the trial could not sensibly be effective.

8.

By 26 February the witness statements had not yet been provided. Mr Harris applied for

an unless order. No unless order was made, instead the Employment Judge said that she was
considering striking out the response because of non-compliance with the order. Thus what by
now had happened was that the Respondents were seven days late in providing witness
statements with the trial five days away. The Judge indicated that she was minded to strike out
the response. At the commencement of the hearing on 3 March that application was made by
Mr Milsom on behalf of the Claimant, who advances the appeal before me today.

The Judgment
9.

It has to be remembered that the Judgment was ex tempore. Not only should a Judgment

of a Tribunal be read with due allowance for the fact that it is unlikely to have the polish of a
Chancery draft or Judgment of the Court of Appeal, and highly likely both to contain infelicities
of expression, and to contain its essential reasoning in more than one place though on the same
issue, but such observations, which are trite, may all the more be true where a Judgment is
made on the hoof. It seems to me that what the Judge said was, despite that, relatively clear.
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He plainly took considerable time overnight, having heard the argument, to consider what his
decision should be.

10.

The application to strike out was made under the Employment Tribunals (Constitution

and Rules of Procedure) Regulations 2013 (ET(CRP)R). Rule 37(1) provides:
“At any stage of the proceedings, either on its own initiative or on the application of a party, a
Tribunal may strike out all or part of a claim or response on any of the following grounds—
(a) that it is scandalous or vexatious or has no reasonable prospect of success;
(b) that the manner in which the proceedings have been conducted by or on behalf of the
claimant or the respondent (as the case may be) has been scandalous, unreasonable or
vexatious;
(c) for non-compliance with any of these Rules or with an order of the Tribunal;
(d) that it has not been actively pursued;
(e) that the Tribunal considers that it is no longer possible to have a fair hearing in respect
of the claim or response (or the part to be struck out).”

11.

The Judge described the application as having been made on the basis that the claim had

not been actively pursued but plainly had in mind also grounds (b) and (c). He found in clear
terms at paragraph 75 that the conduct of the case by the Respondents had been unreasonable,
in that the witness statements had not been exchanged, and the failure to do so had been in
breach of the Tribunal order. Thus grounds (b) and (c) had both been satisfied. He did not
specifically make a finding upon ground (d) but did not need to do so, nor does any point arise
before me in respect of that. He expressed the view that the delay in exchange of witness
statements could also be described as intentional and contumelious. Plainly he accepted that
was the case. There is no challenge before me to those findings. He then said, “The Claimant
therefore crosses the Rule 37 threshold. Is a strike-out proportionate?”

12.

In asking that question, which he then proceeded to consider on the facts before him,

leading to a reluctant conclusion that the case should not be struck out, he plainly was taking his
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starting point from that which he had identified earlier in his Judgment when he set out the
relevant law. He noted the terms of the overriding objective within the Rules. Secondly, he
thought the starting point was the case of Blockbuster Entertainment Ltd v James [2006]
IRLR 630 CA. Although the Rule itself does not state how the discretion should be exercised if
any of the factors 37(1)(a) to (e) is shown to be the case, case law is clear as to the approach
that should be taken, subject only to the points that Mr Milsom would make on this appeal. In
James the Court of Appeal held that the power to strike out under what was then Rule 87 of the
earlier Rules, which were in similar form, was a “draconic power not to be too readily
exercised”. As the headnote rightly records, taken from paragraph 5 of the Judgment of Sedley
LJ:
“… The two cardinal conditions for its exercise are either that the unreasonable conduct has
taken the form of deliberate and persistent disregard of required procedural steps, or that it
has made a fair trial impossible. If these conditions are fulfilled, it becomes necessary to
consider whether, even so, striking out is a proportionate response. The principles are more
fully spelt out in the decisions of this court in Arrow Nominees v Blackledge [2000] 2 BCLC 167
and of the EAT in De Keyser v Wilson [2001] IRLR 324, Bolch v Chipman [2004] IRLR 140
and Weir Valves v Armitage [2004] ICR 371, but they do not require elaboration here since
they are not disputed. It will, however, be necessary to return to the question of
proportionality before parting with this appeal.”

13.

Like Sedley LJ, I shall return to proportionality later.

14.

The Judge at paragraph 42 correctly set out the statement of principle as derived from

that case. There has been no argument before me that James has been overruled by any
subsequent decision of the Court. Nonetheless it is said that the Judge erred in law in that he
did not adopt the correct test; secondly, that the Tribunal erred in its approach towards the
overriding objective after Mitchell v News Group Newspapers Ltd [2013] EWCA Civ 1537,
and should have but did not pay due regard to authorities since Mitchell that had considered the
approach to applications for relief from sanction where, following an unless order, witness
statements had not been provided. Thirdly, it is said that the Judge came to a perverse view in
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respect of the balance of prejudice, which was a central factor in his approach to deciding
whether or not strike-out was proportionate.

15.

Before I deal with the further grounds of appeal, I return to the Judgment below. The

Judge set out in some detail the submissions that Mr Milsom had made to him and referred to
the submissions made by Ms Hadfield for the Respondents. He then came to his conclusions.
It was plain that the witness statements had not been provided on 19 February as ordered. He
found the reasons given by Mr Berriman woefully inadequate, saying that he had struggled to
find an appropriately polite description, and observing, “Four fee earners should be able to sort
something like this out”. He thought (paragraph 72) that it should have been perfectly possible
to have prepared witness statements and to have exchanged them in time:
“… One would have thought that witness statements would have been in draft form already
and simply in need of fine tuning once the finalised bundle was prepared with its pagination.”

16.

The bundle was due to be prepared by the Respondents. The bundle was not given to the

Claimant until the weekend before the hearing. It was said to be in part a reason for the delay
that the Respondents wished to match in the references within the Respondents’ witness
statements to the bundle.

17.

The Judge came to the view he did of the way in which the Respondents had conducted

themselves through Mr Berriman at page 75. What then determined the question of whether, in
the light of passing the threshold, there should be a strike-out or not was his approach to the
overriding objective. The overriding objective in the ET(CRP)R is not in the same form
precisely as it is in the Civil Procedure Rules (CPR). In the ET(CRP)R it reads:
“The overriding objective of these Rules is to enable Employment Tribunals to deal with cases
fairly and justly. Dealing with a case fairly and justly includes, so far as practicable—
(a) ensuring that the parties are on equal footing;
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(b) dealing with cases in ways which are proportionate to the complexity and importance
of the issues;
(c) avoiding unnecessary formality and seeking flexibility in the proceedings;
(d) avoiding delay, so far as compatible with proper consideration of the issues; and
(e) saving expense.”

18.

The Tribunal is to seek to give effect to that objective in interpreting or exercising any

power given to it by the Rules, and it hence applied to the exercise of the power under Rule 37.

19.

Having looked at each of the particular characteristics, the Judge said at paragraph 83 that

he looked to balance the “relative prejudice to each of the parties”. Mr Harris had been placed
under pressure to assimilate the content of those witness statements and had lost the opportunity
to review those documents with Counsel free of charge. He noted the effects of the illness from
which Mr Harris suffered. He thought that a refusal would mean that he would have to go
through the “rigmarole of a full trial” when he was not well.

20.

He then considered the prejudice on the other side to the Respondents to see if it out-

balanced that to Mr Harris. He said:
“86. If I strike-out [sic] the response or simply disallow the witness statements, whether I
allow cross-examination or not, either way it is very likely that Mr Harris’ claim will succeed
on his evidence, without evidential contradiction. That may mean that he will succeed on his
claim which might be entirely without merit and he will receive a windfall of significant
compensation which he does not deserve. It will mean that findings of discrimination will
have been made not only against a school, which is funded by public money as an institution,
but also findings of discrimination against individual Respondents named in these
proceedings.
87. There is no evidence that the failings of Mr Berriman is [sic] their fault. There is no
evidence at this stage that Mr Berriman was acting on their instructions.
88. This to me represents the greater prejudice. I may, or my Tribunal may, make findings
against individuals and ultimately order significant compensation to be paid by individuals
who have not had the opportunity to be heard, through no fault of theirs but the fault of their
legal advisors. There is no comfort to be taken from the fact that they could perhaps sue their
legal advisors for negligence. I cannot be sure that they will succeed and, in any event, such
financial recompense would not take away the stigma of a finding of discrimination.
89. Is a fair hearing still possible if I refuse the application? Yes, I could postpone the hearing
and re-list it in November. That however would leave matters in an unsatisfactory state of
affairs for another nine months. That will not be good for Mr Harris, (his doctor’s letter says
that a conclusion will help with his cure) nor would it be good for the three named individuals
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facing accusations of discrimination to have this Sword of Damocles hanging over their heads
for 9 more months.
90. I could proceed now, but I recognise the need for Mr Harris to have time to assess the
Respondents’ statements and the Grounds of Resistance and give him time to arrange to take
advice. He will have from today, (Tuesday) until next Monday to do so. The medical evidence
quoted above does not suggest he is not capable of doing so. It will give him time to arrange
for advice if that is his wish. To begin with he will only have to present his supplemental
points and answer questions in cross examination [sic].
91. I recognise that a Time Preparation Order goes nowhere near to adequately dealing with
the current situation.
92. I am not influenced by the tone of correspondence of Mr Berriman and his conduct of
these proceedings so far. I regard some of the examples of what he wrote, to which I have
been referred, as unprofessional, (whatever the circumstances) when dealing with a litigant in
person. He appears to have lost his professional objectivity, but there is no evidence that was
on the instructions of the Respondents at this stage. I did not want to hear his explanation
because I felt that was not going to assist me in the strike-out decision. His explanation may
have a bearing in due course, if events go a certain way, on an application for aggravated
damages or if it argued that it amounts to the foundations of a victimisation claim.
93. For me, the fact that a strike-out would probably result in judgment against Respondents
who may not be at fault, is what weighs my decision against a strike-out and therefore I refuse
the application. I do so reluctantly.
94. Mr Milson [sic] was most persuasive. Mr Berriman’s conduct was unacceptable. I am
exasperated that there are no means available to me by which I may effectively sanction the
Respondents’ solicitors. Had Mr Harris been represented other than on a pro bono basis, I
would have heard more evidence from Mr Berriman with a view to considering whether a
Wasted Cost Order would have been appropriate. …”

21.

He went on to describe the time preparation order that he did make as an “obviously

inadequate £132”. He also ordered the repayment by the Respondents to the Claimant of the
fees he had had to pay on issuing his fourth claim, the sum of £250.

22.

In addition to the three grounds to which I have already referred, which were the first

three grounds of appeal, the Claimant argues, fourth, that in those paragraphs the Judge
wrongly disassociated the Respondents from the actions of their representative Mr Berriman;
and fifth, that the Judge, by ordering a timetable that required the Respondents to serve the
Claimant with their Grounds of Resistance on claim four by 10.00 the following morning, had
in effect allowed the Respondents to amend their Grounds of Resistance and was wrong to do
so; sixth, that it erred in excluding the Respondents’ conduct in correspondence from its
consideration as indicated at paragraph 92; and finally, that it erred in refusing an application to
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postpone that the Claimant made upon the rejection of his application to strike out, he not
wishing to commence the hearing on the following Monday within the tight timetable that the
Judge had imposed, which could cause him significant difficulty.

23.

I shall deal with each of these grounds in turn. As to the first, what Mr Milsom argues is

that the test that the Judge posed to himself was wrongly applied; in dealing with the question
posed by James he should have adopted the approach of asking whether there was a less drastic
means to the end for which the strike-out power existed. He submitted that the purpose of the
strike-out power was to ensure that orders of a Tribunal were observed and not flouted. Such a
narrow approach to that which “proportionate” means in answering the question, “Proportionate
to what?” gives little scope, once there has been a finding of intentional contumelious default,
for any consequence other than that a court will consider it proportionate to strike out the claim.

24.

Mr Milsom argued that the Judge should have ensured support for the order of the

Tribunal and that a party – here, the Claimant – not in default should not be expected to tolerate
an imperfect trial, which was the consequence of the decision to which the Judge came. The
answer that he gave at the conclusion of the case was not that this was a claim that could safely
be adjourned for several months and then tried entirely fairly since that would be an undesirable
result. His solution, proposed to the parties during the course of the hearing, was to conduct it
in three tranches, the first beginning on the Monday following, to consist of the Claimant’s
evidence, then adjourning with sufficient time for the Claimant to review the material he had
not yet had a full chance to consider, produced late as it was by the Respondents, and in that
way take advantage of the period of time left within what had been an appropriate trial window
but leading to the disadvantage that the trial would be staggered over some time.
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25.

The question of law ultimately comes down to the question of what is meant by

proportionality in this context. I am clear that the way in which the court thought of it in James
is shown by paragraph 18, where Sedley LJ said, “The first object of any system of justice is to
get triable cases tried”. He observed in the last two sentences of paragraph 21:
“Proportionality … is not simply a corollary or function of the existence of the other
conditions for striking out. It is an important check, in the overall interests of justice, upon
their consequences.”

26.

Mr Milsom’s argument focused more upon the need to ensure that Tribunal orders were

respected than a consideration of whether the consequences – plainly, to both parties – were
disproportionate to the nature of the particular wrong done.

In most cases this will not

necessarily be an easy question. A Judge may wish to ask why the Respondent has behaved as
he has. He will wish to consider the nature of what has happened. A failure to comply with
orders of a Tribunal over some period of time, repeatedly, may give rise to a view that if further
indulgence is granted, the same will simply happen again. Tribunals must be cautious to avoid
that.

Equally, what has happened may be an aberration.

Of their nature there may be

circumstances that are unlikely to reoccur. This requires a careful judgement. A court on
appeal looks to see whether the Judge below has carefully considered the evidence leading both
ways and considered whether in the light of the wrong that was done the question of
proportionality was appropriately addressed.

27.

The first ground is one of approach. I reject Mr Milsom’s argument in favour of a narrow

approach; what is proportionate is a consideration of the consequences in the light of the breach
in respect of which Rule 37 provides a remedy.

The question of whether the Judge

appropriately addressed the factors and came to a conclusion that was permissible is the
territory of the third ground, that of perversity.
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28.

I turn to the second ground. Here Mr Milsom argues that Tribunals generally adopt the

principles that underlie the CPR. In Goldman Sachs Services Ltd v Montali [2002] ICR
1251 HHJ Peter Clark said, considering the overriding objective as it had been introduced in
2001 to Employment Tribunals, that this was the (paragraph 26):
“… clearest possible indication that when exercising any power under the Rules, as here, the
employment tribunal will follow the same principles as those spelt out in the Civil Procedure
Rules.”

29.

This case was the start of a chain of cases relating to the approach in respect of giving

relief from sanction that was considered by the Court of Appeal in Neary. There, Smith LJ
rejected the submission that Tribunals generally were required as a matter of law to set out
specifically each of the factors referred to in CPR Rule 3.9 as if they were requirements of the
law in respect of Employment Tribunals, but she did not in doing so say that the principles were
entirely distinct as between Employment Tribunals and civil courts. What she said (paragraph
47) was this:
“I would accept [Counsel for the Respondent’s] submission that it should be inferred that
Parliament deliberately did not incorporate CPR r 3.9(1) into employment tribunal practice
when it chose to incorporate the overriding objective. There is, to my mind, an obvious reason
why Parliament did not do so. It has always been the intention of Parliament that employment
tribunal proceedings should be as short, simple and informal as possible. We all know that
that intention has not been fulfilled and employment law and practice have become difficult
and complex. But where Parliament has apparently decided not to incorporate into
employment tribunal practice a set of requirements such as those in CPR r 3.9, I do not think
it proper for the courts to incorporate them by judicial decision. It is one thing to say that
employment tribunals should apply the same general principles as are applied in the civil courts
and quite another to say that they are obliged to follow the letter of the CPR in all respects
[emphasis added]. It is one thing to say that employment tribunals might find the list of CPR
r 3.9(1) factors useful as a checklist and quite another to say that each factor must be explicitly
considered in the employment judge’s reasons. I would overrule the line of Employment
Appeal Tribunal authority which, in effect, requires specific consideration of all the CPR r
3.9(1) factors on an application involving relief from a sanction in the employment tribunal.”

30.

Mr Milsom therefore argued that an Employment Tribunal should not be unmindful of

what he described as the seismic change that had taken place in the civil jurisdiction when
interpreting the overriding objective after the decision in Mitchell. That case was the leading
case that considered the cost-budgeting provisions introduced following the Jackson reforms.
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In civil litigation cost is potentially liable to defeat justice. To keep it at a proportionate level, a
change of culture was thought to be required. A view was taken that justice was wider than
merely securing a result fair at the time between the parties. As Dyson MR said at paragraph
38, quoting his own lecture in March 2013 (paragraph 26), the revisions to the overriding
objective in the CPR had been made so as to make it clear that the relationship between justice
and procedure had changed, though not by transforming rule compliance into trip-wires nor
making them the mistress rather than the handmaid of justice:
“If that were the case then we would have, quite impermissibly, rendered compliance an end
in itself and one superior to doing justice in any case. [The culture] has changed because
doing justice is not something distinct from, and superior to, the overriding objective. Doing
justice in each set of proceedings is to ensure that proceedings are dealt with justly and at
proportionate cost. Justice in the individual case is now only achievable through the proper
application of the CPR consistently with the overriding objective.”

31.

He went on to observe that parties could no longer expect indulgence if they failed to

comply with their procedural obligations; the reason was that those obligations not only served
the purpose of ensuring they conducted the litigation proportionately to keep their own costs
within proportionate bounds but of ensuring that other litigants too could obtain justice
efficiently and proportionately and be enabled by the court to do so.

32.

The CPR now contain provisions which differ in detail from those that are set out in the

ET(CRP)R. It was from the CPR that Dyson MR drew his Judgment in Mitchell. Its
provisions are described as a “new procedural code”. The overriding objective is said to be that
of enabling the court to deal with cases “justly and at proportionate cost”. By comparison, the
overriding objective in the 2013 Rules of the Tribunal is to deal with cases fairly and justly;
proportionate cost is not mentioned as a central objective. The CPR (Rule 1.1(2)) state that
dealing with a case justly and at proportionate cost includes, so far as is practicable:
“(a) ensuring that parties on an equal footing;
(b) saving expense;
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(c) dealing with cases in ways which are proportionate—
(i) to the amount of money involved,
(ii) to the importance of the case,
(iii) to the complexity of the issues, and
(iv) to the financial position of each party;
(d) ensuring that it is dealt with expeditiously and fairly;
(e) allotting to it an appropriate share of the court’s resources while taking into account the
need to allot resources to other cases; and
(f) enforcing compliance with rules, practice directions and orders.”

33.

Those last two are not reflected in terms in the Rules of the Employment Tribunal. The

fact that is so in my view emphasises the point that Smith LJ made in Neary that the ET
(CRP)R are different from those of the civil courts. Though, it seems to me, there is much of
principle that applies to both, it would be a mistake to suggest that the CPR applied in the
Tribunals in the same way as they apply in the civil courts. Regard must be had, I have no
doubt, to the insight given by cases such as Mitchell into that which constitutes justice. I
accept, in line with Mr Milsom’s submissions, that justice is not simply a question of the court
reaching a decision that may be fair as between the parties in sense of fairly resolving the
issues; it also involves delivering justice within a reasonable time. Indeed, that is guaranteed by
Article 6 of the European Convention on Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms. It
must also have regard to cost. Even if the Employment Tribunal is not in the same position as
the civil courts because there is no cost-shifting regime, it was designed as a cost-free forum in
so far as party-and-party costs were concerned. That is true of most Tribunals; it is a particular
feature of most Tribunals. I would accept, too, that overall justice means that each case should
be dealt with in a way that ensures that other cases are not deprived of their own fair share of
the resources of the court. If a case drags on for weeks, the consequence is that other cases,
which also deserve to be heard quickly and without due cost, are adjourned or simply are not
allotted a date for hearing.
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34.

Decisions made in the Employment Tribunal can accommodate these considerations not

because they are separately spelt out in the ET(CRP)R as they are in the CPR to the extent I
have quoted but because a Tribunal has to deal with a case fairly and justly. Justice is a wide
concept. It includes justice viewed from the perspective of the system of which the Tribunals
are part in ensuring that indulgence given to one party does not deprive another party of that
justice to which they also are entitled.

35.

Accordingly, it does seem to me to be relevant in an appropriate case for a court to

exercise its powers to ensure that the case is heard promptly or, as the case may be, that case
management powers are exercised to ensure that evidence is kept within reasonable bounds, or,
as it may be where necessary excluding even evidence that is of relevance though marginal. All
of this falls short of a requirement that the Tribunals apply a test that is identical to or so closely
akin to Mitchell as that for which Mr Milsom contends. He argues that a Tribunal should not
easily permit a party to subvert an order. He is right. A party that does not observe an order is
at the mercy of the Tribunal. Though in many cases an unless order will be granted before
there is a strike-out, it is not an essential prerequisite of an application to strike out and is no
guarantee that one will not follow in an appropriate case. As it happens, there was no unless
order in the present case. If there had been, I suspect that Mr Milsom would not be appealing
the decision before me, because I suspect that decision might have been different.

36.

Mr Milsom points to those cases that have followed Mitchell in the civil courts: Durrant

v Chief Constable of Avon & Somerset Constabulary [2014] 1 Costs LR 130; and Karbhari
v Ahmed [2014] 1 Costs LR 151 and Denton v White, CA [2014] 1 WLR 3926. They may be
considered in some quarters as a roll-back from the strictness of the Mitchell principles as they
had been understood, but the statement of principle is that in civil cases a Judge should
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approach an application for relief from sanctions in three stages. Stage one involves the
identification of a failure to comply with a rule, Practice Direction or court order and the
seriousness and significance of it. If the breach was neither serious nor significant, then relief
will usually be granted. The second stage involves the court in considering why the failure or
default had occurred. The third requires a consideration of all of the circumstances of the case,
such as the promptness of the application and other past or current breaches.

37.

Heavy emphasis was placed on the co-operation that parties should have in furthering the

overriding objective and the litigation. Jackson LJ, though agreeing in the result, dissented as
to the weight to be given to two factors that Dyson MR and Vos LJ considered important. They
had identified as factor A the need for litigation to be conducted efficiently and at proportionate
cost and factor B being the enforcement of compliance with rules, Practice Directions and
orders. It will be noted that neither of those two factors is specifically mentioned in the ET
(CRP)R. Jackson LJ felt that they should not have the “top seats at the table”, as he put it, as,
plainly following that decision, they do in civil litigation in the common-law courts.

38.

It is difficult, in my view, to draw too much from those three cases following Mitchell.

All consider relief from sanction, the sanction being strike-out for earlier non-compliance; that
is not this case. All consider factors A and B as having the “top seats at the table”, whereas
they are not specifically singled out even as particular factors within the ET(CRP)R. The
ET(CRP)R have not lagged behind, being overtaken by history, since they were freshly and
newly drafted and brought into force in 2013 in full knowledge, therefore, of the approach that
the CPR were taking. As Smith LJ indicates in Neary, this is therefore a conscious decision by
Parliament to adopt a different regime. Like her, I regard this as a reflection of the different
function and purpose that Tribunals may serve. True it is, as Mr Milsom points out, that in
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those discrimination cases that come before the County Court the CPR will apply, and in cases
of discrimination of equal seriousness that come before the Tribunal they will not but the
ET(CRP)R will, but in my judgment this does not of itself mean that there should be a
wholesale incorporation of the approach of the CPR into the ET(CRP)R.

39.

In conclusion, therefore, though I am satisfied that it would be entirely appropriate for an

Employment Judge in a suitable case to take account of the wider view of justice as I have
expressed it, a Judge is not required as a matter of law in the Employment Tribunal to deal with
a claim as if the CPR applied when they do not. He must deal with the ET(CRP)R in respect
of a strike-out power. No one has suggested before me that the law as it applied to the Rules
before 2013 did not continue to have force save only for the point that Mr Milsom makes that
Tribunals should have regard to the general principles that underlie the Mitchell approach.

40.

I do not wish what I have said to let it be thought that Judges should be unduly forgiving

of procedural default by parties. Rules are there to be observed, orders are there to be observed,
and breaches are not mere trivial matters; they should result in careful consideration whenever
they occur. It is a matter of frequent complaint to this Tribunal, in particular by litigants in
person, that orders have not been observed to the letter by the other party to the litigation.
Tribunal Judges are entitled to take a stricter line than they may have taken previously, but it
remains a matter to be assessed from within the existing Rules and the principles in existing
cases. Since the Judge here, in my view, approached the exercise of his discretion through the
lens of James, since he did not misstate that principle, and since he did not require to take a
stricter approach in line with Mitchell, I reject the first two grounds.
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41.

As to perversity, it is sufficient to say that the Judge came to a decision as to the choice

he should make. It is of the nature of choices that they may go one way or the other. A court
on appeal has no right to consider whether it would have made a different choice if the choice
below is permissible.

It does not seem to me here that for the breach concerned in the

circumstances there could be no other determination than a strike-out; in short, it was open to
the Tribunal Judge and not perverse for him to conclude as he did.

42.

The fourth ground argued that the Judge exercised his discretion on a false basis because

he separated the Respondents from Mr Berriman. He should, in Mr Milsom’s submission, have
taken the principle that, Mr Berriman being their representative, they were at fault if he was. If
it were otherwise, then a litigant with the means to instruct a representative could hide behind
the fault of the representative when a litigant in person would not have that luxury.

In

determining the central issue, the balance of prejudice, the Judge here regarded the failings of
Mr Berriman as being his own and not the Respondents’ fault. In saying there was no evidence
that he was acting on the Respondents’ instructions, the Judge had expressed the test the wrong
way round. Rather, he should have asked whether there was any evidence that he was not so
acting.

43.

These are powerful submissions. They are supported by Bennett v London Borough of

Southwark [2002] ICR 181, that what is done in a party’s name is done “presumptively, but
not irrebuttably” on that party’s behalf; in the words of Sedley LJ in Burt v Montague Wells,
unreported, 26 July 1999, “The acts of one are the acts of the other”; and in Hytec Information
Systems Ltd v Coventry City Council [1997] WLR 1666 at 1675, where Ward LJ commented
that there were good reasons why a court should not ordinarily distinguish between a litigant
himself and his advisors.
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44.

The matter that plainly exercised the Judge was that here in a discrimination case there

were serious allegations against other teachers; for them not to be able to respond and defend
those allegations may lead to the very serious harm to them that they would be condemned
wrongly without the chance to avoid the stigma that would come with it, as to which the ability
to sue their representative would have no benefit. But the question is whether the Judge was
wrong to separate Mr Berriman from them. In the event, I have been satisfied by the answers
given by Ms Hadfield that there was evidential material that all pointed that particular way.
Thus the Judge could conclude, and in effect was unlikely to conclude anything else other than,
that the Respondents had not instructed Mr Berriman to behave as he did. Plainly his fault was
that of a solicitor who had simply lost control of the action. It was a purely solicitors’ fault (see
paragraph 36) where the exchange of witness statements and the necessary amendments as
described do not on the face of it seem to have anything directly to do with the behaviour of the
Respondents in giving instructions to that effect. The Judge made reference to how solicitors’
offices should be run, disparagingly to Mr Berriman. He thought Mr Berriman had lost control
of the case and said so. The correspondence that he wrote is described in terms that suggest
that this was entirely the doing of Mr Berriman and not a reflection of instructions from his
clients (see paragraph 92).

45.

In the event, I have decided that Ms Hadfield is right in her submission that, given the

nature of the material before the Judge, he was entitled to think that it would be a prejudice to
the Respondents to have a finding made against them without the ability to respond first, and he
was entitled to come to the conclusion that that outweighed the undoubted prejudice to the
Claimant. Another court might have weighed the prejudice differently, but that is not the test.
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46.

As to ground 6, it is said that the Judge was in error in saying what he did at paragraph

92. What the Judge is describing there had nothing directly to do with the default that led to the
application before him. It was part of the overall history. It reflected on Mr Berriman. The
Judge was right to draw attention to the fact that eventually, should the Claimant succeed, there
would be potential for an award of aggravated damages and drew attention to the possibility of
a victimisation claim. The Judge did not think that he was going to be assisted in determining
whether a strike-out would be proportionate or not by the way in which Mr Berriman had
unprofessionally behaved previously.

I do not think that he was bound to take that

correspondence into account.

47.

Ground 7 relates to the application to postpone made by the Claimant. Although Mr

Milsom in his written Skeleton described the ground as being somewhat academic, the point is
twofold. First, it demonstrates that there were consequences as a result of the initial decision
not to grant a strike-out that were visited on the Claimant. One consequence was that the
Tribunal thought it appropriate that the case should proceed on the following Monday. That put
him under a pressure of time. It was not his fault; it was the Respondents’ fault. It was
unavoidable as a consequence of there being no strike-out.

48.

This point, however, was plainly taken into account by the Judge in determining his

decision as to the balance of prejudice and as to whether a strike-out would be proportionate,
the grounds for it having been established. Accordingly, it takes that matter no further.

49.

Separately, it seems to me that the question, again, is whether the court was entitled to

exercise the discretion as it did. I would have to have a developed case showing that the Judge
in deciding not to postpone the case for a longer duration than he did failed to exercise his
UKEAT/0097/14/KN
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discretion in accordance with the law. Though I can well see that in these circumstances he
might, and though I fully appreciate the view that HHJ Birtles took and expressed at a
Preliminary Hearing before this Tribunal and recognise that the Tribunal ultimately saw the
wisdom of that approach and did in fact adjourn, I could not say that as a matter of law the
Tribunal was wrong to come to the conclusion it did. It had before it a Claimant whose claim
needed to be resolved sooner rather than later. It had the cases of Respondents to the claims
against whom those claims also needed to be resolved sooner rather than later. He plainly
thought that allowing the case to be heard as he had proposed, in three stages, was preferable to
putting the matter off for a longer period. Ultimately, the Tribunal has changed its mind, and a
full hearing in one chunk awaits, but I cannot say that the Judge was necessarily in error of law
in applying the overriding objective and the Rules in his decision as to postponement in that
case.

Conclusion
50.

It follows that, despite the eloquent arguments of Mr Milsom, to whom I pay tribute,

made all the more impressive by the fact that he appears pro bono here as he did below, I have
to dismiss this appeal on each of the grounds. In conclusion, I note the Judge’s view that the
decision was a close-run thing. No doubt the future conduct of this case by the Respondents
will take note of that, because, should the Respondents fall short, a Tribunal considering their
failure subsequently may be drawn to the conclusion that they cannot be satisfied that the
Respondents would behave fairly towards this litigant in respect of his trial in the future. I say
no more about that.
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Off-Framework – user permissions form (EX107 OFC)
When to use this form:
This form gives limited permission to prepare a transcript or report from a recording made other
than by the court/tribunal, and where the court/tribunal are not contributing to the
commissioning of those services.
Permission to use transcription services must be obtained from a Judge via completion of this
form. By exception, if permission is given verbally in the court/tribunal this form must be
completed retrospectively and submitted to the court/tribunal for formal approval.
The applicant must complete part 1 of this form, sections A and B, and it should then be passed
to the member of the judiciary conducting the hearing. Once approval has been granted, the
court should complete section C and this should be retained by the Judge’s Clerk.

Part 1: For completion by requestor
A. APPLICANT / REQUESTOR AND REQUIREMENT FOR TRANSCRIPT
Name/address/email of applicant(s) (e.g.
parties in the action):
Your involvement in the case:
Intended use of transcript:
Details of any third party on whose behalf
the transcript is to be prepared or any third
party to whom the transcript will be provided

Auscript Ltd

Transcription supplier to be used:
B. HEARING DETAILS
Court/Tribunal Name:
Court/Tribunal Postal Address of
hearing site:
Court/Tribunal Hearing Room Number:
Court/Tribunal Case Reference:
Judge’s Name:
Date of Hearing:
Reporting Restrictions imposed:
Security marking allocated to the
case (if known):
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C. For internal use: JUDICIAL APPROVAL
Approved:

Yes:

No:

Name and title of approver:

Date:

Once permission has been granted, the supplier must liaise with the court to confirm the following
information:





When they will attend the court to set up any necessary equipment in advance of the
hearing. At the same time, the timeframes for the disassembling of any equipment must be
agreed;
Named contact for them to report to at the court;
Whether the transcript needs to be approved by the judge before it can be finalised; and
Details of where the transcript for approval must be sent.

Part 2, section D of this form must read by the transcription supplier and the declaration signed at
section E. This should also be retained by the Judge’s Clerk.

Part 2: For completion by approved transcription supplier
D. TERMS AND CONDITIONS APPLYING TO THE TRANSCRIPTION PROVIDER FOR PERMITTED
TRANSCRIPTS AND REPORTS
In consideration for the Crown granting permission to the transcription provider to take a transcript or
prepare a report in respect of the above hearing, you, the transcription provider, agree that the following
provisions shall apply in respect of such transcript or report:
1.

Court judgments and tribunal reports are protected by Crown copyright. Therefore, if and to the
extent that any intellectual property rights are created (Created IPR) in the transcript or report
you hereby assign to the Authority, with full title guarantee, title to and all present and future
rights and interest in such rights or shall procure that the owner of such Created IPR assigns
them to the Authority on the same basis.

2.

If requested by the Authority, you shall, without charge to the Authority, execute all documents
and do all such acts as the Authority may require to perfect the assignment of Created IPR under
paragraph 1, or shall procure that the owner of such rights does so on the same basis.

3.

The Authority grants to you and to any third party specified in Part A above a limited, nonexclusive, non-assignable licence (with no right to sub-license) to use the transcript you prepare
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strictly for the intended use indicated above. In particular (and notwithstanding any description of
the intended use provided), you may not:
3.1 make publicly available (either by itself or as part of any other material);
3.2 provide to a third party not specified above;
3.3 otherwise publish (whether or not for payment of a
fee) the whole or any part of the transcript.
4.

You shall comply with any and all security markings stated in Box B above or as they become
relevant to the hearing.

5.

You shall provide a copy of the transcript or report you prepare, to the court at which the hearing
takes place.

6.

The use of Hand Held audio equipment is permitted for use in the production of the
Transcript(s) in this case only.

7.

In preparing the transcript or report, you shall comply with the information security requirements
in Annex 1.

8.

You shall obtain judicial sign off of any judgment before it is released to any party unless the
judge specifically states it is not required.

E. DECLARATION BY TRANSCRIPTION PROVIDER
I agree to comply with the terms and conditions above in connection with the transcript/report of the
hearing noted above.
NAME AND ADDRESS OF TRANSCRIPTION PROVIDER
Auscript Ltd
Central Court
25 Southampton Buildings
London, WC2A 1AL
DX 82 Chancery Lane
uk.clientservices@auscript.com
+44 (0)3301 005223

Signature

Date:
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ANNEX 1
Information Assurance

1.
1.1.

SECURITY CLASSIFICATIONS DEFINITIONS

1.2.

There are 3 security classifications (OFFICIAL, SECRET and TOP SECRET) indicate the
increasing sensitivity of information AND the baseline personnel, physical and information security
controls (see 2.2.5) necessary to defend against a broad profile of applicable threats. Additionally,
there is a classification that refers to a limited amount of information which will be particularly
sensitive but will still come under the OFFICIAL marking even if its loss or compromise could have
severely damaging consequences. This more sensitive information will be identified by adding
‘SENSITIVE’ and must therefore be marked ‘OFFICIAL-SENSITIVE’:

You shall abide by the following Government Security Classifications.

1.2.1. OFFICIAL
The majority of information that is created or processed by the public sector. This
includes routine business operations and services, some of which could have damaging
consequences if lost, stolen or published in the media, but are not subject to a heightened threat
profile.

1.2.2. OFFICIAL-SENSITIVE
This marking alerts Users to the enhanced level of risk and that additional controls are required.
The need to know principle must be rigorously enforced for this information particularly where it
may be being shared outside of a routine or well understood business process

1.2.3. SECRET
Very sensitive information that justifies heightened protective measures to defend against
determined and highly capable threat actors. For example, where compromise could seriously
damage military capabilities, international relations or the investigation of serious organised crime.

1.2.4. Each classification provides for a baseline set of personnel, physical and information security

controls that offer an appropriate level of protection against a typical threat profile. As a minimum,
all HMG information must be handled with care to comply with legal and regulatory obligations and
reduce the risk of loss or inappropriate access. There is no requirement to mark routine OFFICIAL
information.

2.
2.1.

TRANSMISSION OF INFORMATION

2.2.

Where you facilitate your business via downloading and burning audio onto removable media for
onward transmission, the Authority requires that you shall use an encrypted CD and only use
secure methods of delivery, examples of which, includes Special Delivery or secure courier
transfer.

2.3.

You shall send all hard copy material, no matter what security classification via tracked mail using
Special Delivery (or equivalent service) and double enveloping of the contents. The inner envelope
should have the relevant security marking on it. The security marking MUST NOT be placed on
the outer envelope, rather it should be marked “Addressee only”.

Transcription suppliers shall take reasonable steps in all cases to ensure secure transmission,
including checking that recipient email addresses are accurate and genuine and requesting
confirmation of receipt, and using read receipts as standard.
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General Guidance to be applied by Transcribers using their own IT devices to process
MoJ /HMCTS information.
This Guidance was originally drafted for Transcribers but for the purposes of this contract will
also apply to Suppliers and their personnel.
1. Set a password on the device - MANDATORY
It is important to add one as if the device is misplaced or stolen it will make it harder for someone
to gain access to the device and any information on it.
2. Set a timeout lock on the device - MANDATORY
If the device were to be stolen whilst logged in, this will add some protection in minimising the
time the device would be accessible (15 minutes or ideally a shorter time).
3. Keep all software up to date – MANDATORY
There are features that run locally (e.g. One Drive) which may create a connection to the
internet. When services complete upgrades to their products they assume the latest (or no older
than one version) products are in use. This will also allow support to be maintained and to be
provided more cost effectively and consistently, and ensures that the device runs correctly.
4. Install and enable anti-virus and anti-spyware – MANDATORY
This is necessary to prevent malicious software gaining access to any information or corrupting
or stealing data.
5. Enable a firewall (Windows device) – MANDATORY
This will also assist in protecting the device from malicious software.
6. Use a non-Administrative Account for day to day work – MANDATORY
If an unauthorised user were to gain access to your device this limits the amount of access and
control they would have over the device.
7. Only install trusted software from a trusted site - RECOMMENDED
This is difficult to define accurately and hence the recommendation status. Untrusted software,
will of course, increase the potential at best for unwanted/requested software to be installed and
at worse malicious software.
IMPORTANT NOTE: If the device you are using does not comply with the above mandatory
requirements, then do not use the device
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Application for permission to prepare a
transcript or report from a recording made
other than by the court
This form gives limited permission to prepare a transcript or report from a recording
made other than by the court/tribunal, and where the court/tribunal are not
contributing to the commissioning of those services.
Permission to use transcription services must be obtained from a Judge via
completion of this form. By exception, if permission is given verbally in the court/
tribunal this form must be completed retrospectively and submitted to the court/
tribunal for formal approval.

Part A - Applicant and requirement for transcript
A1.

Applicant's name (Solicitor's firm or applicant in person)

A2. Applicant's address

Postcode
A3. Email

A4. What is your involvement in the case?
Party’s Legal Representative
A5. What is your intended use of the transcript?

A6. Give details of any third party on whose behalf the transcript is to be prepared or any third party to
whom the transcript will be provided
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Part B - Hearing details
B1. Name of Court or Tribunal where proceedings/hearing are taking place/took place

B2. Court or Tribunal address
7 Rolls Buildings
Fetter Lane
London
EC4A 1NL
Postcode
B3. Court or Tribunal Case reference number
B4. Name of judge
B5. Expected Date(s) hearing
Start Date

End Date

Sitting Days

B6. Have reporting restrictions been imposed?
Yes
No
Don’t Know
B7. What security marking has been allocated to the case?
None
Official
Official Sensitive
Secret
B8. If applicable, give name of other Government Department requesting permission (Crown Authority)
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C.

Terms and conditions applying to the transcription provider for permitted
transcripts and reports
In consideration for the Crown granting permission to the transcription provider take a transcript or
prepare a report in respect of the above hearing, you, the transcription provider, agree that the
following provisions shall apply in respect of such transcript or report:

1.

Court judgments and tribunal reports are protected by Crown copyright. Therefore, if and to the
extent that any intellectual property rights are created (Created IPR) in the transcript or report you
hereby assign to the Crown, with full title guarantee, title to and all present and future rights and
interest in such rights or shall procure that the owner of such Created IPR assigns them to the Crown
on the same basis.

2.

If requested by the Crown, you shall, without charge to the Crown, execute all documents and do all
such acts as the Authority may require to perfect the assignment of Created IPR under paragraph 1, or
shall procure that the owner of such rights does so on the same basis.

3.

The Crown grants to you and to any third party specified in Part A above a limited, non-exclusive,
non-assignable licence (with no right to sub-license) to use the transcript you prepare strictly for the
intended use indicated above. In particular (and notwithstanding any description of the intended use
provided), you may not:
3.1

make publicly available (either by itself or as part of any other material);

3.2

provide to a third party not specified above;

3.3

otherwise publish (whether or not for payment of a fee)

the whole or any part of the transcript.
4.

You shall comply with any and security markings stated in Box B above or as they become relevant to
the hearing.

5.

The following reporting restrictions shall apply

and or any that become relevant during the hearing.
6.

You shall provide a copy of the transcript or report you prepare, to the court at which the hearing
takes place.

7.

The use of hand held and audio recording equipment is prohibited. Any requests to use hand held
equipment should be made to HMCTS.

8.

In preparing the transcript or report, you shall comply with the information security requirements in
Annex 1.
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9.

You shall obtain judicial sign off of any transcript before it is released to any party including those
who are requesting it unless the judge specifically states it is not required.

10.

If the judge approves publication of the transcription, or any part thereof, you shall provide a copy of
the transcript to the following authorised publishers:
Justis Publishing - Masoud Gerami - Masoud.gerami@justis.com
Thomson Reuters - Ian Law - ian.law@tr.com
- Sarah Edwards - sarah.edwardes@thomsonreuters.com
ICLR - Daniel Hoadley - Daniel.hoadley@iclr.com
LexisNexis - Kirstyn Forward - caselaw@lexisnexis.co.uk

D.

Declaration by transcription provider
I agree to comply with the terms and conditions above in connection with the transcript/report of the
hearing noted above.
Name and address of transcription provider
Auscript
Central Court
25 Southampton Buildings
London
WC2A 1AL

Signature

Date

As emailed

Auscript Ltd

E.

Crown/Other Government Department approval
Approved
Yes
No
Name and title of approver

Signature

Date
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ANNEX 1
Information Assurance
1.

Security Classifications Definitions

1.1.

You shall abide by the following Government Security Classifications.

1.2.

There are 3 security classifications (OFFICIAL, SECRET and TOP SECRET) indicate the increasing
sensitivity of information AND the baseline personnel, physical and information security controls
(see 2.2.5) necessary to defend against a broad profile of applicable threats. Additionally there is a
classification that refers to a limited amount of information which will be particularly sensitive but
will still come within OFFICIAL marking even if its loss or compromise could have severely
damaging consequences. This more sensitive information will be identified by adding `SENSITIVE'
and must therefore be marked `OFFICIAL-SENSITIVE':

1.2.1. OFFICIAL
The majority of information that is created or processed by the public sector. This includes routine
business operations and services, some of which could have damaging consequences if lost, stolen
or published in the media, but are not subject to a heightened threat profile.
1.2.2. OFFICIAL-SENSITIVE
This marking alerts Users to the enhanced level of risk and that additional controls are required.
The need to know principle must be rigorously enforced for this information particularly where it
may be being shared outside of a routine or well understood business process.
1.2.3. SECRET
Very sensitive information that justifies heightened protective measures to defend against
determined and highly capable threat actors. For example, where compromise could seriously
damage military capabilities, international relations or the investigation of serious organised crime.
1.2.4. Each classification provides for a baseline set of personnel, physical and information security
controls that offer an appropriate level of protection against a typical threat profile. As a minimum,
all HMG information must be handled with care to comply with legal and regulatory obligations
and reduce the risk of loss or inappropriate access. There is no requirement to mark routine
OFFICIAL information.
2.

Transmission of Information

2.1.

Contractors shall take reasonable steps in all cases to ensure secure transmission, including
checking that recipient email addresses are accurate and genuine and requesting confirmation of
receipt, and using read receipts as standard.

2.2.

Where you facilitates your business via downloading and burning audio onto removable media for
onward transmission, the Authority requires that you shall use an encrypted CD and only use secure
methods of delivery, examples of which, includes Special Delivery or secure courier transfer.

2.3.

You shall send all hard copy material, no matter what security classification via tracked mail using
Special Delivery (or equivalent service) and double enveloping of the contents. The inner envelope
should have the relevant security marking on it. The security marking MUST NOT be placed on the
outer envelope, rather it should be marked 'Addressee only'.
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General Guidance to be applied by Transcribers using their own IT devices to process
MoJ /HMCTS information.
This Guidance was originally drafted for Transcribers but for the purposes of this contract will also
apply to Suppliers and their personnel
1.

Set a password on the device - MANDATORY
It is important to add one as if the device is misplaced or stolen it will make is harder for someone to
gain access to the device and any information on it.

2.

Set a timeout lock on the device - MANDATORY
If the device were to be stolen whilst logged in, this will add some protection in minimising the time
the device would be accessible (15 minutes or ideally a shorter time).

3.

Keep all software up to date - MANDATORY
There are features that run locally (e.g. One Drive) which may create a connection to the internet.
When services complete upgrades to their products they assume the latest (or no older than one
version) products are in use. This will also allow support to be maintained and to be provided more
cost effectively and consistently, and ensures that the device runs correctly.

4.

Install and enable anti-virus and anti-spyware - MANDATORY
This is necessary to prevent malicious software gaining access to any information or corrupting or
stealing data.

5.

Enable a firewall (Windows device) - MANDATORY
This will also assist in protecting the device from malicious software.

6.

Use a non-Administrative Account for day to day work - MANDATORY
If an unauthorised user were to gain access to your device this limits the amount of access and control
they would have over the device.

7.

Only install trusted software from a trusted site - RECOMMENDED
This is difficult to define accurately and hence the recommendation status. Untrusted software, will of
course, increase the potential at best for unwanted/requested software to be installed and at worse
malicious software.

IMPORTANT
If the device you are using does not comply with the above mandatory requirements,
then do not use the device
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GOV.UK
1. Home (https://www.gov.uk/)
2. Crime, justice and law (https://www.gov.uk/crime-justice-and-law)
3. Courts, sentencing and tribunals (https://www.gov.uk/crime-justice-and-law/courtssentencing-tribunals)

Form

Form EX107: Order a
transcript of court or
tribunal proceedings
Ask for a written record (a transcript) of what was said at a
hearing, trial or tribunal. Includes guidance note EX107GN.
From:
HM Courts & Tribunals Service (/government
/organisations/hm-courts-and-tribunals-service)

Published
1 June 2017
Last updated
20 April 2022 —

Documents

Request a court transcript (Form
EX107)
(https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk
/government/uploads/system/uploads
/attachment_data/file/976931/ex107-staticeng.pdf)
PDF, 232 KB, 10 pages

Request a court transcript (Form EX107
- multiple requests) download this form

Related content
• Form EX105: Apply for
help with court
transcript costs
(/government
/publications/apply-forhelp-with-court-transcriptcosts-form-ex105)

• Swansea: Swansea
Magistrates' Court,
Probation contact
centre (/guidance
/swansea-swansea-
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before opening it in Acrobat Reader

magistrates-court)

(https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk
/government/uploads/system/uploads
/attachment_data/file/976932/ex107eng.pdf)

• Observe a court or
tribunal hearing

PDF, 373 KB, 1 page

Request a court or tribunal transcript guidance note (EX107GN)
(https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk
/government/uploads/system/uploads
/attachment_data/file/1069700
/EX107_GN_0422v3_April_22.pdf)
PDF, 334 KB, 8 pages

(/guidance/observea-court-or-tribunalhearing)

• Form FP8: Tell the
court about changes to
a person’s legal
representation
(/government
/publications/form-fp8notice-of-change-ofsolicitor)

• Ask the court to
consider an allegation
of contempt of court
(Form FC600)
(/government

Details

/publications/ask-thecourt-to-consider-an-

Read the separate guidance notes on ordering a transcript
before you fill in the form.

allegation-of-contempt-ofcourt-form-fc600)

Collection
Accessing the form for multiple requests
To access and fill in this form on your computer you’ll
need to use Adobe Acrobat Reader. Follow these steps:

• County Court forms
(/government/collections
/county-court-forms)

• download Adobe Reader (https://get.adobe.com
/uk/reader/) for free
• Windows users - right-click on the form link then
select ‘Save target as’ or ‘Save link as’
• Mac users - right-click on the form link then select
‘Save linked file as’ or ‘Save link as’
• save the form (in your ‘documents’ folder, for
example)
• open Adobe Reader and then select the saved
form
If the form still doesn’t open, contact
hmctsforms@justice.gov.uk.
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Find more court and tribunal forms (https://www.gov.uk
/government/collections/court-and-tribunal-forms) by category.
Find out how HM Courts & Tribunals Service uses personal
information (https://www.gov.uk/government/organisations/hmcourts-and-tribunals-service/about/personal-information-charter)

you give when you fill in a form.
Published 1 June 2017
Last updated 20 April 2022 + show all updates
1. 20 April 2022
Updates versions of the EX107GN (English and Welsh)
uploaded
2. 19 April 2021
Amended versions of the two EX107 forms and
guidance document.
3. 13 May 2020
Revised EX107 forms.
4. 10 June 2019
Contact details for some transcribers have been
amended.
5. 13 February 2019
Postal address amended in EX107 GN.
6. 12 December 2018
Added revised EX107 guidance document with new
supplier rates.
7. 7 August 2018
EX107GN (English) updated.
8. 15 June 2018
Editorial changes to documents.
9. 23 May 2018
Added a more accessible version of the EX107 form
and a link to the guidance EX107GN.
10. 1 June 2017
Added translation

Explore the topic
• Courts, sentencing and tribunals (/crime-justice-andlaw/courts-sentencing-tribunals)
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